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THE FORMATIVE YEARS
ARE MOST IMPORTANT
Your students can have a richer appreciation and
understanding of music . . . play better sooner!
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YES! This can be done through the Progressive
Series Plan of Music Education. The plan, created by
54 noted musicians, includes such subjects as Ear Training,

Theory, Keyboard Harmony - actually 22 musical
subjects correlated directly to the piano keyboard to
improve playing and increase understanding during the
important formative years. It can prepare your students
early to meet entrance requirements of many fine
music schools and colleges.

THE PROGRESSIVE
• Tested Lenon

SERIES PLAN Of

Pions

• Teacher Workshops
• Pre-Instrumental Program
• Foreign Music Seminars

MUSIC

EDUCATION

• Correlated Theory Program
• Superior Teaching Materials
• Institutional Affiliation
• Teacher Plocement Service

TEACHER AFFILIATION BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

Career teachers with acceptable backgrounds
and active classes are invited to inquire about
Appointment and Teaching Authorization.

The Most Widely-Accepted

MODERN

SPINET

The Style K by
Featunng

Ever Built-

@/~

the incomparable

No fee for appointment

& &~

Story tone MAHOGANY

A copy of the handsome brochure,
"The Career Private Piano Teacher", will be
sent without obligation to any active teacher.

S oun dimg Board

Your appointment as a Progressive Series Teacher means
that you will be able to offer ALL your students this
advantage if they should decide to go to collegel And
what an advantage if they should never enter collegethey will play bette; sooner and enjoy a rich appreciation
and understanding of music!
If you are a successful career private piano teacher with
an active class, you may be qualified for appointment
to the Progressive Series Plan of Music Education.
Certainly you owe it to yourself and your students to
investigate. Fill out the coupon today for further
information.

(crack-proof,split-proo/-forever)

PROGRESSIVE
Dept. E·9

SERIES PLAN
P. O. Box 233, Clayton, St. Louis S. Mo.

I am a career private piono teacher with on active closs.
please send me a copy of "The Career Private Piono Teacher".

Nome

If

you are interested zn
. seemg
. and hearing this lovely
instrument, write for th e name of yOUT neaTest dealer.

Address ...
City..
'\( Progressive

STo'RY & CLARK PIANO COMPANY
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Averoge Number
..of Pupils in Closs
Zone
Stote ..

Series Teachers are located in every state
and 14 foreign coumrtes.

28 EAST JACKSON BOULEVARn, CHICAGO
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contents
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9 I Heard the Bells, Elliot Hempstead

The exqursrre new Kim ball
Artist Console in French Provincial design provides that something
extra ... that ne pills ultra ... that
appeals so strongly to the buyer
of quality.
Gleaming new Plexiglas's white
keys offer elegant Contrast co warm
Van Dyke brown sharps. Rich inlaid leather music desk, the charm
of genuine fruirwood
make this
sparkling instrument
the ultimate
in individuality and prestige.
Superb tone, easy action, smart
styling, and the impOrlaflt exclusive features offered in this fine
piano make piano training a pleas.
ant experience. Interest in music
is Sustained for young pianists, and
new happiness,
popularity,
and
success will be theirs for life.
This year, for that something extra
at Christmas,
select
the new
Kimball
French Provincial
...
there's
no finer gift!
Or, select from several sizes of
over 45 .style and fimsh combinations
at your nearby Kimball represenra.
rive. For his name JUSt write ro

~

KIMBAll

~

10 Christmas Concerts at Grand Central, Al/red K. Allan
II It Shouldn't Be a Battle, Otto Harbach
12 Russia's Top Pianist Makes Sensational Debut in America
13 To Cosima-With Love, Norma RyLand Craves
14 A Great Church Rebuilds Its Organ
20 A Christmas Recollection, Maurice Aronson
26 The Indomitable Finn (Jean Sibelius), Harvey Berman
49 "Music Postage" Bill Passes Senate
DEPARTMENTS
4 Music Lover's Bookshelf, Dale Anderson
6 Musical Oddities, Nicolas Slonimsky
8 World of Music
16 The Orchestra in the Daily Life of Your chool. Ralph E. Rash
17 MUS1C m the Church Service, George Howerton
18 ~rom "Basin Street" to the DiamondHor e hoe, Albert J. EliaJ
19 I In !'or Contests-and Here's Why!. William. D. RevelLi
21 A Nmth,-Grader's Project, Guy Maier
22 Teacher s Roundtable, Maurice Durnesnil
23 Good Technique More Than Flashy Performance, Theresa Costello
24 The Specialists, Alexander McCurdy
25 Tempered and Un tempered Scales Harold Berkley
48 New Records, Paul N. Elbin
'
52 Violin Questions, Harold Berkley
53 Org.an and Choir Questions, Frederick Phillips
, 54 J umor Etude, Elizabeth A. Cest
MUSIC
Compositions for Piano (Solo and Duet)
27 Rushin' Dance, William Hoskins
~08 Anglaise (from French Suite No.3), J. S. Bach-Prollt
3 Bachette, Margaret Wigham
ee
Duet) (from "Ch,·istmas Carols") . A rr. by Ada Richter
IV cihdrS ShiNPs(h
0 y
amt
IC olas (Duet)
Arr, by Ada Richter
tnstrumentai Composition
34 A~legro (for Bb Trumpet), Krieger.Fitzgerald
Ptec~ for Young Players
36 Mexican Dance, A. Louis Scarmolin
Choral Composition
37 Angels to the Shepherds Say (SATB), Arr, by David Kozinski

the things that money can't buy ..
come into your home with a Steinway
The Steinway teaches lessons that are
useful through life. The child, gaining
keyboard experience, develops confidence through doing and the will to
rise above pushbutton living. Artists
and amateurs honor the Steinway for
its technical perfection, its glowing
voice and rugged long life. Today's
Steinway, with Diaphragmatic Soundboards' and Accelerated Acuon'", is
the result of more than 100 years of
piano making. Giving so much in happiness for so many years, the Steinway
is the most durable and therefore the
least expensive of pianos. It is an investment that pays dividends in pleasure and achievement, too.
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by Theodore Presser Co., 1712 Che~tnut 51 Ph']
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THE STEI NWAY REGENCY Traditional design of the English Regency period with a subtle modern accent in wood and color,
It can be delivered to your home by your Steinway dealer for as small a DOWN PAYMENT as $15950
liberal terms. Slightly higher in the west.

monthly,

except May·

The Steinway is the choice of great artists. The almost endless list
includes names like EUGENE ISTOMIN,
the famous young American
pictured at right, and Guido Cantelli, Gulda, Leonid Hambro, Myra Hess,
Eugene List, Menuhin, Gerald Moore, Michael Rabin, Serkin,
Wil1i~m Steinberg, Tureck and many, many others ... also nearly all
of the nation's leading orchestras,
radio and television stations.

P

O. n' ~h~la.. Pa•• WIdei' 'h~ Ad of MGTch J. 1"9, C
reo' 8rllaur. /'Uernm;onal
cop)·r',,,,
_ed... .fU ,;,111.

Office.

31 E. JACKSON BLVD., CHICAGO '"

r

GRANDS,

ARTIST CONSOLES'

CONSOLETTES
UPRIGHTS'

•

SPINETS

STUDIO CONSOLES 4.
PIANO.

ORGANS.

.

Subscription' $3.50 • year in U. S. A .• nd Poueuionl'
S3
lD all otber CQulllries, SiD!le copy price. 40 unl
p.'
d : ;)
,ear .n C .... d. and Newfoundland'
S4.so a le1r
by return poslage. ETUOB aUum«
IlO re5·pOIUibT~· f nil I., 1Il • S. A. M.nn~CTipl.l or art should ~ ac~lDpaaied
Ch"""e of Addres., Allow at lust 30 d
hi I Y Or return of uO'olieiled
maDu,mptt
or arl.
f •.ddl'Q' Ilk., e.cci.
addrell
to ETlloe. the fiu.ie malllzjne:tlr;~
;Iole
Send bvlh l>Id Iddreu ... d 1M"
Th~ label from you, maguine
is most helpful
in :ifec ,:onl)' "I~II.
COp,el unlell you provide e"lra poHlge
DUOIi,
. tillS I qUIck datlSI
o".r.
The P""l Of5a, "ill Dol f_ltd
•
CI e copIes can/lOI be .elli.
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0" booklol, "How to eho ... Yo" ';ono," will be sent free if you write
Steinway & Sons, Steinway Hall, 109 West 57th Street, New York.
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SEEING
AND
HEARING

(Continued from Page 4)

I

BY MERLE MONTGOMERY

THE BOOKSHELF
BY DALE ANDERSON

The Oxford Companion
by Perc)' A. Scholes

to l\tusic

The ninth edition of the "Oxford
Companion
to Music" by Dr. Percy

A .. Scholes,

completely

revised

and

reset, is not so formidable
in size
that it 111ay not be used as a desk

compendium. There are 1,195 double
column pages (in 8 pt. 1ype}, 1,000
This second

set

of

Music

Theo-ry Papers may aiso
used for a first book
theory for a beginner
who
ten years of age or older.
presents
the fundamentals

well chosen

be
of
is
It

illustrations,

and .many

diagrams and notation examples, concluding with a Pronouncing Glossary
of 7,000 names and terms.
Oxford University Press
19.00

of music in a form that anyone who can read
might understand.

(03951)

Dicrionur-y

and write

..

. .. 1.00

In Preparation

CARL FISCHER, INC.
62 Cooper Square, New York 3
BOSTON· CHICAGO' DALLAS' LOS ANGELES

of Music

COli/piled by Eric Blom
This is a comprehensive
687 page
"desk"
dictionary
with 10,000 separate entries
by the English
musicologist
and editor, Eric
8Jom. The
author's
objective
was to "reach"
primarily
those with no formal music
training
and who may not be able
to read musical notation.
The viewpoint of the compiler is essentially
British. The type is six-point.

E. P. Dutton & Co., Inc_

4.50

YOUI' Tape Recorder
by Robert
lind Mur)" Marshall

ACCLAIMED

BY AUTHORITIES
AS THE

PERFECT INTRODUCTION
TO MUSICAL EXPRESSION
IN

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
CLASSES

MUSIC

20 ',d','d,olly
~
• /
mounted,
perfectly
.
01.1
pitched
tone bars
I
J) g.',. 20 p~pH, 0' ?,.
.... five part 10 creating
~
melody . • . keep
,
the entire doss alert
and interested while
~
receiving
sound
training in music. Endorsed by outstond.
ing educators! Send the coupon for
FREE Americon Prep Teachers Instruction
Guide.

I--------

I TARG & DINNER, INC,
I 425 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago
Send me FREE copy of the
• Teachers fmtruction Guide.

5
American

Prep

INa

I
I
I

•

: Ad~r:S$
4

• City,

~

State

.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
..........•....••..................•

._~

The
amazing
development
of a
large section of the public deeply intel'ested in tape recorders
is one of
the significant
signs of progress
in
sound
reproduction.
Together
with
the founder
of ETUDE,
the writer
visited (about 1913) an exhibit
in
~ large hotel where an inventor,
try~ng to secure capital, presented
this
Instrument
in primitive
form.
One
part of the demonstration
was a magnetic recording
of a telephone
conversation
with his wife located in the
suburbs.
When this was reproduced
the writer. was st~rtled by the verity
of the VOIces whICh was superior
to
that of a~y reproducing
instrument
of the penod.
Now, after more than 40 years
there are tens of thousands
of the~
tape rec~rding
machines in daily use
and armIes of enthusiasts.
There are
now some eighty corporations
manu~acturing tape recorders,
to say noth .
mg of a vast number of fans who will

4

_

welcome
this 278 page compendium
of what most owners want to know
about this instrument

Greenberg:

Publisher

The

Listening

Key

10

$4.95

by Beul"h Benneu /lick,
The edu atione l value of this ..urvey
( the high "[lot" in the music ancient
and mod ru , mOSI u d in schcols today, is eo obviously
the work of a
practiea!
Up-I -dat
reacher, thet furth r comment
if> hardly nece-vary. II
supplle ... in brief the descripth'e col.
lUI ru l inter <.;1, [0\0 impormm 10 certain
ryp s of .,11Ic! nt~. Th -ubjec! covered
are the Folk Mu ...i of Various Land-,
lite Mu ..Ic of the Yerth American In.
dian, American
cmpo .rs, Cemempo,
rnr y III dean )fu ...Ic, Op r in America. Oller nu.
ymph ny Orche"lras in
Amer-icu.
Publi
11001 Music, ~lu~ic
and the
auce. Form and 0 sign, Program ..''hl ..ic.
)"Illphonic Poem. The
Ballet unci vf usi , lmpres ...ionism, Art
ong. Opera and man)' crh r subjects.
The author
has found OUI from "raetical experience
tho~ certain types of
information
which Ihe 8\' rage "Iudent
requires and has filled that ne d.
/P.

C.

Brolell

o.

$3.00

Busic Music (or
la~rOOIll Teaehen
by tV)'e m,,! Bergel/JoII
The author,:; IHI\e ghen us a unique
and practical
guide to enable Ihe
teacher who aspires to teach mU5icin
the first grades
of public schools to
Jearn the basic elements just as he
expects the pupil to take in this informalion. The structure
of the book is
accomplished
with few words but a
very direct
presentation
of essential
materials.
accompanied
by a profusion
of songs of the most appropriate Iype.
These songs make the book an almost
indispensable
guide [or the leacher.
Appendix
"D" gives a list of the
contents
of widely used elementary
scngs in standard
Public School series
published
by
other
publishers ("A
Singing
SchooP'-C.
C. Birchard;
"New
Ius.ic Horizons"-Sih'er
Burdell
a~d Company;
"Our Singing World"Gmn and Company;
'The American
~inger"-American
Book Co.) These
Jlsts should be invaluable to Elemen·
tary Public School )tusic Supervisors.
(Paper Bound)

Prentice-Hall,

Inc.

$3.50

elude-december
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Verdi The Man and His Music
br Cdrlo Gatti
.
Gatti's "Verdi" is no ordinary biography. It is so well articulated and so
full of interest and careful documentation that it would be difficult to excel.
It reveals many new phases of the
composer's life. Verdi never posed as
a great Maestro largely because he was
so busily engaged that he seemed to
think little of his own achievements.
Gatti's 353 page book represents long
and laborious research and is voluminously documented.
The author has
built up a portrait of Verdi's personality, activity and achievements which
brings out the great genius, the persistance, the endless labors, the struggle to overcome obstacles which can
not be conveyed in any other way.
There is much new and unexpected information in this new book. For instance, few people knew that Verdi
was an excellent pianist, and played
at concerts. Verdi all -his life was an
able business man as his carefully prepared Wjll indicates. Gatti paints Verdi
as an unusually frank, serious, unpretentious man of affairs-the
kind ol a
person you 'Would like to know.
His operas from "Oberto, Conte di
San Bonifacio"
(1839) to "Falstaff"
(1893) were not all equally fine but
his percentage of success is very high.
The book is a must for any good
musical library.
G.,P. Puuuun's Sons
$5.75
«,

l\lusic: Now and Then
br Ashley Pettis
A very thoughtful book of reflections
upon our musical heritage from the
Bible, presented in an unusual manner.
As the author announces, "One of the
most intriguing
aspects of Biblical
history is that many of God's gifts have
not been recorded
until they were
developed to a high degree of usefulness to maiL This is particularly true
of Music." Starling with Jubal "the
father of them that play upon harp
and the organ," and ending with that
majestic verse from the one hundred
and fiftieth Psalm, the Laudate
Dominum in Sanetus,
this little work
brings out many facts of curious interest from both Testaments. The Jewish
people consistently
and persistently
looked upon music as food for the
soul and made it a part of the daily
life in their moments of joy, exaltation
and praise as wen as sorrow.
Mr. Pettis' book is an excellent
source of information
for musicians,
musicologists and choir directors looking for information upon ·which to base
an interesting talk upon this subject
before appropriate
audiences.
Colem.an-Ross
$3.75

For YOur ..
.
personal"
Plano, choo"e the instru.
ment upon which
artists agree:
great

BALDWIN
IS THE OFFICIAL
PIANO OF THE

CLAUDIO

RAVINIA FESTIVAL

Arran

America is on the move toward greater
music
suburbs

for more people ... in cities,
towns, villages. What

yesterday was "culture"
is a spontaneous
American

for the few, today

manifestation

of the

way of life ... for all.

The makers of the Baldwin Grand

Piano

take pride in the growing roster of civic
musical organizations

FIEDLER

which have made

Baldwin their official piano. And
salute the great musical artists who
prefer, play upon and praise Baldwin·
as the piano of their choice.
Of course it's Baldwinthat bl/ilds rhe Acrosonictoday's finesr small piano.

JENNIE

TOUB,EL
Whittemore &
Lowe
'tHE BALDWIN PIANO COMPANY,

Dept. E.125,. Cincinnati 2, Ohio

Builders of: BaldWin, Aerosonic and Hamilton Pianos· Baldwin and Orga-sonic Organs
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This Christmas
and all the year
round, for. yourself and for your
friends,
give the gift of music.
Give an MMO record.
"For PIANO

MMO
Music Minus One

o MMO 11 ' SCHUBER~: "Traut" Quintal 0,. 114 $7.50
o MMO 11 SCHUMANN, Piau Quintel, 0,. 44 $7.50
o MMO 51 MENDELSSOHN: Piano Trias, 0,. 49/~t.
SUS
o MMO 91 IEETHOVEN: Sil Piano T,ias 3·12" $21.00
IEETHOVEN: Piano Trias 0,. 1, 1/2 57.50
o MMO 91-1
o MMO 91~2 BEETHOVEN:
0,. 11 Pian. Trias 0,. I, 3; $7.50
o MMO 91.3 BEETHOVEN: Pian. Trias, 0,. 70,1/% $7.50
o MMO 101 MOZART/BEETHOVEN: Piana/Winll

"an adventure in music"
~uperbly

suited

to the

uninterrupted
medium
records,
Music Minus
One

of. ~ong playing
Edifiuns a~e careful.lv

prepared

of the rn~lor works '':I the
concerti

ted.

literature,

Excellently

the hIghest
reproductiOn!

with

performances

chamber

one

music and

instrument

performed

and

omit-

recorded

to

known standards
of high fidelity
eoch edition
comes handsomely

packaged
with the. !T1USICfor the ~issjng port
mcluded: All editions ore pitched to the
International
440A.

By NICOLAS

Giving, as th~y do, on incentive to practice,
ecch MMO will enable you to gain the experlenc~ and pfecsure of participating
with prefessloncl artists, In the .ccmfcrt of your home
ct your own. leisure.
.
,

LISZT OPPOSED all idea of failure,

Tempo an9 dynamic markings
will take on
new meanmg.
Perhaps
most important
of
<lll, your music making ability will show the
sort of f?rwor'! stride \hat
~':In only come
from plaYing with top-flight
Instrumentcnsts.

not only in himself but in others as
well. Once he attended
a musical
evening at which a young composer

An MMO record exists for
strument
of the orchestra.

....

almost

...

Here is what noted musicians
had to 'soy about

and

every

in-

critics have

MMO
••.
excellent recorded quality and ensemble
performance.
The mstrumentalists
play with
Q ,goo.d. decl
of f.lexibility, avoiding
rigidity
cnc mamtalnlng
flne balance
of parts."
-Harold
C. Schonberg, The New York Time.
" . • . the reading was sound
the balance
good, and. the eftectarresting.
I can see
and appreciate the usefulness of these discs;
T~ey can help the student
and professional
all"e to Ill,olly learn and get to know the
wl?rks that hove been
recorded
by Music
Minus One, and at the some, time they offord the Simple pleasure of taking port in Q
performance
at will."
-Reginald
Kell,
The 5aturday Review of Literature
"Trye recording of the series heard
by this
.re:vl~wer. ,(the Schubert Trout Quintet)
is of
dls~mgUIShed quality
ml;Jsil::aJly, and merits
a rOur star rating tel::hnlcaJly."
......Ray Ericson, MUlicol Americo
"The purchase~ of .these Ips is going to have
a very. good time endeed. You are invited to
ploy. ~Ight along with some very professional
m~Slclans, you con hit the sourest of notes
blissfully ploy a whole measure or two behind
<lnd you are not able to upset, orie little bit
the MM9 .ensemble. A senes like this fills ~
very defmlte need. A lot of musicians
both
amateur
an.d professional
have long awaited
o .good s,efles. of "mi~sing port" records on
long play~ng. diSCS . ThiS seems to be it"
-Roy
Lmdstrom, High Fidelity Mogozine
ryignly recommended
to teachers and
P~lls a~lke, as w~JI as to omateur musicians
~'~ag~~~"
proctlce
because
of
lack
of
II

•

_ ••

-Paul

H. Little,

Musical

Leader

"An invaluable ideo' for musicians-tyros
and
experts and for budding
composers who
would hde.o~how a master work is put together
~ .au Itloned the "Trout"
with the violin
mlssmg . and were entranced
with it
N
every fiddler can. be his own first ~iolini;'
The IIrecorded musicIans are exceptional
Ali
In a , a Record of the Manth
adventure"
-Joseph
Gale, New Jerley Music Ani Arb
This Christmas and all the
your.selfG,?nd for your ftiends,
musu;.
Ive on MMO rel;ord.
~;~
~~~ ~u~~taid:~re
c1irect from:

MUSIC
Oe~t.

12E-719

year ro
give th~ng~ft f~f

from better
record
rs
everywhere,
or

MINUS

ONE

Tenth Avenue-N.Y.

Wnte
for our monthly bulletin
feases.
Specify instrument.
fn Foreign
~on~'

Lands, contact

~~~

Armonia
Genoa
..
Edition
Zurich,
(Austria

'

e Ritma
Italy
Eulenberg
Switzerland
& Germany)

work. The

manuscript
was so badly written
that
the composer
had to stop, explaining
that he could not read his own music.
Liszt volunteered
to play it for him.
"B~t how?"
asked the composer;
"I
can t make out the notes myself."
"I
can,"
replied
Liszt, and sat at the
piano. Following
the outline
of the
melody,
he reconstructed
the harmonies which were illegible,
and was
rewarded
with applause after he finished. There were also many compliments for the composer, who had no
courage
to declare
that
Liszt
recreated
his music with much
more
inspiration
than in the actual
notes
that served him as a starting
point.
Liszt's fame as a fascinating
conversationalist
was great. He charmed
~veryo?e at a party at Count d'Orsay's
m Pans,
and as he was leaving,
the
host shook his hand and said with
emotion:
"What a pity you had to
become a musician!"
.L~szt combined
courage
with
a
SPITlt of showmanship.
On his way
to a concert
at Stafford
House
in
London, where he was to playa
fourh~nd fantasy on the opera ·"Norma."
WIth Weber's pupil, Benedict,
he w~s
thrown
out
of his carriage
and
sprained
his right
hand.
Nothing
daunted,
he put his injured
hand in
a. decqrativ~
black sling and played
hIS part WIth the left hand alone
Needless to say, he was awarded
with
stormy applause for his feat.

19, N.Y.
of

new re-

the following

firms:

CustTom Sound & Vision
oronto, Canada
T
rans . Radio Disc
MeXIl::o 1, D.F.
C II t ors
, Records
u 10, reland

0 br.

played a freshly finished

. A prophetic note was published
the "Musical
Times"
in 1878-

III

"Sensi~le
people tell us that musi~
shops III the 20th century will be very'
mucn. as they are now' ,some
and

mUSIcal. oddity

will add:

your sCIell.ce and your
can you gIVe us another

'With

all

telephones,
Beethoven

SLONIMSKY
or another

In

Mendelssohn'?"

the

death
Rhadames
expires
Wllile rehearsing

found
muffed
shouted

ducted:
before

himself
the final
Leopolda

"Alway

scene in "Aida."
on a high B
the scene, a tenor

e;t.

short

of breath and

phrase.

"Imbecile!"

Mugnone, who contake a deep breath

you die!"

•
us

THE
R
I AN prima donna
Lydia
Lipkovska
(l88-l.1955l:
was so successful
during her American tour in 1909 that he inspired

the chef of the Lenox Hotel in Boston
lo name several di hes on the menu
after her. There was chi ken a. In Lip.
kovska, a cup Lydia, and a sourne de
fraises
a In Lipko\' ka. The strawberry preparation
was marked 2.00
on the menu.
Lipkov ka protested
against this exploitation
of her fame
and instituted
proceedings
against th~
Lenox Hotel Company
to show cause
why her name should 110t be removed
from the strawberry
ouffle. The case
wa~ tried in 1arch, 1910, in the Suo
pen or Court of Boston. uDid rou
taste that chicken
la Lipkovska
yourself?"
asked the attorney for the
defense. "Jamais,
jamais!"
exclaimed
the opera star. The defense then in·

a.

troduced the culprit, Nicolo Sabat·
tini, the chef \\-ho created the Lip-kovska dishes. In his best English,
hannoUJously
seasoned
with extra
vowels at the end of each word Sa·
battini
gave a full account of' his
culinary creations.
but failed to move
the judge, who T~led in favor of the
defendant.
Just as unauthorized
use
of a picture
in a commercial adver·
tise.l11ent i iUega.l, the judge declared.
so IS the use of one's name by a chef
de cuisine
in his dishes. The souffie
lost its adorument.
and presumably
was marked
down from the originlll

price of

2.00.

The St. Louis Institute of Music is
featuring this year an unusual course
of instruction in the Viole d'Amour.
Jerome Rosen, who teaches the course,
is aware of only one other such course,
taught by Karl Stumpf at the Vienna
Academy of Music. The Viole d'Amour,
now commonly considered to be an obsolete instrument, is attracting increasing interest
among
string players,
according to Rosen.
Richard Dyer-Bennet will sing folksongs in the Grace Rainey Rogers Auditorium at the Metropolita~ Museum
of Art, New York, on December 3. The
Vienna Choir Boys will be heard there
in a Christmas program on December 30.
Juilliard String Quartet returns
from Europe this month, having played
over sixty concerts in ten countries.
Critical reception of the Quartet has
The
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ASCAP has issued a complete compilation of contemporary concert and
symphonic recorded music to all radio
and television stations. The 47-page
guide contains writer and publisher information, indexed for reference, with
listings of the best available recordings.
The
Boston
Symphony,
Charles
Munch and the Koussevitsky
Music
Foundation in the Library of Congress
have jointly commissioned fifteen new
works by the following composers: B.
Britten, H. Dutilleux, J. Ibert, D. Milbaud, G. von Einem, G. Petrassi, H.
Villa-Lobos, S. Barber, L. Bernstein,
A. Copland, H. Hanson, B. Martinu, W.
Piston, W. (Continued on Page 8)

o MMO 401
o MMO 402

(Continued

from Page 6)

As Lipkovska set out on her sec~nd American tour in 1910, her Russian husband had refused to let her
have a passport. In old Russia, wives
could travel only with passports made
in the name of their husbands, and
Lipkovska was helpless. Then she remembered that every Russian had the
.right to petition the Tsar for redress
of grievances. She requested an audience with the Emperor
Nicholas II,
and sang for him. He was well
pleased and pinned a diamond-studded decoration on her dress. When she
told him of her trouble, the Emperor
promised to help. Soon an order came
from the Imperial
government
for a
st'parate passport
for her, and she
sailed for America, leaving her hus·
band to rue his fate. In her interviews with the American
press, she
expressed her admiration
for all aspects of American
life except cook·
ing. "I cannot
understand,"
she
warbled, "how Americans
can be so
successful in business
and eat food
that would give indigestion to a polar
bear." She brought with her a Russian chef 'who knew her tastes and
etude-december
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prepared
her food according
to the
best traditions of old Russia.
Like so many artists, Lydia Lipkovska refused to grow old, and

fought the oncoming age hy withhold·
ing information
of· her true birthday.
She. lived in her native Bessarabia
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been quite favorable, and violist Ralph
Hillyer wrote, in part, "We met David
Oistrakh who predicted a great success
for us if we came to the Soviet Union."

o
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shortly before World War II. In 1941
she was invited to sing opera in
Odessa, Russia, which was at that
time
occupied
by the Rumanian
Army; the Russian public welcomed
her as a reminder of the Golden Age
of- Russian opera. When her voice
could no longer sustain the. necessary
strength
in opera, she turned
to
drama;
for her first dramatic
role
she selected the part of Psyche,
a
peasant girl, in the service of a rich

landlord of 18th century Russia. She
sang folksongs in Russian
and in
French in that role, which was her
last in the theater. After the war she
went to Beirut, Lebanon, as a teacher
at a local music school. In her last
years she was helped by charitable
organizations.
She wrote her memoirs, which remained in manuscript.
What happened to that manuscript,
no one seems to know.
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A new collection for nursery, camp,
school, kindergarten, parties, home

fINGER

... songs for little fingers

by MARY MILLER and PAULA ZAJAN
These songs have passed on from teacher to teacher .. The best
ones have been compiled and music composed where none
existed. Presentation is designed so that it will be clearly understood by anyone bandling groups of children. It is invaluable
for children with language handicaps. Fully illustrated.

$1.25
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I heard'
the

Schuman, and R. Sessions. The manu.
script scores will be deposited permanently in the Library of Congress.
Carlo Giulini, youngest conductor on
the regular roster of La Scala, Milan
made his American debut as guest con:
du?tor of the Chicago Symphony on
November 3 and 4.

.·-~L1tY
43 The Arcade

(Continued

.OF MUSIC

G.SCHIRMER
New York 17
3 East 43rd st.

LllSAn"ln
17
700 West 7th St.

The Rogel" Wagner CIJOrlliewill tour
the country beginning in March 1956
including
an appearance
at Carnegi~
HaJJ on March 18. Major highlights of
the tour will be Boston, Philadelphia,
New Yo~k City, Chicago, St. Louis,
Kansas Clty, an Francisco and Seattle.

bells!
An absorbing story

The Pennsylvuniu A adcmy or Fine
Arts is spon Dring four chamber con.
certa and one lieder recital in Philadel.
phia this season, including a concert of
original works (or (our hands at one
piano, played by Eleanor and Vladimir

of the ancienf arl of

hand bell ringing

Sokoloff.

and Ihe many groups

The MelropoHlun Operu board of directors have decided to sponsor a new
opera house in the vicinity of Lincoln
Square, New York City. Two·thirds of
the funds needed to build a new theatre
have already been raised. Expenses in.
clud~ an estimated
940,000 for pur.
chasing the new site and another 500.
000 for demoli hing the present opera
house, which was built in ]883.
Olin Downes, late musi critic of the
New York Time,
was saluted in a memorial tribute by the
ew York Phil.
harmonic
ymphony on October 27·28,
when Dimitri Mhropoulos dedicated the
Funeral
Music
from Die Cotterd(immerullg to lu memory.
Elmer Dickey has been announced
the winner of the annual
1.000 ~1arian
Anderson scholarship
award. A senior
at Boston
niveraity, Dickey has studied
with Roland Hayes. and received commendation from Leopold
tokowski who
?irected the Boston University Chorus
ID Carl Orff's
Earmina Butane last fall.
(Continued
ou Page 46)

THE COVER
The beautifully

THIS

MONTH

colored photo-

graph
used on the cover of the
Christmas
issue of ETUDE, the
work of Armstrong
Roberts, shows
a portion of the organ and choir

_loft of The I ncarnation Church of
Our Lord in Philadelphia.
The
boys

shown

•

are

former

members

of the choir.

devoting Iheir efforts
to this form of music making.

by Elliot Hempstead
THE

ANCIENT ART of handhell

ringing is receiving
widespread
attention in the United States as a
medium of musical expression and as
an absorbing activity for young people in churches, schools and other organizations and independent
groups.
On Christmas Eve carols are rung
by small groups in about one hundred towns in New England and elsewhere, stimulating the spirit of Christmas among neighbors,
shut-ins, at
hospitals and on school programs.
One of the first of these American
groups, organized
at the home of
Mrs. Arthur A. Shurcliff, of Boston,
toured the doorsteps
of Beacon Hill
in 1923. Dr. Harvey
Spencer
of
Stockbridge, Massachusetts,
who first
became interested in handbells twenty
years ago after hearing
them at a
children's party, has encouraged
the
forming of a number of new groups.
One of his ringers, Miss Helen Rice,
sponsor of amateur
chamber music
playing, introduced
hand bells at the
Brearley School in New York City.
There are prominent
groups at Bennington College in Vermont,
Pittsfield and Quincy, Massachusetts,
at
Princeton, New Jersey and Michigan

State universities.
Interest in English handbell ringing in the United States, leading to
its present favor, had its beginning
around the turn of the century when
a band of ringers from England prac·
ticed on the bells in the tower of
Old North Church, Boston, where the
first peal arranged for change ringing
in the English manner
was hung.
The ropes hang into the ringing
chamber so that each ringer will face
the leader, and plainly see the others. Mrs. Shurclifl took a keen interest in the strenuous art, and practiced
with the men. There
was
objection to the noise wherever they
found a place to advance the craft
and Dr. Arthur H. Nichols. her father, took her to England where she
was presented
with a set of eight
hand bells after a demonstration
of

skill.
Mrs. Sburclifl
added to the set
from time to time and tral ned her
children as ringers, six of them participating with the pioneering Beacon

Hill Ringers. In 1937 the New England Guild of Handbell Ringers was
formed at her home. The American

Guild of English Handbell Ringers,

the largest, was also formed at her
home in 1954. A summer festival, attended by members, both as individuals and groups from all parts of the
country, has already been established
as an annual activity, at Castle Hill,
Ipswich, Mass.

Isolated

sets of handhells of the

so-called Swiss type have been known
in this country
from about 1850.
Said to be of Irish origin, they were
featured by P. T. Barnum in a traveling show. Where the Swiss ringer
shakes his bell to produce an effect

like the xylophone,

the English bells

are held to let the clapper
strike
once for each tone to produce
the
carillon or tower bell effect. Another
difference
in the English type bells
is the control of the clapper by two
pieces of leather under the crown,
pressed together
as a check to its
action.
As with a bell hung in a tower, the
dapper
moves across the inside in
only two directions.
Held with the
mouth upward, the tone is circulated
freely, as from a swinging bell. Clappers of the larger bells are covered

with fell.
Mrs. Doris (Continued on Page 40)
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Glee Club of New York
Central in a typical
Christmas Concert.
Inset below shows
Mrs. Mary Lee Read
playing for carol singing.

as regards the story
and score
of a musical play,
"the two elements
must complement each other."

Christmas concerts

from an interview

AT GRAND CENTRAL
by Alfred K. Allan

THE

with OTTO HARBACH
as told to ROSE HEYLBUT
Otto Harbach at work on a new operetta

Travelers by the thousands each year thrill to the
Christmas music in New York's Grand Central Station.

STOCKY,
?rave.face~
man pushed
his way
through the Christmas holiday crowd jamming
New
York'~ massive Grand Central Station. He might have
been Just another commuter
on his way home to spend a
joyous holiday with his family. But he wasn't-c-his
destination was death. In plain sight. was the entrance
to the
subwa~ ~hat. would t~ansport him to the Brooklyn Bridge
and SUIcIde In the fngid waters below.
As though by divine guidance, the man suddenly looked
upward to the terminal
mezzanine.
His eyes fixed on a
shimmering
organ behind
which sat a smiling,
greyhaired woman. The woman's
fingers danced across the
organ's keys and the music of a sacred hymn drifted down
to the hurrying throng below. The man recalled the times
he had heard the hymn before. It was his mother's
favor.
ite hymn. She always hummed it whenever she was seeking comfort and ~eace of mind during times of great
trou~le. !~e beautiful
organ music magically
lifted the
man s SpIrItS. He rushed out of the terminal
and made
his way briskly to a Water Street mission where he prayed
to God for help.
The man convince~ himself that suicide wasn't the way,
that he mu~t face his problems with faith and courage.
A short while later .the man wa~ reunited with his family
and, to complete hIS reaffirmation
of faith he became
.
'
a
rescue mission worker.
The woman at the organ was genial, bright-faced
Mrs.
Mary Lee Read. Inspiring
incidents like this one have
become commonplace to Mrs. Read ever since 1921 whe
she established the first railroad terminal Christm;s
con~
cer~ program in the country.
The idea has since spread
untIl now . some forty railroad
terminals over the nat' Ion
sponsor SImilar y:ojects.
\Vhen asked why she began this
arduous
but spIrItually
rewarding
work, Mrs. Read replies resolutely, "God gave me the idea!"

It was a cold, rainy night toward the end of 1921. Mrs.
Read, a professional
musician
and graduate
of the Pitts.
burgh Music Institute,
was traveling
by train, with her
y~ung daughter,
enroute from Denver to lew York. Near
PIttsburgh,
a telegram
addressed
to her overtook the
t~ain. It advised her that her mother wa not expected to
live ; she should return at once.
There was a two-hour
wait at Pittsburgh
for a train
back to Denver. Mrs. Read sat di traughtly
Oil a waitingroom bench, her daughter
huddled
beside her. The stanon was gl.oomy and deserted.
H\Vhal a harbor for heart~ches a raI!;oad
station can be," she reflected solemnly
o h~rself.
Surely there must be some W8)' to ease the
loneliness
of travelers."
<;T~ ~o~nl~' boy,
at e It:

whistling
gayly. passed b)' her bench.
the answer flashed into her mind. "Stations

need music."
~ few da~s later she visited
the Denver, Colorado,
statIonmaster
s o~ce.
She hardly
stopped
to catch her
breath as she excitedly outlined her idea to him. "1 could
pl~r the orgal~ for them, or the piano or even the harp:'
. You shall!"
. tlje s tat
arton master promised
without hesitatl?n. That Christmas
Mrs. Read gave the first railroad
station organ conoe r t . Tl ie opemng
.
program
of classical
and1sacred
music was presented
as a tribute to her late
mot rer, Each
Ch ns. l mas t h erea f ter the programs
were
repJ~ated. Thous~nds
of local folk flocked to the terminal
to l:ten or to SIng along with Mrs. Read's heart-healing
mUSIC.
. holiday excursion
. f T he railroad ina ugurate d special
trrps
f
tl rom all parts of C 0 Iora d 0 an d neighboring
slates
or d,oul sands of music-lovers
who wished to hear Mrs.
R ea pay.
Th~: }92~ a second tragedy
entered
Mrs. Read's life.
fl
:s t { sudden death of ber beloved busband
Sbortly
a er
er
usband's
passing
(Continued on P~ge 39)
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'DURING
THE PAST few years,
the - American
musical comedy
has developed what is called a new
form. This shows itself in a more
credible and better integrated blending of story and music. The new pro·
ductions (take Rodgers' and Hammerstein's "South Pacific," for example).
flow from logical motivation j their
vocal numbers
have a reason for
being; their plots are believable; and
their characters behave like people in
real life, without interruption
by lewcomedy gags and the artificial interpolation
of melodies
at moments
when rational human beings would
hardly lift their voices in song. These
characteristics
mark a welcome departure from the stereotyped
musicals. But they are not new. Actually,
the modern American
musical began
forty-odd years ago, when Otto Harbach came out of the West to give
Broadway some amazing
ideas on
dramatic values.
Now in his eighty-second
year, the
grand old man of American operetta.
has contributed
the books and lyrics
to well over a score of outstanding
hit shows. To name but a few, his
musical plays include Three Twins;

Mme. Sherry; The Firefly; High
links; Katinka; Mary; Kid Boots;
No, No, Nanette; Rosemffrie; Sunny;
etude-december 1955
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The Desert Song; The Cat and The
Fiddle; and Roberta. Each of these
brought
definite advances in credibility and integration,
and Mr. Harbach tells you the going wasn't always
easy.
Otto Harbach neither looks nor behaves
like an octogenarian.
Tall,
straight,
and wiry, he gives off the
kind of energy that leaps across footlights. You ask him questions
he
could not possibly anticipate, and he
answers as though he were reading
from notes. When he talks of musical
comedy-which
is often-his
brown
eyes flash, and his resonant baritone
comes out in a boom. His New York
home, high over Central
Park,
is
filled with mementoes
of the days
when each new season launched a
new Harbach hit, and when producers
vied with each other to get Harhach
to cure the ills of less-than-hits.
Mr.
Harbach's
favorite
souvenirs
deal
with his leadership of The American
Society of Composers, Authors
and
Publishers
(ASCAP),
of which he
was President
during a critical pe·
r-iod of its existence, and which his
guidance helped to place on ~ firm
footing.
Mr. Harbach tells you thal the history of the musical-"largely
the history of battle"-goes
back to the

orrgtns of opera, when to songs and
cantatas there was added the setting
of whole plays. These old plays, written in the style of their times, contained- many soliloquies
which lent
themselves
naturally
to arias.
Between such moments of major emotional impact there was just talk, or
reciuuioo. In time, these transitions
became boring.
To get around the
interpolation
of talk into music, the
writers of the day tried plays in dialogue interspersed
with music. This,
too, had its drawbacks,
since it is
difficult to find performers capable of
giving equal pleasure by singing and
by speaking;
and, as there are fewer
'great singers than actors, music got
the upper hand. Musical plays gradually stressed singing needs, and the
book of the play took on secondary
importance.
Mr. Harbach remembers
the days when a hit was credited to a
good score, and a flop to a bad book j
when plot was thought of as something for the low comedian to kick
around.
Growing tired of seeing their books
mutilated
for the needs of singing,
playwrights
gradually confined themselves to satire or fantasy where musical interruptions
did no harm, or
to meaningless
stories that could be
patched together for the sake of the
11

music. The result was the type of musical where a couple engaged in conversation would suddenly, and for no
reason, burst into song; enhance the
song by dancing; and, in a glow of
spotlight, sing and dance not only to
each other but to the audience . .After
this, they might resume the conversotion, but it didn't exactly matter.
"That's why I call musical comedy
the history of a battle," says Mr. Harbach. "Rehearsals were often a tugof-war between book and music. in
which music won. When I began
writing plays, back in 1906, I had
three goals: to put more sense into
the book of a musical play; to use
no vocal numbers without logical motivation; and to make the introduction of music a natural part of the
action. I hoped to free the musical
stage from its battle aspects,
"Let's take a case in point. In 1909,
I was asked to revise the London production of Mme. Sherry for American
use. Based on an old farce, the book
teemed with the cliches which killed
belief in the plot and the characters.
In the Loudon production, the opening chorus represented a lot of tradesmen who came to collect money owed
them by one of the principal characters; the butcher, the baker, the candlestick-maker bounced on stage and
sang out that they wanted their
money. Now, that's not true to life;
your creditors don't appear in a body
to serenade you. I determined to do
something about it, and looked
around for ways and means. At thut
time, there happened to be a new
craze for aesthetic dancing. I went to
a few performances of this, and found
the logical opening for my play. I
changed the setting to a school for
aesthetic dancing, and let the chorus
come on as dance students. This made
the introduction of music not only
acceptable but necessary. As the curtain rose, the chorus sang Every Little
Movement, which not only stressed
dance values but became the theme
for the romance as well. It has been
said that Oklahoma! was the first musical to open cold on a hit song. Mme.
Sherry did just this forty years earlier. Actually, there should be no
battle between the story and the ·score
of a musical play. The two elements
must complement each other."
Born in Salt Lake City, Mr. Harbach attended Galesburg College and
Columbia University, beginning his
career as a journalist. He never stud.
(Continued on Page 45)

Soviet Russia's top pianist makes
sensational debut in America

"TO COSIMAWITH LOVE"

*

The story of the

"SIEGfRIED IDYll"
Richard Wagner's
lamous Chrislmas gill I.
his wife-based

on in-

cid.nts in the composer's life

by Norma Ryland Graves
Emil Gilels I'chearscs

with the PhillHlelphill

WHEN
EMIL GILELS arrived for
his American debut with the
Philadelphia Orchestra on October 3,
we were curious to meet at close
range this remote child prodigy who
had made his first concert appearance
in the mid-thirties, at the age of six.
teen or seventeen. From the besrinning, Soviet critics had raved about
his phenomenal virtuosity; later, he
h.ad made a few scattered but impresstve appearances
outside
Russia'
some recordings were available, bu~
they were scarcely a measure of the
man's full talent.
In this respect it is interesting to
note what was said about Gilels in an
article in .ETUDE back in j anuary
1949. Wntten by Victor I. Seroff
himsel: a pianist, teacher, writer and
authority on Russian music, the arti~le entitled "Musical Fireworks Behind the. Iron Curtain" 0eave a 0grephio
wor d picture of conditions relating t
.
h
0
mUSIC as t ey existed in Soviet Russia
at that time. Concerning pianist Gilels
the article said in part:
'
"At. the close of the Congress [Internahonal Congress of Musicians in
Prague, May 1949J we heard in
Prague ~~il Gilds, probably
the
greatest lIvmg pianist of today, who
came from Soviet Russia to play at

Orchcstrlt.

the Festival. T remember that four or
five years ago one of the most successful pianists in the United States
said, 'I[ Gilels ever comes to the
United tates we all might as wellstop
playing.' r learned of him through
Artur Rubinstein
who heard him
years ago during a tour of Russia,
when he happened to be in Odessa.
'An old teacher. a nice woman whom
I had known, ~sked me to come to
hear her pupils. You can imagine
what a treat that usually is, hut she
was an old friend and I couldn't reo
fuse. It was then that I heard Gilels,
a red-haired,
freckled little fellow.'
Today GiJels is thirty-three. He is far
from unattractive.
His hair is not
Aaming red and the freckles have left
him, along with his adolescence. He
is a fully matured artist who presents
every piece with incomparable finish.
His velvety touch could be compared
only to Joseph Hoffman's best, and
he can thunder like Rachmaninoff.
.~here
Horowitz's
virtuosity ends,
Gtlels only begins. He has to be heard
to be believed. Except for au appearance, some years before the war, at
Brussels where he won the first prize
at the Pianists' competition, Gilels'
concert in Prague marked his European debut. (Continued On Page 62)

CHIMES of the do\~nstairs clock had sc~rcely beTHE
gun sounding on this Christmas Eve, 18"iO, when
Cosima Wagner flung aside her pen and hurriedly rose
from the desk. "One, two ... ten, eleven," she counted,
lips tense, "(Ih, what is keeping him? Why doesn't he
come?"
As she nervously paced the room the swish. of her red
silk dressing gown was not unlike the cracking of the
ice-laden poplars surrounding Triebschen, their home
near Lucerne, Switzerland. Momentarily pausing at the
front windows, she parted the heavy drapes. Below her.
under a wintry moon, white-shrouded trees rimmed the
lake-some with arms half raised, others standing dejected under ice-heavy loads.
_
Shuddering apprehensively she hurriedly dropped the
curtains again as if seeking reassurance in their encircling warmth. Fear such as hers was no idle conjecture,
for in the last few weeks Richerd Wagner had become
secretive in his movements; evasive in his talk. In view
of his well known lack of constancy she viewed his actions
with increasing alarm. Had he so quickly forgotten all she
gave up to follow him to Triebschen-husband,
home,
reputation? \Vas a new face already drawing him away
from her?
A slight movement from the cradle of baby Siegfried
sent her flying to his side. How much his birth had meant
to both of them! In the dawn of that early June morning
-little over 18 months nco-c-Hichard had come to her,
tears streaming down lri- checks. "You have given me a
son, Cosette,". he said. "Think what this means to me
at 56."
Now-only a short time later-doubts
... uncertainty.

Impulsively picking up the lamp, she resolutely stepped
to the full-length mirror. Holding the light hjgh above
her head she carefully studied every detail of her reflection.
Daughter of pretty C~untess d'Agoult and handsome Franz
Liszt, Franziska Cosima Wagner knew she was not pretty.
Her sole claim to beauty was her hail". Like a golden cape
it glistened heavy over her shoulders. softening her angular features.
Carefully setting down the lamp she re-seated herself
at her desk, slowly reading what she had just written in
her diary.
December 24, 1870.
aWe lit the Christmas tree at seven o'clock. First came
the Christ-child, glittering and white, followed by the
children. Richard helped roU nuts into the room. Then
he left with Friedrich and Hans. I stayed until the children had blown out all the candles . . . . This is the
first Christmas that I have not given Richard a present,
nor he to me. And this is right ... "
"No, it isn't," she cried. Tomorrow would be her birthday ... Christmas ... with all that they meant to her,
yet this strange indifference from Richard. Laying her
head on the desk she wept, her iron win completely shatteredo For a time only her deep sobs, punctuated by the
brittle clacking from without; broke the silence. Then, as
calmness once more came to her, she began piecing together recent happenings, seeking to discover in their
sequence the clue she so eagerly sought ...
The dav had been a busy one. Excited over the approaching holidays, the children were difficult to control.
Had it not been Lor ten-year-old Daniela and her younger
sister B1andine(Conl,inued on Page 44)
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A Great Church
rebuilds
its organ
,

The striking photograph
to the right shows the interior of
the First Presbyterian Church of Philadelphia, following completion of the rebuilding of its pipe organ. The picture is a composite
of five separate shots, taken in this way to show the right and left
-transept organs. The photographs below show various stages in
the work of rebuilding. All photographs are the work of Jesse E.
Hartman and are presented through the courtesy of the Moller
Organ Company, builder of the organ, and Dr. Alexander
McCurdy, organist of the First Presbyterian Church.

Here ore the organ finisher and tuner in the process
of
tone regulating
the organ. This is the work that must be
done to give the pipe organ the refinement in tone that

makes it stond aport.

Rear view of raised console. The workman is checking
the organ oction wires 50 that the action of the organ
proper can be tested. Also shown ore two "junction"
boards for wire connections between console and organ.

This photo showsthe blow!1
being installed in the bose
These will supply the wioo
the right and left transe¢
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motor and wind regulator
ment under the organ.
pressure needed to operate
organs.

This is the transept organ exposed so that the workman
may put the metal pipes in their proper sequence. Directly below the pipes ere air regulators that keep the
organ air pressure steady at all times.

The organ finisher works together with Dr. Alexander
McCurdy church organist to adjust the final tonal results.
'Ibis is the last step before the organ is turned over as
complete.
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CHORAL

i

DEPARTMENT

Music in the Church Service
Part One,
Its Primary Function
by GEORGE HOWERTON

the orchestra
in the daily life of your school
by
Ralph E. Rush

suggestions concerning the various projects for which
the school orchestra may properly supply the music
program.

DURING

five summer
workshops
held this past season, the queslion most often asked was, "What
suggestions
can you give that wlll

help us keep our orchestra working
up to full eapacity ?" Since motivation is a constant problem, especially
as it pertains to the better orchestra
students, we hope that the following
ideas, meant to help students, parents

and school officialsbetter understand
the functional
purposes
of their orchestra, may prove of some interest
and value to our readers. Whenever it
falls within their power,
most students and adults will do whatever pos-

sible to help their

ITlS

local groups

become
more useful and valuable
organizations
to their
school
and
community.
The multiple
uses that
may be employed to give the school
, orchestra real functional value should
be understood
by all who have any
interest
in this organization.
Very
often
increased
support
can
be
aroused by calling attention
to those
devices and plans that have brought
successful
results in . some schools,
and thus provided greater motivation
because of better service rendered.
In most situations where a busy or.
chestra
is carrying
on activities
of
real value, the following general types
of performance
will be found.

1. Playing for school assembly programs. In many schools the regular

weekly
assembly
includes
opening
ceremonies
that call for the assistance
of the school orchestra.
\Vhen' this
consistent
use is made of the orchestra the impression
created among all
students is that the orchestra
is important
and has value to the entire
school.
Such a concept
is usually
started in the principal's
office or created by a strong central committee
of
students
and teachers
who believe
that the orchestra
does contribute
in
a worthy fashion to the life of the
school. An outgrowth of such general
use of the orchestra will usuall y bring
about the necessity for one or more
special music assemblies each semester where the group will be given a
featured spot on the program
and the
entire school given the opportunity
to
enjoy
its special
musical
offering.
However,
only when' the orchestra's
performance
is good will this emphasis be repeated.
It is good to know
that some schools have enjoyed
such
a happy situation for many years;
in
fact, it has become a tradition
since
it has been the accepted pattern
for
such a long period that neither
student body nor faculty can remember
when it originated.
Several years ago
this writer had the privilege
of presenting his high school orchestra
to
such a high school in Milwaukee
Wisconsin,
and the wonderful
recep:
tion, and the high sense of musical

enjoyment
and
understanding
dis.
pia yed by that high school student
body will never be forgotten. It was
the pride of the school's principal,
faculty
and students
that they had
learned to listen and enjoy music to
its fullest in their assembly programs.

2. Playing lor special festival occasions celebrating
Christmas,
National Holidays
and other such occasions may be classed
a little apart
{rom the regular
assembly. At such
times,
both
background
music to
heighten
dramatic
climaxes and to
create special moods, as well as feetures (or special effects, give the orchestra a most important
assignment.

3. Playing at School Plays, Pag·
earus and other performances that are
largely
the
responsibility
of the
drama,
choral
music or speech departments
can also prove to be very
functional
contributions
for the orchestra.
In such a capacity of assistance the orchestra
can also share with
other
departments
and thus gain
much favorable
public support for the
entire school.

4. Playing/or ServkeClubs,Church
Festivals, Settlement Recitals, P.T.A.
Meetings and similar groups can also
provide motivation
for orchestra memo
bers to make their best preparation for
an appearance
before
their friends.
While this type of appearance
might
he classed
(Continued on Page 46)
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to be recognized
that in the
church service music fills a function which primarily
is not actually
musical at all. Its principal purpose
is one not esthetic but religious, being
intended to create in the listener an
attitude of worship,
to bring him
more closely to his God. By some it
is regarded as an adornment of the
service, by others not an adornment
but part of the warp and woof of the
liturgy, closely intertwined
with the
other elements of the service. This
does not mean that music is any less
important by virtue of its dependence
on the' other elements but rather that
because of these relationships
the
preparation of church music demands
an approach peculiar to this particular area of the art.
There is a nice balance which must
be maintained
between,
on the one
hand, the maintenance
of artistic and
esthetic standards
and, on the other,
the satisfaction of the religious needs
of the congregation.
The problem is
complicated by the wide divergence
of musical understanding
and taste
on the part of the congregation.
If all
the congregation
were of the same
background
of musical
experience
and were like- minded as to musical
taste, it would be relatively
simple
for the choirmaster
to select his reper·
toire so that the organic
religious
needs of the worshippers
might be
fulfilled and at the same time to proceed in the direction
of the cultivation and improvement
of taste.
However, the body of worshippers
may very well include those whose
musical training
has been extensive,
with college and university
courses.
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in various areas of music and with
experience in performing
the masterpieces of the art. If these persons have
been so fortunate
as to have been
members of some of the country's bet.
ter collegiate choral groups, they will
have sung under the batons of the
world's greatest conductors and have
participated
in performances
of a
highly
professional
nature.
At the
other extreme there will undoubtedly
be those whose musical experience,
either as performers or listeners, has
been meagre and whose musical understanding
is limited. Rather than
dodge the issue, the choirmaster
is
obliged to face it squarely
and to
work toward the satisfaction
of the
conditions
of his profession, whether
he be a trained professional
himself
or an interested amateur who devotes
himself to church music for the par·
ticular satisfaction it provides and the
contribution
which he can offer.

Recognition of this dual obligation
on the part of the choirmaster
is
probably
the most singly important
factor in determining
the success of
any church program. Ideally, in order
to prepare
himself for a career in
church music, one should secure a
thorough
grounding not only in the
field of music but also in the area
of church
history, philosophy
and
liturgics.
To integrate
properly
the
musical portion of the service with
the other elements, the choirmaster
should understand
the place which
music occupies in the particular
type
of service in which he is working. It
may be that his church is one whose
belief restricts the place of music to

what has been earlier called an adornment of the service, with comparatively little use of music, or it may
be one in which from the very begin.
ning of the service music and liturgy
proceed throughout
as an indivisible
unity. The integrity of his approach
is determined
by the "correctness of
his perspective in this matter. He will
not attempt
to force into a simple
service elaborate
preludes and organ
offertories,
florid anthems
and ex·
tended responses which properly belong to the format of the more elaborate liturgies.
He will not introduce
into the worship of one faith music
which may be offensive to some worshippers because of its inseparability
from antithetical
types of belief. All
of which means simply that the type
of music chosen for the service depends upon the nature of the liturgy
employed and the general taste and
understanding
of the congregation.
No one can please all the people at
all times; by trying to please everyone the customary
result is pleasing
no one. The attempt should not be to
please the congregation
hut rather to
satisfy their needs, at the same time
maintaining
as the continuing
idea
the aim of the constant improvement
of taste and elevation of standards,
proceeding
from whatever point at
which the particular
congregation
may be found.
Taste cannot
he
changed
overnight
and one cannot
usually force people suddenly to accept a type of art with which they
have had little or no previous
experience.
However,
the wise choirmaster can so develop his program

(Continued on Page 44)
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From "Basin

Street"

to the Diamond

I'm for con tests and hers's why!

Horseshoe - an easy step
for MILTON CROSS, Radio's

An authoritative

appraisal of all phases of the competition

problem, based on many years practical experience with them.

"mister
opera

by WILLIAM

D. REVELLI

n

by ALBERT J. ELIAS
Louis Qurlico, baritone;
Madeline
Lewis tenor i hold official certificates
Oper~ Auditions of. the Ai... Others:
Cross and Max Rudolf.

Chal,nbers, soprano; Will,iam
as wrnriers; 1955 Mell"OIlohtan
(I. to I',) Drex Hines, Milton

SATURDAY AFTERNOON
ITinISwinter
and one is comfortably
sitting or lying outstretched by the
radio. All week one has looked forward to the next three hours of lis-

tening pleasure. "Good afternoon,
opera-lovers across the nation," intones a deep, rich voice. This is, of
course, Milton Cross, greeting listeners in his familiarly cheery way to
','another afternoon of grand opera
from the great stage of the Metropolitan Opera House in New York
City." As staff announcer of the
American Broadcasting Company, he
may enjoy reading portions of the
Bible for the inspirational "The Evening Comes" program, reporting the
latest world news, or boasting the
pleasures of a smooth, rapid, thrifty
TWA flight or of a cool, invigorating
Coca-Cola. But, most of all, Milton

Cross relishes his role as what radio
listeners have nicknamed him, "Mr.
Opera."
Host and commentator for the Saturday opera matinees, he has been
present for everyone
of the Met
broadcasts since they were so historically launched with a performance
of "Hansel and Gretel" in 1931.
"There's nothing I like better," says
Cross, "than this job." Even in the
early years of the broadcasts, when
he was left alone to fill the intermissions, he was happy. "They'd simply
tell me what was being done at the
Met on Saturday, and I'd be asked to
take care of the intermissions. That
often meant Wagnerian opera intermissions which run about twenty minutes. It was good hard ....
vork, and I
loved it. Even with the present between-the-acts features there's still,

I'm happy to say, plenty of work to
keep me busy."
First of all, he has to work out a
concise yet clear resume of the plot
in the two minutes or less allotted
him before the acts. Then when
"Opera News on the Air" or the
"Opera Quiz" don't fill up their time
or when things go wrong backstage
and there's a delay in raising the curtain, "it's up to me," he points out,
"to carryon. Why, very often in Cerman operas you find scene shifts taking longer than scheduled. Once there
was a long delay during 'Tristan,' and
though I don't to this day know why,
I think Melchior was probably taking
a shower-it's
a tough role he has."
Delays like that don't happen very
often, but he makes notes ahead of
time in case of an emergency, when
he amplifies (Continued on Pnge 56)

Jeannie Carson, who will sing a
leading role in the NBC-TV production of "Babes in Toyland,"
on December 24.
Margot Fonteyn
in the Sadler's
Wells Ballet production
of HThe
Sleeping Beauty,"
December 12.
Elaine Malhin in NBC.TV Opera
Theatre
production
of "Madam
Butterfly," December 4.
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Muskegon
tor, for

(Michigan)

Senior

pERHAPS
no single subject relating to the field of music education has been so completely, emphatically or vehemently debated
during the past two decades as has
the topic of Instrumental Music Contests and the more recent plan of competitive-festivals.
From smallest hamlets to large
metropolitan centers, from teenagers
to men of sixty, from country schools
to universities, have come arguments
proclaiming or condemning contests
as a mode for evaluating the performances and progress of school bands.
Unfortunately, like all intangibles,
facts are difficult to prove and unanimous agreement quite impossible.
Yet these very discussions, controversies and arguments have played a
vital part in the contest movement for
they have served as sparks which kept
the light of progress burning and
have contributed much to the constant growth and quality of our presant-day school hand program.
Perhaps this question should be
etude-december
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High School Band, William

many years a first-division

winner

Stewart, Conduc-

in Dtsn-ict and

State contests,

asked of our students rather than ourselves, for the truth prevails not in
our personal opinions of contests, but
rather in the proof of their specific
values and contribution to the students' education, the school, community, teacher, conductor, and State.
Assuming that this viewpoint is
just and acceptable, the issue becomes
not an argument that is concerned
with personal opinions or attitudes,
but rather a realization of the true
values and weaknesses of instrumental contests as they are related to our
present-day educational objectives.
If we will waive all personal prejudices, avoid individual feelings, and
consider only the worthy and actual
tangible facts, we should eventually
arrive at the simple truth of our problems. When that has been achieved
we undoubtedly will find the following question awaiting our answer:
"Do or do not instrumental contests
legitimately contribute to the moral,
spiritual and musical growth of our
youth, home, school, and commu-

nity?" 1£ our present-day contests
fail to realize these objectives, then
steps should be taken to inaugurate a
more satisfactory means for achieving such goals. However, until such
evidence is advanced, it is important
that we continue to study our present
program and through united effort
and cooperation try to improve it.
As a "battle-scarred" (and often
scared) veteran of many district,
State, and National contests of a bygone era, and as an adjudicator of
contests of recent years, perhaps a
personal evaluation of the assets of
contests would not seem illogical or
impertinent. However, before pro·
ceeding, may the writer hasten to add
that the following observations do not
represent personal opinions nor argu·
ments for or against contests, but are
simple truths and facts which he has
experienced during his ten years of
competing in contests throughout the
Nation.
Every teacher surely recognizes the
necessity and (Continued on Page 42)
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PIANIST'S
THE FASCINATING

STORY OF AN

PAGE

A Ninth-Grader's
Project

UNUSUAL CHRISTMAS PRESENT
RECEIVED BY THE AUTHOR
WHEN A YOUTHFUL
PIANO STUDENT.

A young student asks a thought-provoking

question

by GUY MAIER

,

,~
)1
l
(,

,~
by Maurice

Aronson

BARELY A YEAR after Tchaikov-

.sky's sudden death had come like

a thunderbolt from a bright sky, the
sad tidings were given to the music
world that Russia had suffered a Yenewed, irreparable loss in the equally
sudden demise of Anton Rubinstein,
one of the greatest pianists of .all
time. I vividly recall the shock that
was experienced by those who had

enjoyed the privilege of knowing the
master personally, or had heard him
in one of his public dispensations.
In remembrance
of one of the most

enduring experiences of my life, I
record the cherished recollection of

a recital of piano music by him, who
in the annals
of the art of piano
playing, was one of its most brillianl

exponents.
The occasion
had gained
special
significance
for me by the fact that,
because of my youth I had resigned

myself to the probability

of perhaps

never hearing
the master, whom the
world is willing to accept as the peer
of Franz Liszt.
The recital referred
to took place
in Riga, a very cultured
city on the
Baltic Coast, a city in which no less
a genius than Richard
Wagner
had
wielded the baton as "Kapellmeister"
of the Municipal
Theatre.
It was announced
to take place two days before Christmas.
With a curiosity
characteristic
of

children,

I had elicited the fact that

Santa Claus would remember
me generously,
and knowing that cards of
admission
to the Rubinstein
recital
were selling at prohibitive
prices,
I
desisted from urging my ever generous father to attend the recital
with
me, and resigned myself to the inev-

itable. I tried to satisfy my youthful
enthusiasm
with studying
gram
until I could recite
ward; with battling my way
through the music he was to'
20
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and with reading anything and everything I could lay my hands on in connection
with the works and the life
of Anton Rubinstein.

But fate had willed otherwise. On
the day before
the recital the mail
brought me a gracefully penned note,
the contents of which 1 translate from

the French:
"My dear young friend: Your playing of Mozart's Rondo and Mendelssohn's
oness

Songs Without Words at BarC's musicale
gave me much

pleasure.

If you learn to pia)' Bee-

thoven,
Chopin
and Schumann as
well, we shall be proud of you in
years to come. The enclosed card will
enable you to hear Meister Rubinstein
play these tone-poets
tomorrow night.
The carriage
will call for you at noon.
A most
joyous
Christmas.
Your
friend, Princess
W."
The children
of the Princess were
my schoolmates.
We were friends.
The
Princess,
a rarely
beautiful,
cultured
woman, and an enthusiastic
musical amateur.
had befriended me
frequently
ere this. At the appointed
hour the carriage
called, and amid
great excitement
J was safely deposited in the coach and hurried off to
the depot, where I joined the party,
consisting
of (Continued on Page 50)
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HERE is a rather disturbing

question
which T have just received from a
ninth grade girl: "In my social studies
class we are asked to make a project
on the vocation we would like to acquire
after graduating from high schoo1. I
would like to make my project on music
(1 would like to be a pianist) but do
not know much about being a pianist,
except that it takes a lot of work.
"Would you send me information on
being a pianist, covering the following
points: 1. The advantages, 2. The disadvantages, 3. Pay and security, 4.
Competition and chance for advancement, 5. Training.
"I hope some day to go to your university."
If you, a warm hearted teacher or enthusiastic music lover will re-read the
girl's question, 1 think you too will be
shocked by its coldness, its artificiality,
its totally unmusical approach. Is this
what is wrong with our present-day educators? How can a school teacher be so
insensitive as to direct a thirteen or
fourteen year old girl to ask such unwise questions? Of course we all know
that advantages,
disadvantages,
pay,
security, competition, etc., are important in the choice of a career, but what
about the girl's love for music, her happiness in practicing and playing beautifully, her zeal for studying it long and
hard, her ambition to share it with
others-and
a dozen other matters of
aspiration and accomplishment?
The only hopeful aspect of the letter
is its last sentence. Yes, she must plan
to go to a good university where she
will probably learn how to develop into
a fine, healthy balanced woman as well
as to achieve many varieties of musical
enlightenment and control; where she
will learn how to teach her music to
other aspiring musicians, and where she
will finally discover whether she has
enough talent and determination to become a happy pianist. Then, finally, to
know that she must leave the rest to
God-all she can do i~ to work constantly, intelligently, and lovingly.
But where is her enthusiasm? At her
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age she should be shouting for joy at
the possibility of a life in music. Who
cares for advantages, security and competition in the face of the richness of
Bach,
Beethoven,
Mozart,
Haydn,
Brahms, Schumann, Schubert, Chopin,
Liszt, and a hundred other treasure
chests?
At one of my Classes I asked a talented young fellow-aged
14---what
questions he would ask for such a
"project."
Here they are: 1. "What
would be my chances for a successful
life if I could qualify as a good pianist?"
(Excellent, if you Jove music
and are willing to work steadily at it.)
2. "Would it be necessary for me to
teach also? I'd like to teach, I think."
(Yes indeed, you must prepare
to
teach.) 3. "Could I earn enough money
to marry and probably have a family?"
(Yes, you bet you could, and you'd
probably have a very happy life.) 4.
"How long and where would I need to
study after securing a college degree?"
(That would depend on you. After your
degree you might want to settle down
at a college or public school position for
a few years, studying privately with the
best teacher in your region, and making
as many concert appearances as possible
... or you might secure a Fullbright or
other fellowship for study abroad. Or
you might prefer a year or two at the
J uifliard or Curtis schools to mature
your playing and formulate your own
"style.")
Sensible,
serious questions,
aren't
they?

Pianist's

Page

Editor

Not Retirin~
In response to a flood of inquiries and
contrary to a widespread report, the
source of which remains a mystery, Dr.
Guy Maier is not planning to retire as
editor of the Pianist's Page of ETUDE.
It is unfortunate that Dr. Maier's page
had to be omitted from two issues during the past year but this was due simply
to the failure of his copy to arrive on
time.

Some

Last

Minute

Issues

The Theodore Presser Company has
just issued the beginning piece of the
year, Willow Trees, by Margery McHale. Excellent
title, simple, lovely
cover illustration
and enchanting, easy
music. I know no other piece of such
simplicity and substance. Hardly any
notes to play, all of them within five
finger extent, enjoyable for youngsters
and oldsters alike, an ideal first, slow
swinging waltz.
Two other outstanding pieces from
Presser for late first year players are
Martha Beck's Skip to My Lou, a
snappy, laughing piece with right-hand
short legato phrases. There is also MaeAileen Erb's Crickets, a wonderfully
musical chirp of a piece within five
finger reach, and with such smoothness
and contrast as two pages hardly ever
give.
Do you know that extraordinary and
easy new hook of Jewish Folk Songs
(Mills) arranged
by Erich Steiner?
Mr. Steiner has arranged the strong,
elemental melodies with such skill that
they can be played and loved by any
second year pupil.

Don't

Expect

Too Much

Here's a note from a wrathful piano
teacher who objects to all the demands
I make on the pianists who play Ion
me: "Ugh! It is simple enough to please
you. Yes, indeed! Just keep in mind a
loose shoulder, a floating elbow, foam
rubber wrist, marshmallow finger tips;
keep your eyes on the ceiling, play with
your soul, and forget all about your two
hands. Who in the world (or in heaven)
could do all that?"
I am very sorry to create such an
impression, especially since I've always
maintained
that teachers expect too
much from their students. From now on
my motto will be, "Blessed is the piano
teacher who expecteth nothing, for he
shall not be disappointed." It's a good
slogan, especially for us who teach adolescents. But I warn you I'll always
insist on that floating elbow!
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Teacher's Roundtable

more than
flashy
performance

". Mu. Doc pre.ents Debu•• y pointers,
M_urice Dume.n. ,
rt' f_~orite. _nd _ number of
discu....
.ome Moz_
,
"unknown" pi_nists.

are sent over on tape and processed
in the United States. Some of these
discs which are considerably cheaper
since' the basic cost is comparatively
small are excellent and in some cases,
W. A., Indiana.
astonishingly so. However the quality
The most attractive numbers by
is not even, and it is wise for anyone
Mozart-probably
I am biased. beto
listen carefully before purchasing.
cause I play them-are the followmg:
Many piano records are listed on
Fantasy in D minor.
those catalogues, including concertos,
Fantasy in C minor.
sonatas , and single piece. . And they
Rondo in D major.
disclose such names of interpreters
Sonata in C major (the "little").
as Maria Hiittner, Fritz Weidlich,
Sonata in A major (with Turkish
Fel icitas Karrer, Fritz Egger, Frieda
rondo) .
Valenzi and
ari Biro. Although I
Adagio in B minor.
am
no;
familiar
with these names,
Pastorale var iee.
everyone of them i an accom~lis~ed
The Adagio is a single composition,
pianist and musi ian whose p,lao1sm
not a slow movement from a sonata.
is of the highest order. Dccasionelly
I consider it as one of the most beauI express myself as opposed to the
tiful things ever written by Mozart,
idea of learning from records, and I
and it should be used by all teachers
persist in my opinion that "aping"
to develop in their students the sense
them
only lead to the abolitioo of
of phrasing,
accents, melodic ~e.
of those personal little manneri~ms
one's
individuality.
But listening is
livery,
and
balanced
tone
production
which every artist has and which,
another
matter,
and
it can be very
which
make
for
musicianship
in
inafter all make for individuality in
helpful
if only • demonstration
terpretation.
interpret~tion. The ~th~r recita~ist
of superior
interpretation 15 being
The "Pastorale variee" is charming
probably heard Giesekmg e re~ordmg
sought.
For
instance
here, the smooth,
and
effective.
I
am
not
sure
that
the
and imitated that small detail. You
fluid
technic
of
Weidlich
and Egger
variations
are
by
Mozart
himself,
but
can certainly do likewise. But be
in Mozart and Beethoven, or the authey are clever and pianistic. And as
careful: no exaggeration!
thority of Hiittner and Karrer in
to the theme, most musicologists
asRegarding that passage in the Clair
Beethoven, Brahms and de Falla, can
sure
us
that
it
is
authentic.
de Lune: it is absolutely correct to
be heard with profit by piano stuThe above list seems to have variety
connect the melody by holding down
dents. As to Sari Biro-the only ODe
enough to make it valuable for both
'the keys. But is this necessary? I
of the group concisely identified hy
study
and
performance.
The
trouble
don't think so, because that section
a short note on the jackel-her reno
about it is ... If I open other books
being in the treble one can use plenty
dering of
ozart's C minor Con~~o
and look through them, I find that
of damper pedal and it. will insure
is a model of relaxed e1egaoce,liquid
most of their contents could be placed
an artificial legato. What is more
tone, and perfect control over al~
on a "favorite" list. So, suit yourself
important is to bring out the melody,
tempi. The record by Frieda .le.lI
and select whatever
pleases
you.
and it is indeed difficult. It can only
-last
but not least, I would saybe done through playing those upper
WHO ARE THESE PIANISTS'
notes with very firm fingers, while
features the complete "Gojesces " by
For the past two or three years the
keeping all other background notes
Enrique Granados, a work who~ ~emarket has been flooded with various
in both hands subdued, even in the
mendous diJlieulty justifies its h'b.~
brands of records manufactured • here,
"forte,"
with Balakirev's "Islamey," Br~
but bearing the statement "Recorded
"Paganini Variations," and ~U5SY 5
in Europe." According to information
MDZART FAVORITES
UEtudes." It is performed '!nth ad,
J am interested in knowing ,,/..Ore received, the performances
actually
mirable musicianshjp
and ea...o;e. 'th
about the Mozart repertoire for piano.
take place in Germany, Austria, SwitzWhat surprises me is tbat-lll1
That is, the pieces which you consider
erland and a few more countries, then
tlle exception (Conlin.wl on Page451

DEBUSSY POINTERS
.
I would like to have you gwe me
your opinion on the following:
.
1. Golliwog's Cakewalk, first line,
fourth m~asure. 1 he~Td l.his played
on a record by Mr. Gieseking an.d t~day heard it played by a recitalist m
New York. Both seem. to hurry the
last beat of the 4th measure. It does
not say so in the piece. Is this correct?
2. Claire de Lune, page four, the
four sharp section, fifth line, right
hand. Shouldn't the notes with th.e
quarter note stems be held for their
full value? I was told to connect the
melody from the C-sharp to G-sharp,
etc. Thank you.
. (Miss) E. S., New York.
This slight hurry on the beat yo.u
mention, which Gieseking does, IS
perfectly acceptable. Alth?ugh .nothing is indicated in the mUSIC, It IS one

most attractive and playable.
The
ones you would choose
work on
and keep in your repertoire, from the
simple to the difficult
.

r
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Frank Gaviani, a leader in his
field, gives aut with sound
advice regarding the craze for
Frank Gaviani

speed and more speed
in accordion playing.

by Theresa

Costello

PEOPLE have acquired an entirely mistaken
TODAY
idea of the real meaning of the word technique when

I,

applied to accordion playing. It seems to mean to them
simply the ability to play very rapidly and perform very
difficult passages upon the keyboard. The very word itself
seems to be distasteful to certain kinds of music lovers.
What a wonderful technician, they will say about some
accordionist, but nothing more. This misconception has
been aided and abetted by the performances of many accordion artists on television who are always directed to
play numbers with rapid passages.
What has caused this prejudice against great develop.
ment of technique? To find the one to answer this, I could
think of no one better qualified than Frank Gaviani, eminent accordion instructor and prolific writer of many of
the most outstanding books written on accordion technique.
When the question was directed to him, this was his reply.
"What has caused this prejudice? Perhaps it is just
because technique is sometimes thought of only as the
ability to move the fingers and hands with great agility.
No doubt that particular capability is a very important
and necessary branch of technique on the accordion, but
it is only a small part of the whole subject. The accordionist
who has given his attention solely to that branch alone
cannot be called a great technician in the real sense of
(he word, nor can he achieve the highest results with that
development alone."
In accordion playing, as in all other arts, technique
embraces far more than mere agility and rapidity of finger
action. Its perfect attainment includes every means of expression possible for the accordionist to command.
Endurance, tone or color production, touch, intensity
of feeling, phrasing, elegance of execution, symmetry of
detail-all are represented in the varying branches of
technique. If one has studied and can produce only agility,
thereby having acquired only one·fifth of accordion techetude-december
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nique as a whole, how can he be considered a real artist
at all?
No doubt many people have the imagination and the
emotions of artistic temperament, but lack an adequate
means of expression, They simply do not possess the technical development sufficient to enable them to give voice
to their thoughts. Technique should therefore include the
complete mastery of all means of self-expression.
On the
accordion, especially, no player can afford to neglect any
manual dexterity that will in the long run hasten his arrival
at the peak of interpretation. Naturally, the more physical
capacity the artist has at his command to project his
thoughts, the freer he will be in giving expression to his best.
The real artists are those who, no matter how difficult
or labored in musical writing are the passages which they
have to perform, will manage to make those passages so
beautifully expressive that the listener will never notice
the difficulty of the music being played, so much will it
delight his ear. The execution of a very simple melody,
slow, soft and melting, can he performed with such skill,
the tones flowing into each other, that the listener forgets
that the accordion which is being played is only a mechanical instrument with air that flows through it. What
patience and application is needed to develop the touch of
massive chords, as well as the light brilliance of rippling
progressions!
Without technical command, all of this is impossible.
It is only when all the various phases of expression have
been mastered, that true interpretation can be produced.
To the artist, there is no feeling worse than to have in his
mind a certain impression, and not to be able to reproduce the picture on his accordion, because of lack of
technical ability. On the other hand, what a sati.fac.
tion it is to the accordionist to resume the playing of a
number which he had studied diligently in the pa.t
without completely mastering (Continued on Page 51)
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The
Specialists

by Harold Berkley

by Alexander McCurdy

UR AGE has been called, with
good reason, an age of specialization. The days when one man's

O

brain, like that of a Copernicus or a
Sir Francis Bacon, could contain literally
the entire
store
of human
knowledge,
are far behind
us. The
arts and sciences have been divided
and sub-divided into watertight compartments, within which the specialist
knows everything
worth knowing in

his field, however little he may know
of matters outside it. Hence the wry
observation that "a specialist is a
man who knows more
and more
about less and less."
Even the study of music these days
is a matter for specialists. No longer
is it taken for granted that any cultivated man can perform on a musical
instrument.
The cultivated
man nowadays seems content to leave music to
the professionals.
Which is perhaps as it should be.
And yet even among the professionals
there seems to be an ever-present
tendency
toward specialization
and
compartmentalization,
to see music
and musical performance
from a narrow, single-minded
point of view.
I remember once hearing a group
of students at a conservatory
discuss
the previous night's concert. The oboe

time. He could hardly wait to inform
his colleagues
next day that, in the
"Carmen"
Overture, while the doublebasses
were
playing
"OOM-pah,
DOM-pah,"
the rest of the orchestra
was playing the Toreador Song.
This is certainly a specialist's
way
of looking at music and. musical
performance.
Not quite as extreme
as this, but
nevertheless
a matter for concern,
is
a growing trend toward specialization
in the pipe-organ
field.

The availability of Fulbright

of the opera double-bass player wbo

arships
and other scholarships
and
fellowships
for study abroad
has enabled numbers'
of advanced
organ
students
to devote themselves
to special projects.
I have met students
recently who were about to begin such
undertakings
as studying
all the organ works of Dupre with the composer, learning all the works of Mozart under
European
masters,
and
transcribing
Bach's
"Art
of
the
Fugue" for the pipe organ.
Such projects are in themselves
valuable and worthwhile.
1 yield to no
one in admiration
for Dupre,
and
rather envy the young man who is to
have the privilege
of studying
his
works under the master himself. Anyone who has heard the marvelous
improvisations
of Dupre cannot
fail to
be impressed
by his musicianship
no
less than by his wonderful
command
of the instrument.
(An
American
composer
whose name would probably be familiar to the reader if I were
indiscreet
enough to mention
it, once
told me, after hearing
Dupre
improvise a tremendous
six-part
fugue on
a theme supplied from the audience:
"Personally,
I'd hate to have to write
a six-part
fugue-much
less improvise one'!")

once decided on his day off to attend
an operatic performance
for the first

The works of Mozart are a reward.
ing study, and the "Art of Fugue"
is

player could talk of nothing but the
oboe solo in the Brahms symphony.
The brass player was scandalized
by
the fact that at one point the trombones had come in two bars too soon.
The string performer
remembered
chiefly that the second-desk
violins
had flipped two pages at a crucial
spot. None of them, to judge by their
conversation,
had heard the performance as a whole.
Then, there is the well-known story
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a subject to which scholars have devoted lifetimes.
Since Bach left no
specific instructions
as to how it was
to be performed,
there has been much
con jecture
and debate over how it

ought

to be played.

The "Art of

Fugue"
has been played by everything from a harpsichord
to a chamber orchestra,
and there seems no
reason why it should not be played
on the pipe organ as well.
Here J feel constrained
to sound a
note of caution. The student ought to
decide
Iairl y early
in his career
whether he intends to be a scholar or
a performing
organist.
The teArt of
Fugue" is for scholars. For a working
organist,
with services to play and
choir rehearsals
to conduct, it is specialized learning.
I hope I am not conveying the impression that for an organist it is better not to know the "Art of Fugue"
than to know it. Quite the contrary;
everything
one learns increases his
knowledge
of music and broadens his
perspective.
We can never learn too
much. A whole lifetime is all too short
for learning
the things we need to
be well-rounded
musicians.
Being
a well-rounded
musician,
however,
means exactly what it say'S.
Such a man has a variety of knowledge and skills which are useful and
necessary
in his work. His is not the
lop-sided
development of the specialist who knows the "Art of Fugue'

and little else.
Consider a typical emergency which
probabl y occurs
in hundreds IJf
church services
every week. The Olfertor y runs short. The work chosen
to be sung at this point is over befo~e
the ushers have finished making their
rounds.
Such an unforeseen happening may well throw an inexperienced
man into a panic. Here is a situation

in which

(Continued

"... Would you mind telling me if
1 am right in believing the following
facts? A pianist friend of mine, a professional teacher oj piano and organ,
maintains that they are not true: (1)
An artist playing the violin makes a
differentiation between, for instance,
G-sharp and A-flat, and that the two
notes are not the same. (2) A piano
or organ is always actually out oj
tune to a slight degree .... "
C. L. S., New York
Actually G.sharp

on Page 58)

etude-december
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and A-flat are

very slightly different in pitch, A-flat
being about a vibration
lower than
G·sharp. In this Maine village where
I am spending the summer and pre·
paring this material
I do not have
access to the books which give the
actual relationship
between the two
notes. But the difference is so slight
that a violinist who plays much with
piano accompaniment
ceases to differentiate between such notes.
.
A string quartet, on the other hand,
and especially a quartet which makes
it a policy to play rarely if ever with
piano collaboration,
gradually comes
to play on the un tempered scale. In
such playing there is a difference, noticeable to a very keen. ear, between
G.sharp and A-flat, between B sharp
and C, and between all other "identical" notes. This gives the quartet a
peculiar
silkiness
of quality
that
is otherwise unobtainable.
If a piano were made perfectly in
tune in the key of C major, it would
be dreadfully out of tune in B major
or D'fiat major, and disturbingly
so
in less remote keys. So the skilled
piano tuner resorts to what is known
as tempering the scale; that is, tuning
certain intervals
very
slightly
off
pitch so that in all keys the ratio of
true to false remains the same.
I heard a striking example of the

etude-december
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untempered
vs. the tempered
scale
some thirty. odd years ago, when the
famous
Flonzaley
Quartet
collaborated with the pianist Ossip Gabrilowitsch in a benefit performance.
The
first part of the program
was a Beethoven Quartet and a short quartet by
Emmanuel
Moor, both of which the
Flonzaleys played with the perfect intonation and purity of style everyone
expected of them. Then, after the intermission, came the Schumann Piano
Quintet with Cabrilcwitsch,
and the
intonation,
almost
from
the first
chord, was dreadful. The Quartet was
playing on the un tempered scale but
the piano was tuned to the tempered
scale.
1£ you have access to an edition of
Grove's Dictionary of Music, turn to
the article entitled Temperament,
and
you will find answers to your questions given in much more detail than
Lhave space for here.

NUMEER OF POSITIONS
" ... How man.y positions are there
on a violin fingerboard? 1 knew there
were seven, but recently I was told
there are thirteen. 1s this true?"
G. S., Nebraska
Yes, if one wants to be pedantic
about it, there are thirteen and maybe
fourteen positions on the fingerboard.
High G on the E string, "in the rosin"
four octaves above the open G string,
can be said to be in the thirteenth
position;
and the A one whole-step
higher might be considered
as being
in the fourteenth.
But it is rarely useful and never
necessary
to think of any position
above the seventh or eighth as a separate entity. Up to the eighth is, however, another matter. One is frequent.

ly called upon to play across the
strings

in any of the first eight poei-

tions, and therefore
they should be
studied
until they are easily recognized. On the' other hand, except in
some extremely modern compositions
one rarely has to play an extended
passage
in a position
above
the
eighth, and very rarely indeed does
one have to play across the four
strings.

The correct shaping of the left hand
emphasizes the difference between the
first seven or eight positions
and
those above. Up to the seventh-or,
for a large hand, the eighth-the
hand and arm should maintain
the
same relative shape with regard to
the fingertips and fingerboard
that it
had in the first position. Above the
eighth this shaping cannot be. maintained, and to reach the higher notes
the hand leans forward in the wrist
joint and the fingers push on ahead
of the hand. From the ninth position
on up most of the top notes are
reached by extension from a lower
position, and only very occasionally
does one need to cross further than
the neighboring
string.
Although a violinist must know the
first seven positions
thoroughly,
he
should not let himself become overly
position-conscious,
for this causes
lack of fluency in shifting. Positions
are stations to be moved in and out
of, not stations to remain in. Shifting,
therefore,
should be taught as early
as possible.

THIRD POSITION STUOY
" ...
Could you please advise ,ne
concerning (1) Third position study
-when?
(2) Easy pieces for adults.
(3) Study material for their advancement. (4) A beginning book for a
16-year-old girl who has had piano
training, but now is starting violin."
Miss E. L. S., North Carolina
(Continued on Page 52)
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Jean Sibelius. 90 years old this month,
is looked upon by everyone 01 Finland's inhabitanls
as a symbol 01 their struggle lor independence,

lht
Indomitable
linn
by Harvey

Sibelius greets Eugene Ormandy, conductor of The
Philadelphia Orchestra, following a concert in Helsinki last summer-a
highlight of the orchestra's
European roue.

ONE DAY LAST SUMMER, Helsinki, Finland,

donned

its most festive attire and its citizens waited in almost
childlike anticipation
for the arrival
of an illustrious
countryman.
It isn't often these days that Jean Sibelius
ventures far from his white house, surrounded
by the
garden in which the flowers run riot in a maze of color
and aroma, and when he does the communities
he visits
consider themselves singularly
honored.
For to the average Finn, usually tight-lipped,
slow to
praise and strongly independent,
in honoring
the composer he knows he is honoring his nation. Everyone
of
Finland's
4 000,000 inhabitants
has come to recognize
Sibelius as a symbol. His struggle and the nation's struggle were interlinked;
his travail was Finland's
travail;
his independence is the independence
of a nation standing
against hopeless odds and prevailing.
1

AS ONE FINNISH SHOPKEEPER put it not long ago,
"We revere Sibelius because he has
our country, not only to ourselves,
large." Then he added hastily, "But
"ing heavily on his shoulders.
Some
must lose him-and
when we do the
be stilled, perhaps forever."

become the voice of
but to the world at
the years are weigh.
day, inevitably,
we
voice of Finland will
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is not enough
if it does not have a reason for being. In
his heart he knew that independence
was doomed to failure
unless it had a spark to ignite it.
Late in 1895 the composer
set out to find that spark. It
was not easy. In the dim past there had been heroes who
most Finns had long ago forgotten.
There had been moments of oppression
and light, darkness
and sudden reve[at.ion of the future to come.
In his rooru, aware of the fact that should he be discovered the Imperial Government
would probably execute
him, Sibellus wrote from his heart as few men have ever
done about their native lands. His patriotism
flooded his
muaic ; the forests and myriads
of lakes permeated his
notes;
the indomitable
spirit of the Finn raced through
every piece. When he had finished,
he had given to his
people-and
to men of the world everywhere-a
powerful
weapon
to turn on tyranny.
(Continued on Page 50)
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The composer
himself, however,
is not a man to fear
the future. This December 8th, reaching his 90th birthday,
he can still remember
all too vividly what he and his
beloved land have undergone
in his lifetime. Had he been
a man afraid,
in large measure,
much of what Finland
enjoys today might never have come t pass.
For example,
shortly before the turn of the century,
Finland
still lay under the yoke of the Russian Czars.
Nicholas
sat on the throne in Moscow and the land of
the Finns was still a vassal state. One day, more on whim
than as a necessity of state policy,
icholas look an important
step, one that was to lead to consequences of the
first magnitude.
He decreed that since Finland was a part
of Russia. it would have to act more in accordance with
the laws ~f Moscow. Finnish as a language
was frowned
upon; national
literature
and music were stifled; liberties
were abridged;
a wave of arrests
swept the land from
end to end.
Sibelius,
25 years old at the time. heard the edict and
rebelled
along with others of the young men who preferred
prison
and even death
to the Russian tyranny.
An underground
was organized.
The authorities
were
plagued
by outbreaks,
"accidents,"
almost insurmount-
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I Saw Three Ships*

I Saw Three Ships*
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Mrs. Read was in New York City visiting
her daughter. She stood one afternoon in Grand Central Station, seemingly lost amidst the vast cluster of
travelers. Heavenly sunlight poured into
the station from the cathedral-like win.
dowe high up on the terminal's walls.
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ARRANGING:-All the tricks of modern
arranging drawn from the experiences
of the biggest "name" arrangers in lhe
country.
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Success
to advance further
Study way. Know the
music leaders. Courses

HISTORY:-A modern CQurse Including
all types of music from ancient origins
to 20th Century. Intere'ting-with em
phasis on lhe analysis of mll5ic-not a
dull colieClion of fact'"

"

:;'

Greater

HARMONY:-Written by two of the
fi~tesJ,~~;~;~tini':,v~; ~~i~l'?ro~b~~i~
fundamentals right thro~
to Counterpoint and Orchestration.
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for example,
require
entirely
,but
well-paid,
"Big Time" positions
for this h.ighly specialized
6eld.

Start NOW toward
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PU8~IC SCHOOLMUSIC:-Fits you for
actual work in the school room. Our
;:~e;o~es~nse;<~:ll:~Ot ~!1nt~~~e:ch~
109 orhers .

I

CHORAL CONDUCTlNG:-Brand new
coutSe includes all tbe modem tech·
niques"""vcn broadcasting.
VOICE:-lncludes all essentials, such as
Brealhing. Re'onance,
Vocalization,
Enunciation, Phrasing, Style, etc.
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DIPLOMA
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Better Income

TV

Get the training every musician
wants.
and get it the modern,
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Home
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up-to-date
techniques
of loday's
include:
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Jnterc$ting
positions are open in schools and colleges everywhere.
Again, specialization
is necessary.
Qualify
yourself for teaching
by
enrolling
in our Advanced
Study Courses. DOUBLE BENEFITS:
You improve your own performance,
and you Jearn the latest improved methods to stimulate
interest
of your studen.ts.
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New forms of entertainment,
new musical techniques
are available to those trained

CONSERVATORY

Become affiliated
with a school that has earned
the
recommendation
of thousands
of successful
teachers
and professional
musicians
for over 50 years. We are
the only school giving instruction
in music by the
Home-Study
Method,
which includes in its curriculum
all the courses necessary
to obtain
the Degree
of
Bachelor of Music.

Turn Spare

..-

Time into Profitable Study!

Schedules
of busy
musicians
and teachers
seldom
permit a return ro formal classes, but they can advance
rapidly through
Extension
Courses.
These
need not
interfere in any way with regular work. The progressive musician,
busy as he may be, realizes the value
of further study and finds the time for it, proceeding
whenever spare moments
are available.
CHECKCOURSE THAT INTERESTSYOU and mail coupon
sample lesson and booklet ... without allY obligation.

i·······

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY, Dept.
ZOOO South Michigan Blvd .• Chlc(lgo 16. Illinois

for

A·B34

Pl&ase send me catalog. sample 1es50ns and lull inlormalion regarding course I have marked with an X below.
Piano, Teacher'. Normal Course 0 Voice
Piano, Student's Course
0 Choral Conducting
Public School Mus.-Beginner·s
0 Clarinet
Public School Mus.-Supervisor's
0 Dance Band Arranging
Advanced Composition
0 Violin
Ear Training & Sight Singing
0 Guilar
History and Analysis of Music
·0 Mandolin
Harmony
0 Saxophone
Cornet-Trumpet
0 Double Oounterpoinl
Professional Cornet-Trumpet
0 Banjo
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Do you hold a Teacher's
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HOMESTUDYin Spare Time
Your music can open the door to bigger opportunities
•• if you
continue
to train. Decide
now to better your skills and broaden
your musical knowledge.
Competition
is keen, even in the smallest
communities.
Prepare
to meet it anywhere,
and take advantage
of
all the wonderful
opportunities
that are open. in all branches
of
your profession.
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to this magnificent place, I'll devote
my life- to it," she said as she bowed
her head in prayer.
That same week, Mrs. Read spoke to
the terminal manager and enlisted his
enthusiastic aid in the fulfillment of her
vow. Christmas week, 1928, Mrs. Read.
was perched before her organ, atop the
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terminal mezzanine, bringing soothing,
uplifting music to the millions of commuters who pour through this great station. In 1935 the programs were extended
and she now plays also for ten days at
Thanksgiving and Easter.and forten days
during
Music
Week
(April
29th
through Mother's Day).
She arranges the concerts herself,
writes the posters, and places the no(Continued on Page 51)
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GULBllANSEN

An inspired minuet console. TOWIl& (ovnfry
is a perfectly delightful
interpretolion
of
the school of sculptured design,the suave,
ftuid look ... the woods in undulated
unbroken surfaces of continuous
(onlour.
Here in the Town & Coun'ry is beauty, styling, breothobility ... a piano thai lives!
Town.& Counfry is available
woods,

and is equipped

in the modern

exclusive
Gulbransen Supefto"e Sea!e, the sensetional miracle scale that outperforms
all

with.he

others - with its superlative. clear, sing.
ing, big tone-big Grand Tone.
WRITE

SPECIAL
TEACHER'S
DISCOUNT

FOR FREE

BROCHURES

(.,'
....',_u_ ...~_............
When asked to recommend

a piano,

remember, "Actions speak louder
than words".
As a teacher you know the response
of the Wood & Brooks Action to
the lightest touch and its strength
to deliver the most powerful chords.
Musical success depends on your
guidance and a piano that responds
to feeling and interpretation.
So ...
r,~ornm'nd a picuto with a Wood
& Brooks A~tlon - the Action found in the
finest picrnos in every pri~e range.
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Help your pupils to
a better knowled,e
of the piano with
these two booklets.
Supplied without
charQe. Write

"

WOOD'" BROOKS ~O.
1950 KENMOREAYE.
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I HEARD THE BELLS

BUffALO 7, N. Y.

Watson, who directs the bell choirs in
the West Side Presbyterian
Church,
Ridgewood, N. J., where ninety ringers
held
a festival
some months
ago,
stressed the vital part of rehearsals.
"A
choir may get along with a few absentees," she said, "but each member of a
bell choir is responsible
for from one
to four tones. In a limited sense, every
one is a soloist, but the overall effort
is co-operative."
As yet there is no printed
method
book, and no printed music. Each piece
in the repertory
is arranged
by the
director. The Rev. George L. Knight,
a hymnologist, of Ridgewood, and Mrs.
Watson plan to prepare
a textbook.
With no published music, notation has
been varied. Superimposed
letters have
sometimes
been used
to represent
chords, with the number of counts written above. The standard practice is to
write the music on a treble staff for sets
of two octaves or less, with stems bracing all of the notes struck together.
Octave leaps and descants
are introduced readily to keep the harmony in
range. The great staff, treble and bass,
is used for larger sets. The notes are
written one octave lower than the actual sound. and usually about twice the
size of standard music.
The first problem of the ringer .is to
become accustomed to hold the bell by
the leather strap handle, with the mouth
upward. The clapper swings up and
down with a wrist or Iorearm motion.
The ringer will find at first that .it .is
easier to ring downward than upward.
The upstroke
is accomplished
by a
braking motion with the thumb at the
top of the bell. By holding each pair so
that the clappers swing at right angles,
a downward motion will ring one bell
alone and a sideways movement
the
other alone. The clapper of the lower
bell will strike up and down and the
higher bell clapper sideways.
The wrist motion is the essential
here. This enables two ringers to control eight small bells, or six ringers to
control three octaves.
Church
bells have announced
the
hour of worship, the hour of rejoicing
and the hourof grim calamity for over
1,000 years in England, and bell ring.
ers' guilds date back several centuries.
Tuned peals were cast as early as the
eighth century, and were in nearly
every bell tower by the ninth. By the
sixteenth century a lew large churches
had eight bells tuned to the complete
diatonic scale. The casting of a bell
was an occasion for a christening
cere.
mony, and the solemn messengers were
regarded as having the power to ward
off lightning and evil spirits.
'Change ringing, which had its start
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with the earliest peals, became a corn.
petitive art around 1642 when a com.
plex system made its appearance and
societies of bell ringers were formed.
The first of these was known as the
Society of College Youths, still active
as the Ancient Society of College Youths.
These ringers
performed feats of en.
durance, recorded on plaques, and the
custom of recording
outstanding feats
of change ringing still persists.
The demand for portable bells came
early, perhaps prompted by the need to
practice without
disturbing the peace
of the neighborhood
by off-hour ringing,
as well as by their portability. The
English
handbells
being supplied to
American
ringers at present are pro.
duced by the Whitechapel
BelJ Faun.
dry in London, established in 1570. Big
Ben was cast here, and also the Liberty

BeH.
Nearly one hundred sets of English
handbells
are known to he in America
in churches, schools and private homes.
About sixty are now on order. Time for
delivery runs from eighteen to twenty.
four months. Chromatic or diatonic sets
may be obtained
from two to five
octaves.
Bells are distinguished, in making up
sets, by numbers, the lowest C, known
as 29, being eleven inches in diameter.
The smallest numbered C, number one,
'is about two and a half inches, although
smaller bells are also made. Sharps,
for addition to diatonic sets, are numbered after their lower adjacent tones.
The bells in a two-octave chromatic
set from the ten- pound G. above middle
C, graduating
to one pound at the top.
would cost about $300. Each bell is
carefully tuned with its overtone of the
twelfth, by filing the inside to lower the
tone or outside of the lip to raise it,
and this is a tedious process.
The present interest in hand bell ringing is more than the spread of an ancient branch of church music. Besides
being a medium of instruction in reading and arranging
of church tunes and
carols of Christmas
and Easter, bell
ringing is an approach
to folk music
and to the serious classics. Those initio
ated to the art say that it leads to a
wider appreciation
of music as a whole.
Many potentialities have been brought
to light recently, and taken advantage
by new groups. Small bells can produce
trills. The large tenor when swung
sounds like a church bell. Variation of
force brings. after diligent practice, a
refinement
of expression.
The Brick Church bell choirs, with
encouragement
from Dr. Paul Wolfe,
were the first to perform with the organ
and regular church choirs.
A simple medium, paying off quickly
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in modest results, bell ringing is also
one of the trickiest. The shifting of
a tune from one ringer to another may
be confusing to the average musician.
Split.second timing is a must. With one
slip the work is marred.
Two other methods of playing have
been described. Tapping with hammers,
rubber ones for the large bells and
wooden'ones for the smaller, is done
with the bells required hung on parallel
horizontal bars, by the leather straps.
Another method for one or more players is to arrange the bells on a table,
over a rug or felt silencer. They are
picked up and rung by a twist of the
wrist. A diversion for experienced ringers, called lapping, is accomplished by
passing the bells from one ringer to
another, around a circle.
Part ringing comes early in the development of a team's skill, the number
of parts determined by the number and
compass of the bells. A one-octave set
will take treble and alto. A three-octave
set has room for six parts. For convenience in selecting bells for a program, tunes are often transposed to one
or two common keys. The bells are
arranged in ascending
order, left to
right, like a keyboard. The one sounding Bfiat is labeled A sharp. They are
selected for the sound required, ignoring the label.
Transposition is an important
part
of any branch of musical art, and nowhere more so than in handbell ringing.
Limit in compass or chromatics in a
diatonic set may dictate a change of
key. Many ringers have not learned to
transpose, and music for practice is
frequently written for this reason, as
well as for "size." A knowledge of solfeggio is often useful here.
Edgar Allan Poe called attention to
the broad field of bells, the tinkle of
the small ones, the fire and disaster
alarm, still not entirely taken over by
the siren everywhere, and the bitter
grief expressed in tolling. Every known
method of ringing of the giant peals can
be described for hand bells, the downward stroke corresponding
to the pull
on the rope and the upward stroke to
the upswing as the rope is carried up
on the wheel or crank.
The art of casting small bells is of
great antiquity. The art of English
handbell ringing grew out of the bell
ringer's guilds. Combined with organ,
and now with other instrumental
music
as well, it is far too soon to define the
limitations of the use of hand bells in
pl1blic worship or in concert music.
Something old has been safely perpetuated, but something new may well develop to augment public interest in the
music of the bens. Meanwhile,
hun·
dreds of young A..mericans are exercis·
ing a 'skill in group participation
and
are creating music of enduring value.
THE END
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(Continued from Page 19)
for maintaining
interest, pride and accomplishment.
Students frequently
join the school
band, play for a year or two. then, due
to lack of motivation and application.
lose interest and soon are victims of
that vast army of school bandsmen
who
"used 1'0 play." While contests cannot
entirely eliminate such mortality.
national surveys prove that organizations
accustomed to participating
in contests
have a lower percentage
of casualties
than do the non-participating
groups.
Also of equal importance.
these organizations are invariably more proficient,
better-schooled,
routined, possess more
complete instrumentation.
and perform
a better grade of literature.
Another important value which contests contribute
to the student's
progress is the development
of his poise,
assurance,
courage, faith, sense of responsibility,
and self-control.
This is
even more true of the solo and small
ensemble
contests,
where
individual
responsibilities
are more
demanding
than in the large performing
groups.
Band contests also provide us with a
tangible means for self-evaluation.
Even
if we are opposed to contests as such,
we cannot deny the values- of an occa-

values of motivation; since competition
is a most effective motivating force for
students it seems only logical that it be
employed as a tool for stimulating their
interest in music.
Instrumental contests, whether they
be solo, small ensemble, or major band
events, have long served to motivate the
interest, application and progress of
young school musicians and conductors
everywhere. Although some few highly
gifted students may not require this
particular means of motivation, and are
blessed with natural
musical" talents
that may require no stimuli to enhance
their musical interests, the fact reo
mains: the majority of the students of
our school bands are not so endowed,
and neither do they plan to pursue
music as a profession." Their interest in
musical performance is merely passive,
and the astute teacher recognizes this
fact and introduces various techniques
and modes of approach
for arousing
and maintaining their musical interest.
Students may join the school football,
basketball, or swimming teams, or if in.
clined to the literary they may become
members of the debate team. All such
activities are highly competitive and
employ competition as an instrument
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lovely!
Lovely,
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. Res~lts and standards are compara.
~~eh
~r lex~m~]e: Howard Jones, a
rg
00
junior, is the most Out.
standing , performer
of his band an d
C~~~UDlty;
he is awarded a first.
dIVISIOnal rating
in the district solo
c~n.t~st. Yet Howard receives a second.
divisional
rating in the State contest.
What has happened?
Has he become
Jess proficient?
Of COurse not! The
standards
of the State contest are con.
si?eral)ly higher than those of the distnct;
the competition
is keener and
Howard learns that his competitors are
mare proficient. Here is his opportunity
for sel f-eval~ation, and there is usually
a sympathetiC
and accomplished judge
to assist him.
Such participation
and experience is
certain to lend Howard to a more thor.
ou~h and proficient performance in his
sento~ year. Frequently such an experi.
ence rs an education in it elf, and for
the student becomes an effective Jesson
in citizenship
training. Howard has
learned that although he was the best
performer of his band, he has many de.
ficiencies and other students are more
skilled than he. Thus, the "winning" or
"losing" of a conte t becomes somewhat
of a by-product
of the student's complete education
and serves as a means
for his development,
first as a man and
secondly,
as a measurement of his
progress as a musician.
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Competition Here To Stay

Evaluation of the Teacher

of Purpose

No other form of participation
will
provide a more tangible and valid criterion for evaluating a teacher's worth
or his progress and qualifications. This
is especially true since our present-day
competitive festivals no longer select a
solitary winner, but em phasize
set
standards of performance.
Since the divisional- rating
system
places a premium upon individual performance without direct
comparison
with other participating
groups, no organization is actually competing against
another, but rather against the standard of perfection. The adoption of this
plan has successfully
eliminated
the
curse of necessitating the selection of
a solitary winner.
While some degree of perfection per.
haps has been sacrificed and standards
of performance lowered, this has been
compensated for by the added participation of thousands of bands that today
are striving to reach that coveted firstdivision rating. This has been a boon

We have all observed the attitudes of
o~r young bandsmen
during their penod of preparation
or performance (or
a contest.
Seldom during the entire
school year do we witness such devotion
and concentration
to the work at band,
and never are they so serious and com.
pletely absorbed
in the musical score.
It is usually upon these occasions that
the conductor
achieves the maximum
response and inspiration from his play.
ers. Doubtlessly,
some music educators
frown upon contests as a stimulus for
motivating the student's interest in performance;
they argue (and logically
so) that music is an Art and the
artist should be interested .in its creation and reproduction,
for what it has
to say and give, rather than as a tool
to be used for the development of competitive pride or personal achievement.
That such a viewpoint is valid we
accept without objection. However, the
fact remains
that we are not dealing
with artists. but rather with immature
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others are vainly attempting to earn a
second division; this is truly good education: competition yes, not against an
opponent but against oneself.
Contests have indeed continued to
prove their worth until even the most
skeptical have climbed on the bandwagon and now acknowledge the intrfnsic values of contests and it is Indeedmost encouraging
to note that music
educators everywhere are joining in the
march to "accentuate the positive and
eliminate
the negative"
features
of
today's contest program. This is certain
to make for better bands.
THE END

to contests. Certainly it is more desirable to have vast numbers of young
musicians enjoying our present day contests,
competing
against
themselves
rather than an opponent. and striving
to reach perfection than to restrict the
contests to a solitary winner as in the
early days of our contests.
.
School administrators,
patrons, parents, and the public in general have
come to recognize the full significance
of our band contests. Each year finds
increased
numbers of plucky young
Americans playing their way to a firstdivision
rating,
while thousands
of

Competition may well be recognized
as the agency that is at least partially
responsible for the development
and
realization of the many advantages and
conveniences which we enjoy in our
daily living. For example, let us look
at the automotive industry. Certainly no
field is more highly competitive, yet it
is just such competition that is responsible for the constant research that has
brought about the countless improvements now found in our modern automobile. Likewise, we find similarly intensified competition
in other fields
such as refrigeration, heating, railroads,
airlines, television. recordings,
radio
and numerous other industries
which
have contributed to our present standard of living. Yes, competition is here
to stay, Therefore, it seems only logical
that music educators give heed to the
presentation and teaching
of proper
ettitudes; concepts
and philosophies
pertaining to contest participation,
and
thereby assist in educating our students
to recognize the values and necessity of
fair and honest competition.

nIIl""'-_--;~-;~-;;E~~;;-;;~-p7,;_;,;----------D,vI5,on of the P. A. Starc/( Piano Co.
234 S. Wabash Ave.,
-c ~'" f!\t;~
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s~nd me free booklet,
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students, many of whom will experience
music only as a hobby and avocation.
Their future paths will take them. to
many varied fields and professions.
Some will become physicians,
others
dentists, engineers, lawyers or business
men, while only a minor few will enter
the professional field of music, and for
the majority of these it will be a teaching career rather than performance.
Hence, is it not of utmost importance
that we direct these young men and
women to acquire the habits, traits and
character that will eventually play an
integral part in their development
as
future citizens of our country?

slonal personal evaluation, particularly
since self-appraisal
is not only desir.
able, but indispensable
to our professional
development.
Self'evaluation
means that we are actually competin
.
I
g
agamst
ourse ves;
therefore, there
sho~~d b~ no adversity to having the
qua tty ~ ~ur performance evaluated
by an adjudicator who is both unbiased
and competent.

I'M FOR CONTESTS-AND HERE'SWHY!
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"TO COSIMA-WITH
(Continued
daughters of her first marriage to Hans
von Biilow-e-her iron-clad rule of morning quiet would have utterly failed.
Between the two girls they managed to
keep the three Wagner children quiet
-five· year-old Isolde, little Eva, and
baby Siegfried.
She had just readied the drawing
room for the coming festivities when
the door opened on Hans HichteroRichard's protege, back from an early morning errand to Lucerne. "Richard not up
yet?"
Slapping
his wet gloves he
stepped into the hall to hang up his
fur coat. "Crear business-his
sleeping
late-when
we have so much to do. I'll
just see ... "
Before he had taken more than a step
or two she was before him at the foot
of the stairs. "Hans, you shall not
bother Richard. I will not permit it."
"But
you don't
know,
Cosima,
what ... "
"1 know only one thing. Richard will
never be disturbed as long as I am here
to watch over him. Hush!" holding up
an admonitory hand, "he is walking
around his room. Here he comes now."
An upstairs door slammed. Slowly
down the stairs stomped a little man in
a brilliant-hued dressing gown, a velvet
beret partially covering his scanty gray
hair. "What is the meaning of all this
noise? Doesn't everyone know that
Richard Wagner must have absolute
quiet ?"
"There, there, Richard, everything's
all right," she soothed "him with a maternal caress. "The children are so
excited over Christmas they forgot you
were sleeping."
"See that they show their father more
consideration," he ordered. Having thus
established his self-importance
in his
own mind at least, he turned to other
matters less weighty. "What's on your
mind so early this morning, Richter?"
"Early?" snorted the other. "It's past
noon. Have you forgotten that we have
important business at the Hotel du Lac
this afternoon . . . at three?"
"So we have-so
we have," beamed
Wagner, his ill humor completely forgotten. "I will be down in a few minutes," he called as he mounted the
stairs ....
The children and she had spent the
afternoon
trimming
the ceiling-high
Christmas tree. Daylight was rapidly
fading as they hung the last ornament.
Only one remained-the
Christmas
angel which must be tied to the very
tip of the tree. Drawing it out of its
cotton swathings she held it carefully in
one hand as she mounted the ladder.
Suddenly it slipped from her hand to
the floor, shattering into hundreds of
tiny pieces.

from

LOVE"
Page

13)

day poem. "I wanted it beautiful for
you," he said, his face working with
emotion.
Soon such a feeling of Christmas
filled the air that Triebschen seemed
almost ready to burst from sheer happi.
ness. Such explaining about long-kept
secrets-clearing
up of misunderstand.
ings! The musicians had arrived in the
early morning, tuning their instruments
in the kitchen. Richard's mysterious absences had been rehearsals, the last one
held
only yesterday
afternoon after
Nietzsche's
arrival. As Ior Hans Rfclner, he had learned to play the trumpet
so that he could take part ill the Christ.
mas surprise.
After
lunch
the orchestra again
played the "Christmas Music," followed
by the Wedding March from Lohengrin,
and a Beethoven
extet. Finally the
new music wa played once more. The
Wagner children promptly called it the
"Staircase
Music"
and although its
later name, Triebschen. Idyll, was finally changed
to
ieg/fied Idyll, they
invariably
clung to their childish title.
As that memorable Christmas day
came to a late clo e, once more Cosima
sat in her bedroom recording events of
the birthday
she later called 'the happiest in my life: "I can tell you nothing
about
my state of feelings, nothing
about my late of mind-nothing
...
nothing,"
sh
wrote. "Such happiness ... n
BUl you
may be sure that as she
penned
the e words close beside her
was the manuscript hearing Richard
Wagner's
tender message: UTa Cosima
-With
Love."
THE E~D

Stunned by the sudden catastrophe,
she leaned against the ladder, momentarily seeking to steady her taut nerves.
Was this an omen of events to corne-rthe shattering of all their dreams?
~ut
even as words shaped her fears she mstantly straightened
up. Christmas. E'9"e
was no time for such
forebodmg~;
"Daniela, take the children
to Anna,
she directed. "She will help you get
them dressed. Your father will soon be
here and everything must be ready." .
In a happy mood Richard
came m
soon after five bringing
their house
ouest young Friedrich
Nietzsche,
professo; of philosophy
at Basle University. "Friedrich needs your special care,
Cossie," he greeted her with all his old
affection: "I was too busy this afternoon to look after him."
"You
arrived
early
then?"
She
turned smilingly to their guest.
"Yes, Richard insisted
I should be
here before three ... "
'Three o'clock'! As the figure in the
red dressing gown recal1ed these words
she pursed her lips thoughtfully.
'Three
o'clock'-the
same words
Hans
had
used. "Tomorrow I am going to find
out from Richard,"
she nodded
decisively. Stepping to the cradle she pulled
up the covers more snugly before blowing out the lamp. "He ought
to be
coming any minute now," she whispered
as she crept into bed.
Christmas morning Cosima Wagner
awoke to the most beautiful
music she
had ever heard. She seemed to be float.
ing on an ecstatic cloud. The familiar
MUSIC IN THE
Siegfried theme was in her ears, but 50
enmeshed
in delicate
new harmonies
CHURCH SERVICE
that for a moment she -held herself
(COli tinned from Page Ii)
motionless, scarcely daring to breathe.
Hastily wrapping herself
in her robe
that he can satisfy the conditions of the
she softly opened the door.
service and over the rears observe an
At the top of the stairs stood Richard
improvement
in quality. demonstrated
directing the musicians
who lined the
not only by the performance of the
steps. Nearby in the upper hall stood
choristers
in the chancel but also by
the children, round-eyed and quiet. She
the receptivity
of the congregation in
leaned against the door, every sense
the pews.
drinking in the exquisite melody. Fuller
The main question wiJI he the selecand fuller it flowed, like a river seekinc
tion of repertoire
so that this complexthe sea. In it Richard told her of hi~
it)' of factors may he properly taken in
love ...
of his rejoicing over the birth
account. It is suggested that the apof Siegfried ...
of their life together.
proach be made through consideration
Then it died down to a whisper.
of chronological
periods of choral liter"Richard!"
she breathed,
her
eyes
ature as discussed in ETUDE, January
shining.
1955, in the article "Program BuildHer words were the signal for the
ing," Part Two "Repertoire."
Referfive little Wagners to chorus their exence is made in this article to the
cited HMerry Christmas.
Mama!"
and
historical periods of Renaissance. 1425·
come running for hugs and kisses. lOWe
1600;
Baroque,
1600.1750; Classic
knew about the surprise
before you
1750·1825;
Romantic, 1800.1900; aod
did," they cried, dancing up and down
Contemporary
(music characteristic of
in childish joy.
the present day). Obviously one cannot
Over their heads the eyes of the two
possibly cover all these periods in the
met in a tender glance. Silently Richard
regular
service
music for anyone
handed her the manuscript of her birth_
Sunday and, even if it were possible

10 do so, the result

I

PRELUDE: Grave and adagio from
the Sonata in C minor
Mendelssohn
ANTHEM: "How lovely are the messengers"
Mendelssohn
ANTHEM: "Jesu, Friend of sinners"
Grieg
OFFERTORY: Romaoza
Parker
POSTLUDE: Allegro from the Sonata
in C ~inor
Mendelssohn
PRELUDE: Piece Heroique
Cesar Franck
ANTHEM: "Turn back, 0 mao"
Gustav Holst
ANTHEM: "Thanks be to thee, my
Lord Jesus Christ"
Harvey Grace
OFFERTORY: Andante
Cesa" Franck
CHORAL RESPONSE:
Sevenfold
Amen
John Stainer
POSTLUDE: Fiuale in B-flat
Cesar Franck
PRELUDE: Credo
Everett Titcomb
ANTHEM: "With a voice of singing
declare ye this"
Martin Shaw
ANTHEM: UPeter" from uJesus and
His Twelve Apostles"
Ward-Stephel}s
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would probably be
highly unsatisfactory for a number of
re;sons. However, a scheme for the
selection of repertoire can be set up on
a monthly cycle somewhat as follows:
1st Sunday-Renaissance
2nd Sunday-s-Baroque or Classic
3rd Sunday-Romantic
4th Sunday-s-Contemporary
5th Sunday-mixed
periods.
In some situations music for the service has been so largely drawn" from
works of the Romantic period that the
preceding scheme .will seem to lean. ~oo
heavily upon JllUSIC from less familiar
epochs. If such is the case, the following scheme may be preferable:
Ist Sunday-Renaissance,
Baroque or
Classic
2nd Sunday-Romantic
3rd Sunday-Romantic
4th Sunday-Coil temporary
5th Sunday-mixed
periods.
It is possible to work out a plan which
will use for the entire choral portion of
the service"music from a single historical period as indicated above.
It is even possible to provide that the
organ music be drawn from the same
period or at least one closely related in
feeling. When separate vocal solos are
employed, the matter becomes more
difficult. since present-day
solo repertoire includes comparatively
few examples from the so-called early periods.
However, even the vocal solos can be
so planned that when employed they
accord in some degree with the remainder of the music. Following are some
service lists developed with the preceding idea in mind:
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OFFERTORY:
00 a Bach Chorale
theme
Gardner Read
POSTLUDE:
lam sol us recedit
Bruce Simonds
Adagio in D minor
George Friederich Handel
ANTHEM:
"Rejoice
in the Lord
alway"
Henry Purcell
ANTHEM: "Let my prayer come up
into thy presence"
Henry Purcell
OFFERTORY:
Arioso, "Dank Sei
Dir, Herr"
George Friederich Handel
POSTLUDE:
Allegro in D miuor
George Friederich Handel
THE END
PRELUDE:

IT SHOULDN'T
BE A BATTLE
(Continned

from

Page

12)

ied playwriting;
he simply writes hits.
You ask him how a musical show originates, and he tells you he hasn't any
idea.
"Musical plays happen in a number
of ways;'
says Mr. Harbach.
"Some
start with the book, some with the
score; some are built around an idea,
and some around the needs of a star.
One way to begin is to complete your
play and then look around for a composer and a producer. It isn't an encouraging
way, however;
producers
generally
have their ideas pretty well
in mind, and prefer material that is
tailored
to meet them. Authors have
better luck when they work on commission. One of my early commissions was
The
Firefly,
written
especially.
for
Emma Trentini.
"This volatile star had had a great
success in Victor Herbert's
Naughty
Marietta
and the producer,
the late
Arthur Hammerstein
(son of the first
great Oscar, and uncle of to-day's great
Oscar), wanted to keep her going without too long an interval between plays.
Hence. he invited me to tour with the
'Marie'tta'
company in order to study
her needs. 1 did this, and suddenly discovered that she looked even better in
boy's clothes than in girl's. So I wrote a
plot that let her masquerade as a boy.
Later she became a girl agaln-c-I liked
that better than giving her a masculine
part, like Siebel in Faust. Sunny w.as
also tailored to the specific needs of Its
star, Marilyn Miller.
"Katinka was another story. It started
out with a beautiful foreign score, and
my task was to fashion a bqok for it.
When the play was ready, the producer
backed out, and I was left with the book
on my hands. I showed it to Rudolf

Friml who liked it well enough to write
a new score for it. So while it started
with fitting a book to a score, it ended
with a score setting a book!
"Tlie Cat and The Fiddle was one of
the few that began with an original
play. Music and production came later.
I planned
a story for which music
would be an integral and necessary
part. My hero and heroine were both
composers, one serious and the other
popular; the plot let the hit-writer save
the serious writer from failure, and
worked out a happy ending in romance
as well as in business. That's the kind
of plot I like for a musical; the people
can make music logically. I offered
the play to Romberg, but it gave no opportunity
for the great waltzes and
marches that marked his style. Next,
I showed it to Jerome Kern who loved
it, precisely because i.t was believabl,e
and suitable for music that wouldn t
kill the story by popping out at the
wrong time.
"
"Kid Boots was a ticklish commission.
I was called in to help the writers whom
Ziegfeld had originally engaged to write
the play. And they couldn't hit on anything-which
is the most horrible situation that can arise in the theatre. I happened to find an idea, and let it grow
logically.
"Ideas come to you from all sorts
of sources. Once Arthur Hammerstein
needed a play, but didn't know quite
what he wanted. Neither did 1. In looking about for ideas, Arthur and I went
down to Philadelphia to have a look at
a certain vaudeville act, a kind of hillbilly sketch. It gave us the idea for
(Continued on Page 47)

TEACHER'S
(Continued

ROUNDTABLE
from page 22)

of Miss Biro who was here briefly in
1940~those
virtuosi have escaped the
attention of the concert agencies which
year after year bring to our shores pianists of lesser or sometimes questionable
greatness. I mention their names for
the benefit of our Roundtable friends
who are interested in listening to fine
playing. The records, as I said, are inexpensive, and they will be greatly enjoyed by the innumerable devotees of
our instrument.

ILLUSTRATION

CREDITS
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II-Volpe
Photographers
12-Adrian
Siegel
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whohas been living in the United States
since 1949, is currently
head of the
piano and composition departments
at
Florida State University in Tallahassee.

LIFE OF YOUR SCHOOL

(Continued [rom Page 16)
as entertainment by some, it nevertheless provides an opportunity
for the
school to create favorable public support for the school music program.
5. Playing for the annual, or semiannual, Commencement
Program has
become a tradition in many schools. It
is hard to imagine a Commencement
without some enrichment by the school's
musical organizations. The Processionai
to bring the graduation class to their
places in a dignified fashion and the
Recessional to take them out after the
program, as the proud and happy parents and friends look on, have given the
orchestra many opportunities
to gain
great importance in this ceremony. Then
of course, the special musical selection
by the orchestra as an integral part of
the program itself always provides the
group with an opportunity to play before an audience that represents the
greatest possible cross-section of the
community. It hardly need be mentioned
that a poor or weak orchestra would
soon eliminate the possibility of such
an opportunity as an annual commencement appearance.
6. Playing at a Fall, Winter or Spring
Concert may give the orchestra
its
chance to share with the band or choir,
or even import a soloist or guest conductor and present the complete concert. When the choral group shares a
concert with the orchestra, the possibility of climaxing the program with a
selection in which the combined efforts
of both groups are united should not be
overlooked. No type of music can prove
more exciting, either for performers or
the audience, than a thrilling oratorio
or opera chorus sung by a fine choir
with adequate support from a good orchestra. On such an occasion all ardent
supporters of both choral and instrumental music can unite in an exciting
moment of music produced by everyone's favorite group.
7. Playing exchange programs with
schools also may provide the orchestra
its chance to test its mettle. If the neighboring community has a fine school
orchestra, what could possibly create
greater local loyalty than to invite this
school to present its orchestra in a guest
appearance, and later to return the appearance by presenting
your school
orchestra to the neighboring
school?
Both schools should profit by such an
exchange since students in both schools
will be made aware of the excellence of
their own group in comparison to a
foreign group.
8. Playing special concerts for the
Junior High Schools and Elementary
Schools in the district are also stimulating
and challenging
experiences.
High school students will welcome the

opportunity
to return to their former
junior high or elementary
school and
appear with their high school orchestra
in a presentation
especially
prepared
for their younger brothers and sisters.
9. Playing at the All-City
or StateWide 'M usic Festival can also provide
a tremendous source of motivation
and
pride in the good school orchestra.
Although this type of activity has been
used for motivation in many places, it
is still one of the most popular
experiences jf judged by the enthusiasm
of the boys arid girls who participate
in the events.
10. Playing before the Local, State or
National Music Educators Conference
can also prove to be a most stimulating
appearance
for the orchestra.
The rare
privilege of furnishing the musical fare
for an audience made up entirely
of
music teachers will always provide a
most chaJJenging experience
for schooJ
musicians.
The mere prestige
of such
an invitation will usually create loyalty
for, and pride in, any school group that
is thus honored. If a trip to a neighboring city or a new auditorium
is also
involved in the appearance,
even greater
excitement will result.
11. Playing a Sunday Afternoon
Vespers program during the Easter Season
in a beautiful church or cathedral
can
provide a splendid setting for musicmaking quite different from any other
experience the orchestra may have. The
aesthetic value of this kind of appearance is difficult to estimate.
12. Playing for the Memorial
Day
S.ervices at the local hospital or a apecially prepared program at a home for
the aged can also provide valuable experiences for those orchestra
members
who would render service and give of
their talents to those less fortunate.
Giving of their best talents for the betterment of society and the enjoyment
of others who are less talented can become a most stimulating experience
for
young musicians.
13. Playing for miscellaneous
programs such as the Girls' Style Show
the Historical
Celebration,
a "Thank
You" Program, a "Pops" Concert, an
Awards Program or a Senior Farewell
Assembly where only graduating
seniors
play under the graduating
student Conductor, can all prove to be thrilling and
enjoyable
appearances
and can bring
the orchestra much fame and prestige
and at the same time contribute
in a
large way to the daily life of the school.
So we have presented
some of the
most widely used means of making
a
school orchestra functional and useful
and at the same time providing an an:
swer to the question of "How to keep
the orchestra working up to full capac.

ity?" Each local school will find many
more opportunities
to make the good
orchestra a definite part of its daily life.
Since this is inventory time, it may be
a good idea to review the 'Public per.
formance
of this past season or past
several years, and after some careful
weighing,
to decide just which activities have created
real motivation and
given great reward to your orchestral
players and therefore
should be Continued. And likewise, to weigh carefully
the value of other activities that have
not proven so successful, and hence
might well be discontinued. All activi.
ties that wi1l stimulate, motivate and
prove chalJenging
to the members of
the orchestra
should by all means be
given stre s in order to improve the
group and make it hold a more auraerive place in the life of the school. Have
you discovered
which agencies in your
school and community
can help you
provide the best
upport for your cr.
chestra?
How can the finances and
budgets of your orchestra be improved?
How successfully
does your orchestra
function in the life of your school? With
some careful thought and planning you
can find the correct answers to these
questions, and thereby start new life in
your group. Make this improvement the
target of action for your orchestra in
the New Year. \Vith renewed vigor and
activity, the service record of public
appearances
for your school orchestra
in 1956 should reach the maximum in
terms of motivation.

THE END
WORLD
(Continued

OF MUSIC
from Page 8)

The Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra
will
present
the American
premiere of two new works---Turandol,
by Gottfried
von Einem, and the winning composition
in the $1.000 award
contest sponsored
by the women's committee of the orchestra-as
yet unannounced.
The Vereniging Voor Nederlandse
Muziekgeschiedenis
(Association for
Netherlands
Musical History) is pub.
lishing the works of Sweelinck, Obrecht.
Des Prez, 'hnd others, in a new authentic version,
corroborated
by modem
historical
scholarship.
Editio Musico,
12 Nieuwe Molstraat,
The Hague, has
been designated
as sole agent for the
new publications.
Ernst
von
Dohndnvt,
Hungarian
composer-pianist,
was honored with a
series of three festival programs of his
music on the University of Wisconsin
campus, Nov. 16, 18 and 20. Dohnanyi,
etude-december
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The Little Orchestra
Society, conducted by Thomas Scherman, is presenting the American premiere this season of works by Ginestera,
Gounod,
Janacek, Muffat, Vaughan
Williams,
Gerald Finzi, Juan Orrego-Salas,
Hindemith, Tcherepnin and Arensky.
Ramiro Cortes has been awarded
first prize in the $1,000 composition
contestsponsored by the Women's Committee for the Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra. The winning work, "Yerrna, a Symphonic Portrait of a Woman,"
inspired by a play by Garcia Lorca, was
premiered by Alfred Wallenstein
and
the Los Angeles Philharmonic
on November 23.
The Deutsche Stnatsoper,

East Ber-

lin's rebuilt opera house, has been reo
opened on its traditional location along
Unter den Linden. With a seating capacity of only 1,500, tbe
8,000,000
project is available for ballets, symphony concerts and chamber music, as
wellas the standard opera repertory.
(Continued on Page 61)

IT SHOULDN'T

sweetness of a German folk song. Vincent Youmans was a marvelous maker
of melodies,
but less on the florid
side. In preparing books for them, one
had to take these idiosyncrasies
into
account.
"By way of advice to the untried
young writers who will be turning out
the hits of to-morrow, I'd say: first of
all, make sure you have the ability to
write live, dramatic theatre. Next, be
careful in choosing characters,
stories,
and situations for a musical play. If you
want to write a serious book-and
by
serious, I don't mean sad, but credible,

PIANO

according to the truth of life and people
-work
out something that will allow
music to find a place as logically as the
characters
find their places. The old,
stereotyped musical hung its numbers
on the plot the way you hang balls on a
Christmas tree. And the Christmas tree
is usually dead ... Good musical comedy results when the music grows out of
the plot, as the living blossoms grow
on the branches of a living tree. Remember that musical comedy is a marriage of words and music-it
should
not be a battle!"
THE END

CHEER
For the NEW YEAR

Recent Piano Publications.

Just Off .The Press.

LOUISE GARROW
Bonia Bill

.

.35

WILLIAM L. GILLOCK
The Blue Butterfly
Whirl Wind .. ,

.35
.40

......................•........•...
, ............•.......

DAVID CARR GLOVER, JR.
Hep Kittens
Indian Princess
It's a Game ................•......•......•.........
Off to the Country ..............•....•....•.........
Ripples ...................•....
, .........•.........
When Teacher's Away .................•....•.........

.
.

.35
.35
.35
.35
.35
.35

MARIE SEUEL·HO.LST

BE A BATTLE

Springtime

.75

, ......•.•..•..•........

INEZ HOWELL
(Continued from Page 45)
Good Boy. Here, a country lad goes to
the big city full of high hopes of being
a star; he meets with nothing but failure, but writes glowing letters home to
his parents, telling of his success. We
were able to show both what happens
to the boy and what his folks think is
happening 10 him, by using (for the
first time) the traveling stage which
permits almost instantaneous
changes
of setting. The book for Mary, which
Frank Mandel and I did for George M.
Cohan,grew out of a newspaper article
shout pre-fabricated houses. We had
our hero try to repair the family fortunes by building such houses, and the
hit song was Just A Love Nest. Cohan
had some six companies of Mary all
overthe country; it was one of the biggest successes I ever had.
"Working with different composers
makesyou aware of different styles, and
youdiscover that while all of them write
lovelymusic, neither the men nor their
outputshave anything in common. Friml
Wrote flamboyant, graceful,
romantic
music, redolent of his native Budapest.
His mind functioned in terms of folk
themes.Romberg reflected Vienna-the
L~harschool of big production numbers.
Jerome Kern's music had the melodic
etude-december

.....b-..._

1955

.40

Intermezzo

VIOLET REISER
Gypsy Revels
Waltzing Willows

.35
.35

, ..........••.•........
........•..............•...........

THOMASINE STEELE
.45
.35

Bell Sonatina
...............•......................
lullaby
....................•......•.•.............

EDNA TAYLOR
The Cello Waltzes
.......•..........................
Mello Cello ..................•.....•...............

.35
.35

EARL TRUXELL
Night Fireworks
Once Upon a Time . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ..•........
A Pleasant Day
Rangers on Patrol .........•....•...
, ..•............
Rhythmic Fleet
Riding with the Sunset ..................•............
Romance and Music ........•...........•............

.
.
.

.40
.35
.35
.35
.40
.40
.75

MARGARET DEE
DEE NOTE BOOK
Assignments-Lesson

Record-Report

.

TOUCH

:

TECHNIQUE
Copyright

Tronsferred

.50

. 1.25
to Volkweins

ELIZABETH OLDENBURG
12 PLAYTIME PIECES lor Piano
Words

COPIES MAYBE
Order

From Your Local Dealer

LIBERTY AVE.

HAD ON APPROVAL

or Direct From Us If They Cannot
Published by

VOlKWEIN
632

.B5

....................•...
ond Music.

Supply

BROS., INC.
PITTSBURGH

22, PA.
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(Continued from page 48)

On every point this recording

rates
high. Germany's
popular
Koeckert
Quartet, augmented by Georg Schmid,
viola, plays Anton Bruckner's
only
chamber work with appropriate
roman.
tic feeling and with technical
excellence. Acoustics, dynamics,
frequency
range, surfaces are just right. (Decca
DL 9796)
Spelman: The Vigil ot Venus
Obviously, American-born
Timothy
Mather Spelman should
be better
known. His secular cantata based on
an ancient Latin poem, recorded in
Vienna by Ilona Steingruber, soprano;
Otto Weiner, baritone;
the Vienna
AcademyChorus, and the Vienna State
OperaOrchestra, shows skill suggesting
Carl Orfl. Zoltan Fekete
conducts.
(M·G·M E 3085)
Rossini: "Il Turco in l'alin"
The tenth La Scala performance
for
Angel Records is a valiant attempt to

"'The Birth of a Performance"

Here's a recording that belongs in
every school where score-reading, conducting or music appreciation is taught.
Three sides contain rehearsal sessions
with Bruno Walter preparing the Columbia Symphony Orchestra for recording Mozart's Symphony No. 36 in C
Major (K. 425), the Line symphony. A
fourth side holds the finished performance. Notes by Neville Card us and a
complete score make this set a notable
learning tool as well as a fascinating
listening attraction. (Columbia SL-224)
Honegger: A Christmas
Distler: The Christmas

Cantata
Story, Op. 10

Not for the village choir, these modern versions of the Christmas story, the
former sung in French, the latter in
German, are nevertheless
welcome to
discs. Paul Sacher conducts Honegger's
1953 Cantata, his forces including the
Elisabeth Brasseur
Choir, the Petits
Chanteurs de Versailles, and the Or.
chestre des Concerts Lamoureux. Mannus Voorberg conducts Hugo Distler's
1933 neo-baroque Weihnachtsgeschichte,
sung a capella by the Netherlands Ma-'
drigal and Motet Choir and excellent
soloists. (Epic LC 3153)
Beethoven:

Symphony
(Eroica)

new records

No.3 in E~Flat

What shall we say of the twenty-second Eroica to appear on LP? The Chicago Symphony is a good orchestra. Its
conductor, Fritz Reiner, is world-reo
nowned. RCA Victor's "New Orthophonic" recording process is notably
successful. But other recordings feature
good orchestras, conductors, reproduction. There's nothing in this new Eroica
to put it in a class by itself. (RCA Victor LM.1899)

['eviewed by Paul N. Elbin

•

for these sterling performances.
Joseph
Szigeti,
violin, offers his customary
chaste tone, and George Szell, piano,
displays his usual artistic mastery. But
when will record companies
discover
that listeners use jackets as programs?
One-tenth the space devoted to advertising would have provided space for listing the three movements of each sonata.
(Columbia ML 5005)
Falla: Concerto for Harpsichord
Rieti: Partita [or Harpsichord
Sylvia Marlowe's Capitol debut features the famous harpsichordist
both as
performing
artist and as sponsor
of
Rieti's Partita and Surinac's
Tientos.
Playing with the Concert Arts Players,
Miss Marlowe demonstrates
the harpsichord's
fitness as an instrument
for
twentieth
century musical
expression.
(Capitol P. 8309)

Bartok: Violin Concerto
Sonata lor Unaccompanied

Vi-

olin
Ivry Citlis, Israeli violinist, performs
these demanding numbers with comprehension and technical mastery. Jascha
Horenstein conducts the Pro Musica
Orchestra of Vienna in a splendid per.
formance of the Concerto. Vox has recorded both concerto and sonata with
the kind of "hi·fi" musicians acclaim.
(Vox PL 9020)
Lehar: Land oj Smiles and Pagani"i
The phonograph
grew up on such
records as this. Highlights of two bril-.
liant Franz Lehar hits of the twenties
fill a 12-inch LP with intoxicating melodies played and sung with authentic
Viennese spirit. Franz Sandauer conducts the Vienna Light Opera Company
and able but unnamed soloists. (Epic
LC 3130)
Mozart: Jliolin-Piano Sonatas

K. 454

alUl K. 481

Two great names

in music combine

Strauss:

Till Eulenspiegel's
Merry
Pranks, Op. 28
Death and Transfiguration,

Op.24
Nobody but Arturo Toscanini
could
dispatch poor Till with such precision
and such high drama. Toscanini'a performance with the NBC Symphony, reo
corded jn Carnegie Hall, is brilliantly
recorded.
Death and Transfiouration
taken
from the NBC broadcast
of
March 8, 1952, stresses the drama of
the score at the expense of the spiritual
aspect. It suffers, moreover,
from dry
acoustics and hard sound. (RCA Victor
LM 1891)
Schubert:

Impromptus,

Op.

90

and

Op. 142
Ingrid
Haebler
is clearly
neIther a Schnabel nor a Gieseking, she
plays cleanly and pleasingly.
What she
lacks is lightness, the elegance, the mature art displayed by the greatest
of
pianists. Vox's remarkable
hi·fi piano
reproduction
is of doubtful
value to

:Vhile

Miss

Haebler.

"MUSIC

Abner Iestn, Editor
A most eagerly awaited compilation
of musical information dealing with
all categories
of recorded music on
longplay records.

•

Completely indexed; contains sections on
musk, a basic library, critical evaluations of record companies and their outstanding records, conductors and orchestras, violinists, pianists, singers and
their position in the world of opera and
lieder, etc.
32 pages of pictures
A necessary aid to selecting the best
from the enormous catalog of lon~pray
records. The first time a compilation of
this magnitude has been made available
for under $12.50.

(l\lic.hael):

Symphony

Af all book and record shop., $7.50
or dired from the publisher:

BILL PASSES SENATE

long Player Publilotions, Inc.
P.O. Box 346

New York 19, N. Y.

O

N JUNE 29th the Senate unanimously
passed the bill for the
"Readjustment
of the Postal Classification
of Educational and
Cultural Materials,"
(S. 1292). This bill includes, among other
things, a revision of postal rates Oil all sheet music to book rate,
This means that sheet music which today must be mailed at regular
parcel post rates. with postal charges dependent
upon zone, could
be sent at the current book rate of 8¢ for the first pound and 4¢
for each additional pound, anywhere in the United States. At the
present time the parcel post charges on a package up to one pound
of sheet music costs from 18¢ to 32¢. Postal charges on greater
weights, of course, are correspondingly
higher.
Identical bills have been introduced in the House of Hepresentarives by Representative
John E. Moss, jr., of Sacramento,
California. (HR 5139) and Representative
Katherine
S1. George of
Tuxedo Park, New York (HR 5142).
A special sub-committee of the House Post Office and Civil Servo
ice Committee was appointed to conduct hearings on these two
bills. The hearings were held on July 13th and though they were
held on very short notice, there were many communications
to the
subcommittee from various musical organizations.
Testimony on
behalf of the music sections of the hill was very forcibly and convincingly presented. Congress, however, adjourned
before the sub·
committee made its report on ule bill.
Immediately after Congress reconvenes in January, it is hoped
that the sub-committee will make its report to the full committee
and that the committee will, in turn, report favorably to the House
of Representatives.

in G

Major

Concerto jor Flute
and Orche8tra in
D Major
either the symphony nor the coocerto written by Joseph Haydn's younger brother
Michael has been printed
and neither has been recorded previous·
ly. Both are delightful works midway in
style between
the baroque and the
classical. F. Charles Adler conducts the
Vienna Orchestral
Society in commendable performances
idealJy reproduced.
(Unicorn UNLA 1007)
Quintet
Major

POSTAGE"

In the May 1955 issue 0/ ETUDE, there appeared an article
which presented in considerable detaii many important facts con.
nected with the cost 0/ mailing music, and the efforts being made
to have Congress enact legislation effecting a reduction in certain
postal rates. ETUDE believes that its readers are vitally interested
in this matter, and will appreciate being informed on the present
status 0/ tlie bill. The /ollowing in/ormation
comes to ETUDE
through the cou.rtesy 0/ Mr. Leonard Feist.

MOZ111·t:
C08; fail sout
A major offering of the fall season
is this spirited full- length recording of
Mozart's
charming
opera buffa. Elisabeth Schwarzkopf.
1 an Merriman and
Lisa Otto have the feminine leads; leopold Simoneau.
Rolando Panerai and
Sesto Bruscantini
are assigned the male
roles. Herbert
von Karajan conducts
the Philharmonia
Orchestra and Chorus.
(Angel 3522C. 3 discs and libretto)

Bruckner:

DAVID HIUL

THE DISC BOOK

(Vox PL 98<W)

Mozart: Solo Piano Piee
When Angel last year released its
eleven-disc
album containing the complete solo piano literature of Mozart
played by Walter Gie eking, promises
were made that the records would later
be released
ingly. Album I is now on
the market.
Ranging from Kochel 1
(age six) [0 K. 616 (the year of ~fo·
za rt's death),
Album]
is a miscellany
of beauty with
onala No. 16 in 8Flat A1ajor, K. 570, as the major work.
Silken
reproduction
aid Cieseking's
impressive
playing. (Angel 35068)

Haydn

breathe
life into one of the minor
operatic classics. If you want a recorded
/l Turco, this is it; but don't expect a
"Barber
of Seville." Maria Meneghini
Callas,
Nicola Hossi-Lemeni,
Nicolai
Gedda, J oland a Gardino, Franco Calabrese and Mariano Stabile have the
Jeads; Gianandrea Gavazzenzi conducts.
(Angel 3535·55)
Eighteenth Century Flute Concertos
The composers of the three concertos
OlT this
interesting Vox release are all
subject to dispute, but there is small
possibility of dispute that Boccherini's
Concerto in D Major, Op. 27 is the most
worthwhile
music on the disc, or that
Camillo Wanausek does a fine job as
flutist in all the concertos. Pergolesl's
Concerto No.1 in G Major and Gluck's
Concerto in G Major, played with the
Pro Musica
Orchestra
of Vienna,
Michael Gielen or Charles Adler con.
ducting, complete the program.
(Vox
PL. 9440)
THE END
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A CHRISTMAS
RECOLLECTION
(Continued from Page 20)
the Princess, her children, two handsome lads, and their tutor. With merrymaking, jesting and good cheer the
afternoon passed pleasantly, and at the
eighth hour we arrived at the brilliantly
lighted concert hall, which was taxed
far beyond its capacity with an eager
and expectant 'audience. Only a few minutes separated us from the moment
when the famous master of the keyboard would make his appearance, and
as if hypnotized my eyes were fastened
upon the door that would admit him
to the stage.
The moment had come, Anton Rubinstein was on the stage! Vociferous,
tumultuous applause greeted him. Slowlv, his head bent forward, he approached the exquisite grand pia;o, and
in bowing his thanks to the audience,
his long, raven black hair fell upon his
forehead. Throwing
it back, without
preluding at all, he attacked at once
his own transcription
of Beethoven's
overture to "Egmont." As the master's
vehement left hand landed upon a
crashing E instead of the famous F of
that overture a perceptible twitter went
through the audience. A pianist, less
renowned than Rubinstein, might have
safely stepped aside after such a mishap, but with Rubinstein the audience
realized that his inner eniotion was responsible for such accidents, and .in
such dissonances it recognized a Titan
who played with boulders. The heroic
Beethoven was followed by the highly
romantic Schubert,
whose works no
pianist interpreted
more sympathetically than Rubinstein.
By this time Rubinstein must have
felt that he had his audience Ullder his
magic spell, and he led his hypnotized
listeners into the fairyland that the
wonderman Chopin had disclosed to the
world. After the fantastic poetry of
the F minor Ballade, and the soulful,
wistful yearnings of the A·flat Nocturne,
he turned in charming realism, to the
joys of the world. To the exciting
rhythm of a mazurka and the caressing
-A-flat Valse, the dreamy Chopin stepped
into the ballroom, and the clumsy, titanic Rubinstein
became the most
graceful dancer. Anyone in the audience
might have thought Rubinstein's versa·
tile nature exhausted, but the program
had much as yet in store for themSchumann's Etudes Symphoniques
in
Rubinstein's' interpretation
are one of
the most cherished recollections of that
occasion. Due, perhaps, to the suscep·
tibility of my enthusiastic nature, or to
the impressiveness of my youthful mind,
I remember the playing of these tone
pictures as though I heard them now,
.and I confess that despite the note·

.
.
them in later
worthy readmgs
gIven. off D' Albert,
years by Menter,
ESSIp,
H f
Godowsky,
Paderewski,
Sauer,
.0mann, Rosenthal and oth~r famo?S 'pIan~
ists I can never disaSSOCIate then mter
pretation from Rubinstein's.
.
With Liszt's Second Hunganan
Rhapsody he proved his virtuosity. What we
now hear from time to trrne o~ tho~e
whimsical,' rhapsodic
improvisatIons,.
IS
but the echo of such glorious playmg
as characterized
Rubinstein
t~eatJ?ent
of them. As he proceeded
over intrrcate
cadenzas of his own creation to the ~losing number, his own "Valse Caprice,"
the audience was rising in full enthusiasm. In the middle part, at those fa·mous skips of the right hand, it seemed
as though he would tear the piano apart,
and many a high note was struck nearby, but all this belonged
to the. enthusiastic spirit of the moment, which had
reached
an indescribable
pitch
and
which ended in the most incredible
ovations for the great, the only Rubinstein.
Such was Rubinstein's
art. The occasion referred to is but one of many
triumphs of his life.
We returned home the next day. My
Christmas
gifts were numerous,
but
above all I prized most highly the consciousness
that I had heard
Anton
Rubinstein, one of the world's greatest
masters.
THE END

THE INDOMITABLE
FINN
(Continued from Page 26)
First, "The Karelia
Suite"
and later
"The Swan Of TuoDela" echoed and reechoed through the length and breadth
of the land. The hard-pressed
authorities ordered his work destroyed.
Still the young Sibelius was not satisfied. Once again he turned to his music.
In the late fall of 1899, he began to
write feverishly. The notes came natu·
rally_In
his imagination,
he saw Finland past and future,
her aspirations,
her dreams, her hopes.
For the Finns, the resulting
piece,
"Finlandia,"
became
a rallying
cry.
They committed it to memory;
it was
hummed, sung, remembered.
It became
both a hymn and an anthem
and a
renewed reSIstance flung it at 'the foe.
It furtively crept over the borders of
Finland herself and was heard in other
countries.
No one could
resist
the
clarion call. Sibel1us and the Helsinki
Symphony Orchestra
went on tour and
wherever they played, they Won friends
for the cause of Finland.
Finally even
Nicholas. himself had had enough. The
persecuUon
stopped.
It was not until
1918, and the Communist
revolution
that she was to win her independence'
but for all practical
purposes
Finland
had become free in the autumn
th t
"Finlandia"
was composed
and sUbm~.
ted to the world.
.
this from a man who was never

.
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destined
to be a musician, the Finns
are quick to remind you. When Siheliu5
was born in 1865, the Year the Amer.
ican Civil War ended, his doctor-father
had already
planned the son's future
career. It was o~e calculated to bring
honor to the family. In one capacity or
another, a Sibelius had served his pee,
ple for generations.
The young Jean
would be a judge. And when Christian
Sibelius
died two years later, on his
deathbed
he made his wife promise that
his wishes would be executed.
But when the young Sibelius became
of school age, it oon became apparent
that he was totally unfit for a life at
the bar. He would sit in the classroom.
totally
oblivious to his lessons, and
stare out the window at the beauty
around
him. His heart yearned to de.
scribe a tree, its bran hes arched to the
sky; a Jake, still, in the noonday sun.
Yet it stil! had not occurred 10 him
that in ~his music he might do so.
Pian
came easily for the future composer. 1-1 himself modestly admits that
when he wag six he was already writing
music. Three years later, he suddenly
lost interest in the piano and took up
the study of the violin.
till, he was for ed to pursue the
judgeship.
The law came hard for a
y ung man whose h art and interest lay
far from facts.
tudy was impossible.
ib lius' imagination led him to the Iore ts, to th bird in flight, 10 the ancient
grandeur
that we
nee his national
heritage.
ne a fternoon. goaded, frustrated, he
threw down hi law books and Redfrom
him eH in desperation. It was on that
day that a omposer .....
a born. SibeliU5
never returned
to Jaw. He had made
his choice and, in defiance of e'>'eI)'one,
music became his life.
Tbe year that followed were a cere·
lation.
tudying in Helsinki, then later
in Vienna and Berlin. ibelius showed
such an aptitude for composition iliat
his instructor
soon realized they were
dealing
with a tudent destined to become foremo_t in his field dU!ing his
lifetime_
The news £rom home brought an end
to lus studying. Returning to his homeland and the resistance mo,-emenl.he
unleashed
the flood Lide of music that
was to culminate in l<Finlandia" and the
majority
of his tone poems. With the
freedom from the Ru <:.iaotyranny thai
1918 brought.
ibelius. along with his
nation, grew in stature. He wrote pr~
lificaJJy. From his pen ha,-e come I/J
separate
works of music. all embued
witb one theme. one common threadthe glory that i~ his native land.
Vi'hen. on Tovemher 30. 1939. the
Russian
armies, massed on Finland's
frontiers
awaiLing the opportunity that
the outbreak
of war in Europe pre·
sented.
marched
across the border,
(Continued on. Page 58)
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GOOD TECHNI9UE

MORE THAN

FLASHY

PERFORMANCE

(Continued from Page 23)
it. Now, after this long period of gradual development, he finds that he can
do with ease what he never could arrive
at before. Such a reward is worth all
the hours of study and application exponded.
Contrary to common belief, it is more
difficultto play softly and at a moderate speed than it is to play rapid passages and intricate ornamentation
at fast
tempo,very loudly.
Sometimes, through
lack of confideuce or an excess nervousness, eccordionists will increase their tone and
tempo more than they intend to. The
accordionist who can playa long series
of intricate and more or less rapid suecessions of passages in a slow tempo,
and pianissimo, with good rhythm, is
accomplishing something
much more
difficult than the showy, flashy type
whichso easily fools the uninitiated.

In order
to play smoothly
and
rhythmically,
the accordionist must possess technique of finger manipulation;
to play with color, he must acquire the
proper
technique
of the bellows;
to
play with feeling and emotion, he must
have the proper touch; to play with
power, he must know how to apply
strength.
All of these many branches
. make up the material
of technique
which every accordionist must have to
reach his aesthetic goal.
Just as every uninteresting
stone has
its own indispensable
place in every
great architectural
structure,
even so
it is with the most insignificant
detail
of workmanship
that must not be overlooked by the accordionist. No student
should despise or undervalue the most
mechanical
aspects of technique,
for
they are the mortar and bricks of his
musical architecture.

ACCORDIONS
_ETC._

FREE

CATALOG-Tremendous
aavln.a
on every_
thing in the musicill
line-ampliner.-e:lllviollnet.
luitar.,
brasa lind wlWd wind. specializing
In quaUty
ac~ordions-over
200 real bargain •. Write

JAY STEMMERMAN'S DISCOUNT HOUSE
Phon. YI 7·0866-YI 6·5258
8932 88th St .. Woodhoven 21, N. Y.

CHRISTMAS

CONCERTS

IN GRAND

CENTRAL
INCREASE YOUR INCOME
MODERN PIANO by .ot.

(Continued f rOIlt Page 39)
tices in suitable locations where they'll
be seen. She sacrificed a good-paying
organist job to take on this task, but
shehas no regrets. During each concert,
whichlasts for two hours at noon and
two hours before supper time, eager
music-loverscrowd around the organ.
Theirrequests are varied, some ask for
Chopin,others for Handel.
Between selections
she distributes
gospeltracts. She encourages her audience to sing along with her music.
"Bowyour heads and sing. If you mean
it, He'll come in," Mrs. Read shouts
ahovethe din of the noisy terminal as
the travelers join her in the words of
a hymn.
There was the time a young sailor
nudged his way through the gathering
and moved close to Mrs. Read. "Can
you play 'In the Garden'?"
he asked
softly."My father died last week," he
explained mournfully.
"That's
my
mother's favorite hymn. She told me
neverto forget it."
Another time Mrs. Read was instrumental in bringing a family together.
A middle.aged man had asked her one
afternoon to play a certain
hymn.
Mrs. Read's warmth and friendliness
prompted him to teU her his troubles.
Hiswife was leaving him for a younger
man, and his fifteen· year-old daughter
:as keeping very late hours every night.
lease pray for me," he pleaded. Mrs.
ead bowed her head; she prayed that
the family.would be reunited and that
they would some day soon gather
around her organ and sing hymns
together.

t
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Mrs. Read decided to supplement her
prayers with some personal missionary
work, as the man had left his name and
address with her. After the concert she
called up his home and spoke sincerely
but dispassionately
to his wife. She
mentioned how anguished her husband
was at their separation and she assured
the wife that her husband truly loved
his family. ~'Why don't you come here
tomorrow afternoon," she said calmly.
"The whole family together."
The next afternoon, while Mrs. Read
was playing an organ selection,
she
glanced up at the mass of onlookers and
notjced the man standing there, with his
family beside him. "We're together now,
for good," he said jubilantly
to Mrs.·
Read later. "Your prayer is answered!"
This Christmas, as every Christmas,
Mrs. Read will be at Grand Central
continuing
her great life's work. She
will have the assistance of about forty.
five different choruses, who wm appear
alternately
at each concert: Just about
all of the over a million travelers who
pass through the giant terminal during
the holidays wiII be affected by these
musical interludes. Some will be comforted, some will be inspired,
others
may even have their lives changed for
the better because of these glorious concerts. Most of them will echo silent
agreement
with the words recently expressed by a Grand Central red cap.
Standing
beside the organ one afternoon, the red cap said glowingly, "Mrs.
Read, your organ music makes me want
to put my arms around the whole

world."

THE END
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LET'S LOOK AT THE BRIGHTER SIDE
Many thousands
of Americans are cured of cancer
every year. More and more
people
are going to their
doctors
in time ... To learn
how to head off cancer, call
the American Cancer Society
or write to "Cancer" in care

of your local Post Office.
American CancerSociety
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TOPS NOW ... new extended payment
plan makes it possible for you to
own the most complete and up-todate music reference work in the
world

GROVE'S
DICTIONARY
OF MUSIC AND
MUSICIANS
New completely revised
Fifth Edition
.
Edited by ERIC BLOOM
This magnificent new edition of the
famous GROVE'S DICTIONARY has
been expanded from SIX to NINE
volumes, and contains nearly twice
as much information as any previous
edition. Over 8000 pages, full color
plates, thousands of illustrations, attractively boxed. The supreme reference set for a musician! "A superlative job"-Etllde
$127.50
For complete descriptive brochure
and details of new time-payment
plan, send a postcard to:

ST MARTIN'S

PRESS

Dept. E, 103 Park Ave., N. Y.17, N. Y.

VIOLINS
Let me shop the New York Market for the
violin you desire. Prices are low-good
viclins plentiful. Send requirements-no
obligo·
ticn. 25 years experience.

TONE SEEKER
P.O. Box 422

Rid1efield.

_.i:i::iiiJ~--~
Mrs. H. M. C., Florida. There is a
second book of the De Berict Concert
Studies, but it is not as valuable as t~e
first book, which I edited for G. Schirmer, Inc. It deals with the Technique
of Expression according
to De Benet's
understanding
of it. Most of the studies
are melodic, written
in the sugary,
sentimental style typical of De Beriot.
To work on them would be wearisome
for a present. day ~iolinist. But the First
Thirty Concert Studies
are quite another matter. They. are tremendously
valuable in developing
accuracy
and
fluency of technique,
and for teaching
the pupil to play technical
passage'Work with musical flexibility. To follow
them, I would suggest
the Oavlntes
studies (Matinees)
and the Etudes of
Wieniawski,
Op. 18_ But you should
return to the running studies in the De
Beriot book until you can play them
rapidly and with ease.
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Violins

Mr. A. H. A., Alabama. The firm of
Colhn-Meain
used 10 be-and perhaps
still is-one
of the best producers of
commercial
violins in Europe. PriCC5
for their instruments range from about
100 to around
250. An exceptional
specimen
would bring a higher price.
Some of t h se commercially-made riolins have a tone quality far above their
commercial
pri e range.

Pa<1

N. Z., Jordan. The normal height of
the E string above the bridge end of

City, Mo.
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30 E. Adam' St.-Chicago 3, ilL

Teaching Aids
by Leta Wallace and Amy Winning

Book

Book Two'

*

* Book

FUN
One

Book Three

Book Four
Book Five
By David Hirschberg
each 85c

UNTEMPERED
from

WjtllOut knowing the student, it is ex·
tremely difficult to say when he should
be given the third position. If he has
a good ear and plays in tune in the
first position, he can certainly begin the
third at about the time he starts the
first book of Kayser. In the event that
practice time is limited, the lesson assignments can be one week on the third
position and the next on Kayser. Provided the student has a keen ear, the
earlier he is given shifting studies the
more fluent his technique
will become.
Difficult as it is to say 'when a student
should begin the third position, it is
even more difficult to suggest solos for
an adult of whose taste and musical
understanding
one knows nothing. However, you might consider the followina-·
To start with I would suggest uA Tu~~
a DaYt" Book 1 by Herfurth;
"Folk and
Maste~' Melodies"
by Wesley
Sontag.
For slightly more advanced players you

r
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SCALES

Page 251
could use ·'12 Little Cla~s-ics.. by Con·
stance
S. Brown (Mills- ~lusic Co.):
12 Easy pieces by Pracht (Boston ~Iu·
sic Co.). And (or .student.s about ready
for Karser
1. you would find my o\\'n
"Ten Sketches"
(Carl Fischer) useful.
For elementaf\' adult .students 1 would
suggest.
a tech~ical material. Books I
and II. with their supplements. of Ihe
Laoureux
"Method. the 60 Studies of
Wohlfahrt
(two books). and the Kayser
Studies. The Maia Bang )letbod could
be used in pJace of the Laoureux.
For your 16.year-old student. if she
is mu.sical and keen. YOU could nol go
wrong
with the Ba~g Method. the
Laoureux.
or the Violin Method by
Samuel A ppelhaunl. The pieces to go
with these. and the .studies 10 follow
them. you can take from the foregoing
Ij.sts. H your local dealer cannot supply
you with these items you may order
them from the publishers of ETUDE.
etude-december
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"PLAY THAT TUNE" book

Frederick Phillips

the fingerboard
is about 3% mm, which
is approximately
:}3~ of an inch. The
height of the C string. measured in the
same way. is about 5% mm, or about
%~ of an inch. (2) The question of a
shoulder
pad is one that each player
musL answer for hims If. Another person can on Iy make suggestions. The
essentials
for un effective shoulder pad
are (1) that it does not press against a
vibrating surface of the violin, and (2)
that it enables the player 10 hold the
violin firmly without pushing his shoulder upwards
and forward-which is a
bad habit beceus
it eventually stiffens
up the left-hand technique.

De Beetor Studies

alUl.Jlm

Two Modern

IS

Preparatory

By Popular Demand-Another

N.J.

VIOLIN
SPECIALISTS
OUR NEW OLD INSTRUMENT
CATALOG
NOW AVAILABL~:
publishers of "VIOLINS
& VIOLINISTS"

TECHNIC

HAROLD BERKLEY

TEMPERED

William ~

ORGAN & CHOIR
QUESTIONS

VIOLIN QUESTIONS

In Technic Teaching

Endorsed
by conservatories,
music schools and the finest
piano teach'ers as the best
technic
teaching
material.

I,

I have a small one manual organ
bearingthe name B. Schoninger .i1( elodeon Co; New Haven, Conn. On the
inside, above the bellows, is stamped
the number 18541. Can you give any
illformationregarding the date 0/ this
instrument?
J. A. S.-Calij.
We have been unable to obtain any
specificinformation regarding
this instrument or its age, but there
was a
pianomanufacturing firm, B. Shouiuger
Co.. established in 1850. It is quite
probable that the same firm made the
organ ill question, and if so the dat.e
could be in the 1850's or somewhat
later. The Shoninger pianos are now
beingmade by the National Piano Co.,
NtwYork City.

the finest composers, most of whom are
still living. It would be impossible to
furnish a comprehensive
list of single
numbers, but the following may be useful to you in selecting worth-while compositions suitable for service purposes:
Concert
Overture and Chorale "Alleluia," from the cantata, "Unto Us a
Child .is Born," Bach-Biggs ; L'Heure
111ysttque, Bedell j Choral Prelude on
"Si.loam," Bitgood; An Easter Alleluia
Bossi; Still Waters, Weaver; Le Caril:
Ion from Suite L'Arlesienne
Bizet:
Sonata
in C minor on 94th' Psa'lm'.
Reubke;
Symphony
in G, Sowerby;'
Suite Corhlque, BoeHman;
Finlandia,
Sibellus ; Question and Answer, WoL·
stenholrne.
Many of the Handel Concertos (com nlete or Darts) are excellent.

I am at present playing in one 0/
Chicago's larger churches
(Baptist).
/fiehope all. average attendance of from
600 to 800 per service, yet the question.
of proper music disturbs me. Heretolore, I have been playing such pieces
as"Rigaudon" by Campra and Cigout's
magnificent"Toccata in. B millor," but
/loticethese are also frequently
on recital programs. If t.hese are t.o be reservedexclusively for recital work is
~hereany collection 0/ really good s;rvIce music which does 11.01. consist of
"sluggish" triumphal
marches,
and
dreamy,theatrical "meditations?"
L D.-Ill.

I have assumed responsibility
as organist of a small Episcopal
Church,
having a one manual Wurlitzer organ
with a 12 note pedal clavier. I need
organ music suitable for preludes, offertories and short postludes. I would appreciate information
regarding appropriate m.usic.
G. R. A.-S. C

The Theodore Presser Company has
published a series of three volumes
known as "Church Organist's
Golden
Treasury" containing Choral Preludes
of. the classic period, and eminently
sUliablefor a good grade of service
music.Then there aTe t.he "18 Choral
Preludes" by Bach, and the MendelssohnSonatas and Preludes and Fugues
publishedcollectively. Clarence DickinSonhas compiled and editei two vol·
umes of "Historical Recital
Series"
whoIC h contain 20 numbers each many'
~ h
' The
" ! em suitable for church
use.
~ModernAnlho]ogy," edited by David
.f~KayWilliams, comprises 27 compoSItionsranging from easy to difficult, by
etUde-december
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For this type of organ it would probably be better to use regular reed organ
collections, since most pipe organ books
would require two manuals and a more
complete set of pedals than the 12 notes
you have. Some reed organ collections
have small notes in the bass clef for
pedals, and where these do not' appear
the usual practice is to double on the
regular bass notes of the music. We are·
sending
a marked circu lar indicating
reed organ collections in which we believe you will" find a sufficient number
of suitable numbers 10 justify the purchase of the books.
We have the sm.aller two manual
Connsonata
in our home. Our 14-yearold daughter
has studied piano five
years, and plans to study pipe organ
later, but for the present we hope to
find a teacher from whom she can learn
the basics on our own organ. Should
(Continued on Page 59)

Book Three contains
29 very easy
arrangements
of
famous
tunes
(with
words)
for the first and
second
year piano
student
includes
"Sidewalks
of New York,"
"Hello,
My Baby,"
"Sweet
Betsy
of Pike," etc. Lies well under the
hand.
Really singable.
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by
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75 cents

LET'S PLAY CAROLS
by

Arrangement

Bermont

65c
18
Favorite
Christmas
Carols
made
easy to sing and play. Arranged
so that
both hands retain
011 the important
harmonies
&
chords.
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Who Knows The Answers
(Keep

lOR ETUDE

score. One hundred

i8 perfect)

r'

Symphony?
4. Which country gave us the carol
Bring a Torch, Jeanette, Isabella?

Christmas Waits
By Leonora Sill Ashton

J

ULIAN and his sister Anne were
making preparations
to go out
and sing Christmas carols later in the
evening with some friends.
"I wonder why people call us Waits
when we sing carols in front of the

windows on

Christmas

Eve," re-

marked Anne.
•
Julian handed her the book he was
reading about Christmas
customs.
"Here is a story that tells you all
about it," he said.

Anne opened the book. HOh!" she
exclaimed, "the Song of the Waits!
Listen Julian. Let me read this to you:
'One night, several hundred years ago
in London, a small boy awoke crying, but his mother
found it was
merely a bad dream. There is nothing
to he afraid of, she told him, because
in a moment the Waits will be in
front of the house to guard us and
sing to us. The boy listened, and
from the street came the sound of
flutes. Then he heard men's voices
chanting a song:

when night came these singing watchmen went up and down
the streets
guarding
the homes
of the people.
Their song, God give you good mght
would be heard by men, women and
children."
"Here, Julian,
you
read
some,"
said Anne, handing
him the book.
Julian
continued
the story:
"This
faithful
watch continued
for genera·
tions. Then, a time
came
when a
change was made in England.
A regular police guard was established
and
the services
of the Waits
were no
longer needed.
"But they found new ways to occupy themselves.
Some of. them had
learned to play instruments
and they
formed
small orchestras
and bands
which were in demand;
and, when
Christmas
Eve came
around,
they
were out in the night as of old, under
the sky and the stars,
going
from
house to house with their instruments
and singing the carols of Christmas."

(Continued on next page)

Give ear to the clock, Beware oj
your lock,
Your fire and your light, And God
give you
Good Night.
When the little boy heard those words
he knew there was no need to be
afraid.
"It is said that in the thirteenth
century there was a statute providing
for the city of London that each gate
shall be shut by the servant dwelling
there, and each servant shall have a
wait at his own expense.
"The name of the men-waitscame from an old Anglo-Saxon word,
Wacan, meaning to watch, Every day
some of the Waits stood guard at
the gates of the city, while others
guarded the palace of the King, and
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No Contest this Month

(continued)
"julian, that is a very interesting
story exclaimed Anne, "and I hope
people will continue to call us Waits
when we go out to sing carols on
Christmas Eve. I only wish the story
told about one of their special carols
so that we could sing it, too."
HIt does," replied Julian. "'I have
not finished reading
yet. Here is a
well known carol of old England:

1. From what country did we get the
beautiful
Christmas carol, Silent
Night? (5 points)
2. What well-known carol was com.
posed by Handel'
(5 points)
3. In what oratorio is there an instcu.
mental
interlude
called Pastoral

. ed by Elizabeth A. Gest

Christmas Waits

,

(15 points}
5. Who composed the Christmas Omtorio? (10 points)
6. The two measures given with this
quiz are the last two measures of
what carol? (5 points)
7. What well known carol was composed by Mendelssohn? (10 points]
8. \Vhat country gave us the carol

Godrest you merrie, gentlemen,
nothing you dismay-"

Let

"Oh, everybody knows that one,"
Anne interrupted,
"and just think!
It is really the same kind of a song
the Waits sang when they were watchmen, because it tells us not to be
afraid. When we go out to sing
carols tonight let's pretend
we really
are Waits, singing
All's Well, and
Let Nothing YO!' Alright, as the
Angel says in God Rest You Merry,

Deck the Halls' with Bough.s oj
Holly? (15 points]

Gentlemen."
9. From

what country did the Christ·
mas tree come? (5 points)
10. Who originated the representation
01 the Bible story of Bethlehem hy
making
a realistic manger, or
creche?
(20 points)
A"stDeT8

Before

DearJunior Etude:
Ienjoy the Junior Etude very much. J
study piano and ballet dancing. As I
Jiveill a part of Texas where male ballet students are uncommon I would
therefore, like to hear from some boys
whostudy ballet.
Du.st.),Dominguez (Age 19), Texas

0" ne.'tf ,U1ge

the Baton
The Can't·Find-'Ems

ORCHE
TRAS and bands have not
always been conducted by a single man waving a slender stick. It is
only
during
the last one hundred
years that the baton has been popular.
In ancient Egypt the musicians fcllowed the beat of a man clapping his
hands,
while
in Greece the timekeeper was a tapper wearing an iron
shoe!
I n the early days of opera there was
no conductor
in the modern sense.
One of the musicians did the leading.
and usually on the harpsichord, organ
and, later, the piano. In Italy one of
the violinists
often conducted (Monteverde was one); tapping on his instrument with his bow. Another unusual
time-keeper
banged on a table or on
the floor with a stick. Jean Baptiste
de Lully, who introduced opera and
ballet into France in the seventeenth
century,
did
his own conducting,
using
a heavy
walking stick with
which he pounded tbe rhythm on the
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on next page)
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"Well!" exclaimed Miss Brown at the
end of a busy day of piano lessons.
"Everybody had the Con't-Iindrems
today. Patsy could not find her notebook; Jack lost the list of musical
terms I gave him last week; Marilyn
left her exercise book at her grandmother's; Sydney thinks he left his music at Dick's house but Dick says it is
notthere; Mary Jo lost the pin she won
at the last recital; Nancy lost the last
page of her Sonatina. Dear me! What
a day!"
Do you ever get the Can't-lind-'ems?
This is a very troublesome ailment, but
it can easily be cured by taking a dose
o,fcarefulness-capsules after each praclIce period. Be sure to take them any
time you need them.

Letter Box
Send replies to letters in care of
Junior Etude, Bryn Mawr, Pa., and
if correctly stamped, they will be
forwarded to the writers. Do not ask
for addresses. Foreign postage is 8
cents. Foreign air mail rate varies,
so consult your Post Office befor-e
slam ping foreign air mail. Print
your name and 'retur-n address on
the hack of the envelope.

•

Dear Junior Etude:
I have been studying music for four
years and enjoy reading Junior Etude.
I would like to hear from others who
are interested in music and stamps.
Caroline Jones (Age 10), New Zealand
Dear .T unior Etude:
I study piano and play twenty pieces
and love them all, especially the Mozart
Minuet in G and Bach's Little Preludes.
1have a piano of my own. My two sisters and my two cats, Winky and Tootsie-Roll also like to play on it! My favorite records are the Beethoven Piano
Concerto and the Grieg Piano Concerto.
Eugenic Adamec (Age 6), New York

Special Honorable Mention
Class A. Rita Doetsch and Joy McCracken; Class B. Nancy Ellen Barrs
and Donna Kay Adams; Class C.
Kathryn
Banghorst
and
Glenda
Stevens.
Honorable Mention
(in alphabetical order)
Marian Burrows, Ann Champion, Walter
Conrad, Gilda Cummings, Lorna Davis, Virginia Doherty, Murial Edgar, Teresa Fayette, Ellen Goldberg, Karen Custfason,
Linda Harris, Andy Hudson, Joan Jackson,
George Jacoby, Mildred Jones, Anna Lawson, Joan Lewis, Bert Loomis, Dorris Munson, Olga Neirneier, David Pates, Jack
Peters, George Palmer, Jeanette Swarthout,
Gloria Thomas, Ernest Traber, Frances Watkins, Marilyn Webber, Katherine Weinlz,
Dennis Young.

Dear Junior Etude:
[ have studied piano for five years and
also play French horn and cello. Our
school has a seventy piece orchesta and
a forty piece band and I belong to both,
and also to the all-Philadelphia
Band
and Orchestra. My hobbies are sports,
handicrafts,
nature studies and languages. I would like to hear from
others.
Anne Greenwald (Age 14);

Pennsylvania

1. Germany; 2. Joy to the World;

3.
The Messiah; 4. France;
5. Bach; 6.
SeeAmid the Winter's Snow; 7. Hark!
The Herald Angels Sing ; B. Wales; 9.
Germany; 10_ St. Francis
of Assist,
Italy,who died in 1226.
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Before the Baton
(continued)
floor. This practice
actually
killed
him. Absorbed
in the first performance of one of his compositions,
he
accidentally
struck
his foot.
The
severe blow caused infection,
gangrene, amputation
and-death.
Other
conductors
waved strange
things at the musicians to keep them
in rhythmic line, such as a handkerchief tied to rod; another which was
quite common was a slender roll of
paper, such as that used when von
Weber conducted in London in 1826.
Present day conductors frequently
discard the baton and conduct with
their arms and hands.

Jimmy's Secret

Answers to Quiz

Slude-december

~

Junior Etude readers are taking their
music seriously, as was shown by the
many interesting
essays on "Music in
my life." Two winners tied in Class A
and in Class B.
Prize Winners
Class A. Jocelyn McAlee
(Age 17),
Michigan, and Gregory William Kosteck (Age 17), Maryland
•
Class B. Eileen Henschman
(Age 14),
Wisconsin,
and Isabel Jean Woods
(Age 14), Idaho·
Class C. Lenore Lane (Age 11), New
York

•

by IlIa M. Pardue

(Continued

Results of August Essay Coutest

Eugenia Adamec (Age 6), N.Y.
Mrs. Jessie Deane Trulove
:'Ifiss Alice Ruskin

"I'll tell you a secret,"
Said Jimmy Jones,
"But promise you never will tell.
I've gotten to like all
My scales and things!
I'm learning to play rather well!"
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THE DIAMOND

HORSESHOE

PIANO SELECTIONS FROM THE
AMP CATALOG OF HlNDEMITH
DANn:
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WOODEN DOLLS

PIANO MUSIC,

(Fox-

Part 1-3
Stucken)

trot from the Christmas Fairy Tale
"Tuuifanrchen")
(1922)
$1.10
5 DANCE PIECES (Tanastiicke)
19 (1922)
EASY

FIVE-TONt:

Klaviermusik ) ,
(1929)

Pn:CES
Op. 45,

, Up.

OP.

37

Etudes
(1925)

in 3

(Uehung

2.40

Part II-Series
of Short Pieces
(1927) 3.00
(Reihe kleiner Stucke)
.... 2.50
SONATA No.1 (1936)

2.10
(Kleine
No. 4
1.00

LET'S BurLD A TOWN (WiT bauen eine
Stadt) Suite for Children (931)

(Continued

WORKS

SONATA

No.2

(1936)

SONATA

No.3

(1936)

SUITE "1922",

1.50

2.50

..

1.75

26

(l938}-Piano-Four Hands 2.50

SONATA

LUDUS To NALlS (1942) Studies in
Counterpoint, Tonal organization,
and Piano Playing...
3.00

o.,

1.75

Pianos-Four
.
3.25

(1942)-Two

SONATA

Hands.

ASSOCIATED MUSIC PUBLISHERS,

INC.

1 West 47th Street, New York 36,~. Y.

Dean Sanders
1955 Artist

Prize ($375) Winner

(from Oklo., B.A., M.M., Chicago.
Entered
in
Guild Auditions by Rudolph Gonz. Early study
with Arvid Wollin.
Twice soloist with Chicago
Symphony)

Coming-New

Scholarships

NATIONAL GUILD of PIANO TEACHERS
Box 1113

Irl Allison, Pres.

Austin. Texas'
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Here's excellence of performance through skillful
craftsm'Cnship .•. For 48 years, professionals and
beginners have demanded Kaplan Strings, for faithful
tone quality and conslant fidelity of sound.
Your dealer will proudly tell you more about
Kaplan's TRU-STRAND "Maestro"

.
I

and "Red-O-Ray"

strings for violin, viola, cello and boss •..
KAPLAN STRINGS
ore
precision wound and
KAPlAN
MUSICAl
polished.

II!

Soulh

STRING

Norwalk

ETUDE Advertising Representatives
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342 Madison
Ave.
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or something
he has already talked
about or, if he has information about
their doings, chats about the singers.
It was an incider
during the Chicago
Civic Opera's 192;;-L4 season and Milton Cross' early announcing days that
taught him to go to the opera broadcasts prepared
with notes, The Civic
Opera was presenting
an evening of
operatic
excerpts
for its patrons and
Cross was just concluding his resume
for the radio listeners of "II Trcvatorc,'
and about to order the stage microphones to be turned on. when Samuel
Insull
unexpectedly
stepped out on
stage. He began reading the Civic's
yearly report to the audience in the
hall. "It wasn't the sort of thing that
a network would want to bother broadcasting
to a whole nation," recalls
Cross, "and the New York office got
word to me fast to keep talking, stalling for time during Insull's speech. For
thirty-five minutes I was nearly tearing
my hair out, trying 10 think what to
say. Luckily I had in my pocket the
itinerary of the opera company's forthcoming tour. what artists were going.
110w many carloads of scenery were
used on a tour-and
I went on about
that. When I finished and heard Insull
still talking,
I became more frantic
than ever lind began to describe the
labyrinth of paths beneath the old Civic
Opera House. then the cellar under the
stage where I and the technicians were
located and where, when the chorus and
ballet went into action. we had to put
up our coat collars to keep off tbe dust
that Hew around.
People must have
known I was suffering, stalling, the way
I groped my way through what I was
saying. Later Insull came down to see
me and said. '1 heard you were ready
to go on with the broadcast, 50 that's
why I curtailed my remarks.' Curtailed,
indeed! At any rate. instead of being
fired. it worked the other way and 1
got ~ore assignments.
But I did make
up my mind after that always to take
notes with me."
The time at the Metropolitan when
Giovanni Martinelli
was stricken in the
midst of his Celeste Aida with an attack
of indigestion.
Cross was prepared but
not allowed to lise his notes. "1 had six
closely typewritten
pages on the singer's career." he says. "just the thing
to be used when there was no other
tenor in the house and no one knew
how sick Martinelli was. 'Let me go as
long as I can and talk about Martinelli
-he's
the man of the hour-and
I don't
have to ad lib, either.' I told the engi-
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neers.~'But no, the broadcast was sent
backto the studio and a trio took over
till the opera went on with a replacement.
When he was announcing
the LewisohnStadium Concerts, Milton Cross
alsowas left alone to fill .the intermissions."I did that by using the notes
in the program and notes of my own.
That made me work, sure. But while
working1 was learning," says the man
whoin those days was working evenings
as announcer and the third member of
a harassedtwo-man staff at New York's

WJZ.
Howhe got the job at WJZ in 1919
stillamuse'sMilton Cross. "I had a girl
in East Orange, New Jersey," he reminisces,"and one day she persuaded me
to comewith her to visit a friend who
hada crystal set and used to listen to
thevoicesand music WJZ was broadcastingfrom the Westinghouse
Electric
Plantin Newark. Well, when I picked
upthe earphones to hear my very first
radioprogram, I got the Commissioner
of Highways in New Jersey
talking
aboutsafety on the roads, then a series
ofamateursingers. On a dare from my
girl and her friend, who said they'd get
a kickout of having someone they knew
sing over the radio, I wrote to the stalion,wasgiven a date and, without auditionor rehearsal, put on the air for a
half-hour, singing a program of ballads
andoratorionumbers." Most surprising
10 Crosswas his being asked
back to
singand then being approached
for a
jobas staff singer. Determined to continuehis studies at the Damrosch Instituteof Musical Art and to become a
musicsupervisor in public schools, he
refusedthe job, accepted work at WJZ
onlywhen he was offered a position
as part-time announcer-singer,
which
meanthe could both continue his studiesand earn his living.
"Finding 50 much music in. radio,"
now admits Cross, "I decided
to stay
there.And I can't imagine being happierabout any decision."
As it is at present, for all his announcingstints on musk programs, he
canner get enough music to satisfy him.
Forsome months be has been talking
withtelevision officials about how to
presentmore fine music on TV ("I'd
liketo be even busier than I am and
wish1 had some good music shows on
TV as well as radio.")
During his working hours Milton
Crosstries to find time to hear more
music,often sneaks into the auditions
whichare held once a week for the
Sunday"Metropolitan Opera Auditions
~l
th~,Air." "I'm not a judge," says he,
but, he adds smilingly. "I'm a pretty
goodguesser.Of course, when you come
acrosssomebOdylike Leonard Warren,
~obertMerrill or Patrice Munsel and
eartheir voices once and then again.
you'repretty safe in guessing they'll
etUde-december 1955

be winners."
Many, if not most of the winners and
Met stars number among Milton Cross'
friends. Rise Stevens, for one, he has
known since she was a child. "She came
to the 'Children's
Hour,'''
he tells, "a
show which antedates
Major Bowes'
program
and where young people did
what they could do best. I announced
the program and also helped plan it. I
think we could call the show. which
came from Manhattan's
old Aeoljan
Building from 1924 till 1950, the original amateur
hour. I surely enjoyed
every minute with those youngsters.' I

COMPETITIONS

1

no

may have had to work with
script
and ad lib all the way, but it was darn
good training for those later battles with
opera reporting."
Cross was also to find himself making
friends of artists and having a good
time when he was given a chance to cut
up as the master of ceremonies for radio's "Chamber Music Society of Lower
Basin Street" several years ago. The
hour gave him pleasure because it
brought a lot of opera stars to radio
and offered people like Lauritz Melchior
and Ezio Pinza their first opportunities
(Continued on Page 60)

(For details, write
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• Fourth annual Student Composers Award, sponsored by Broadcast Music,
Iuo., and BMf Canada Limited. First prize of $2,000 and nine additional
awards totaling $7,500. Deadline: February 15, 1956. Details: Russell Sanjek, Direct.or of SCRA Project,
Broadcast Music, lnc., 589 Fifth Avenue.
New York 17, New York.
• Artists Advisory Council Second Composers' Contest. Prize of $1,000 and
first performance by Fritz Reiner and the Chicago Symphony. Requirement:
major orchestral work about 20 minutes long. Deadline: December I, 1956.
Details: Mrs. William Cowen, President, Artists Advisory Council, Room
201, 55 East Washington, Chicago, Illinois.
• The Benjamin Award of $1,000 for a "restful and reposeful" orchestral
composition.
Winner of the Award is assured of at least one performance
by the North Carolina Symphony during the current or next following season. Closing date December 31, 1955. Details from the North Carolina Symphony Society, Box 1211, Chapel Hill, North Carolina.
• The American Academy in Rome offers fellowships in musical composition
to U.S. citizens for one year beginning October 1, 1956. Yearly stipend is
$1,250 a year, plus round trip transportation
between New York and Rome.
studio space, residence at the Academy, and an additional travel allowance.
Details: Executive Secretary, American Academy in Rome, 101 Park Avenue,
New York 17, New York. Deadline for applications: December 30,1955.
• The Queen Elizabeth of Belgium International Music Competition, Fifth
International
Piano Competition. Award: diplomas and twelve prizes worth
all together more than 600,000 Belgian francs. Closing date: applications
must reach the Manager, International
Competition "Reine Elisabeth de
Belgique," Palais des Beaux-Arts, rue Baron Horta, Brussels. before January
31, 1956.
• Sigma Alpha Iota Third American Music Awards Competition. Cash prizes
of a choral composition for three-part women's
voices and for a vocal solo. Closing date March 1, 1956. Details from Miss
Rose Marie Grentzer. Oberlin College, Oberlin, Ohio.

of $300 each to composers

• Organ Composition Contest under auspices of the American Cuild of Organists. Award of $200.00 offered by H. W. Gray Company, Inc., and publication by this company on royalty basis. Closing date January 1, 1956. Details
from American Guild of Organists, 630 Fifth Avenue, New York 20, N. Y.

Christmas Greeting:

ETUDE

extends

Christmas

greetings

to its

readers

with the hope that their holiday season may be greatly
their participation
in musical activities.

everywhere,
enriched by
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THE INDOMITABLE

TRD-DOT NOTE PLACER

Flocked notes adhere to flocked
Board.
For ViSUAL TEACHI NG of:
·Note

Placer

·Scales

Reading

·Chords
*Melodic

·Key Signatures
Dictation

LEARN BY DOING
I. Sheet Music size with 48 notes .. $1.25
2. Studio Unit, 14"x22"......
. .. $3
3. Primary with Treble Clef only,
14"x22"
...•...........
$3
Excellent

gift for Student

or Teacher

of Music

NEWTRU·DOT NOTE PADS
with Keyboard Relationship
General Use

for Piano or
.... 30"

Prepaid saves C.O.D. charges
At your music dealer or

TRU·DOT ENTERPRISES
538 Elmwood Avenue
Burlington, Wisconsin

Robert Whitford
Founder·Preaidenl
International Piano Teachers Association
has devoted his entire professioncd coreer to
the interests of the piano teacher. You are
invited to write for a free CODY of PIANO
TEACHING TODAY. With it you will also be
sent complimentary,
Mr. Whitford's
master
lesson
on
MUSIC'S
MOST
UNUSUAL
CHORD.
Robert Whitford Music Education BUY!au
204 N. E. 31st St.
Miami37, Fla.

BOOK MANUSCRIPTS
INVITED

If YOUare looking for a I)ubllsher.
send tor our free,
Illustrated
booklet titled
To tile A Ilthor in Search af
a Pllblider. It tells how we csn Ilubllsh. promote snd
dhtrlbute
your book, as we have -done for hundreds of
other wrltbrs.
All RUbJeets conslderod.
New authors
weloometl. Write today i'or Booklet ET. It·s free.
VANTAGE PRESS, Inc .. 120 W. 31St .. H. Y. I
In Calif ... 62MJ HolllJwofJd Blvd., Holil/wood 28

(Continued

from Page 50)

Sibelius and his nation girded for the
inevitable, This time it was not Nicholas;
it was Stalin. The object wasn't a Czarist
tyranny; it was a Communi8t "utopia."
To the composer's mind, it was all one
and the same thing.
From his home thirty miles north of
Helsinki, he offered his people the comfort and inspiration they craved in this
darkest hour. Oddly enough, a desperate
Finland turned not to its political leaders and generals for strength, but rather
tapped the never ending reservoir
of
Sibelius.
First in amazement, later in genuine
excitement
and pleasure,
the world
watched as the Finns withstood the enemy and, though in the end the Soviets
won, in the hearts of 4,000,000 Finns
was the knowledge and the satisfaction
that liberty had been snatched from the
jaws of the invader. Once again, the
Russian had been stopped by Finland's
indomitable yearning for Freedom and
by the citizenry's refusal to accept any
substitute no matter how couched.
Today, in his 89th year, Stbehus has
become the elder statesman of his land
and universally acclaimed as one of the
greatest musicians of his or any time.
A giant among men, the only thing
Sibelius has hated more than tyranny
is the knowledge that he is growing old.
Unable-as
with the Russians-to
stop
the encroachments of an enemy, he has
done everytlling to prove to himself and
the world that time, at least for Jean
Sibelius, stands still. For example, when
his hair began to turn gray, toward
middle age, Sibelius, unwilling
to accept age, shaved his head clean. Today,
his bald head stands in mute testimony
to his strength and inner youth.
Of late he has been living the life
of the recluse. There are those who say
that the composer now shuns company,
even friends of long standing,
because
he wishes his countrymen to remember
him as he was, not as he is now. Be
that as it may, they respect his ""ishes.
To them, Sihelius' word is law and for
a people so instilled with the spirit of
independence, this is rare achievement.
But perhaps to Sibelius
and the
Finns, no better description
can be
given of what he has tried to do and
what he has accomplished
these past
fifty years, than the one made at a recent concert in New York City, at which
a conductor, before leading the orches.
tra in "Finlandia,"
turned to his audience and said, "The music you are
about to hear comes from the pen of
a man who has devoted his life to his
nation and to the freedom of the op.
pressed e,:erywhere. This is the true key
to the unIversal ~reatness of Sibelius."

THE END
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THE SPECIALISTS
(Continued

from Page 24)

all his knowledge of the "Art of Fugue"
is not the slightest use.
The well-prepared
man, on the other
hand, who has a flair for improvisation
-or,
like most of us, has learned how
to improvise
by working at it-meets
the situation by improvising on themes
from the Offertory, meanwhile moving
in the general direction of G Major to
be prepared
for the Doxology, and all
so smoothly and fluently that few in the
congregation
are aware anything out of
the ordinary is going on. (And it goes
without saying that those who are aware
will be impressed by the organist's reo
sourceful musicianship.]
This is an example of the sort of nonspecia lization
which I believe every
good organist ought to have, It is wonderful to be able to give a virtuosic
performance
of the 0 Minor Toccata
and Fugue, It is also wonderful, and
from the standpoint of the working organist more useful, to be able 10 transpose. read at sight, improvise, play accompaniments
for anthems and solos,
and know what to do when a vocal soloist skips from the first to the third
stanza-c-an easy thing to do, by the way,
as I think anyone who has sung in publlc wiJJ agree.
What about hymns? Musically speaking these are simple four.part composi·
tions, with few rhythmic complexities,
corr.parahle
jn difficulty as a rule to a
Grade 3 piano piece. In Sunday Schools
they are usually entrusted to piano·
playing high school teen-agers.
Yet I stick by my opinion, published
in this space from lime to time and reo
iterated
to students in what I suppose
must seem dogmatic fashion, that the
playing of a simple hymn·tune is one of
the most challenging
of the organist's
assignments.
Playing hymns is fundamentally dif·
ferent from. say, playing anthem ac·
companiments.
It is the difference between playing
for untrained singers
and trained singers. The latter. even if
not professionaJs,
have rehearsed the
anthem at choir practice and are ready
to go.
For hymns, on the other hand, the
organist
must support congregational
singing ill such a way as to overcome
the reluctance
of worshippers, especial·
ly in city parishes which have not the
easy~going informality of neighborhood
churches. to lift up their voices in song
among relative strangers. The organist
must use a variety of tricks to keep the
rhythm precise and 10 overcome the universal
tendency
of congregations to
drag the tempo.
These are only a few of the problems
encountered
by the working organist in
his daily labors.
The problems are
elude-december
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manyand diverse, and to solve them reo
quiresversatility. The working organist
is a man of many skills, rather than of
specializedknowledge.
I hope that our post- graduate
students have a thorough
knowledge
of
rhis fact when they go abroad for specializedstudy. The matter concerns me
because scholarships and fellowships
are at present available in such numbers that a whole generation of organjstsllJay be influenced thereby. It seems
to me that hardly a week goes by during which I am not asked to endorse a
graduate student for a Thingamabob
Fellowshipor a Thingamajig
Scholarship, often with all expenses paid in.
eluding tuition, living costs and passage
to and from Europe.
These are endorsements
which it
gives me great pleasure to make. I have
often wished, however, that the recommendation might be accompanied
by
somesuch fatherly counsel as this:
"My lad, enjoy yourself. Make the
mostof your fellowship. Enrich your
talentand improve your mind. Broaden
yourculture, non-musica llv as wen as
musically.by contact with art galler-ies,
museumsand the architectural
treasures
of the Old World. But don't thereby
despisethe New World; and don't let it
makeyou too proud, when you come
home,to roll up your shirt-sleeves and

getc work."

THE END

CLASS

I FIE

D

ADS

HA~l\IONY.
Composition
Or-chee tr a tton
Muslca l Theor.y. Private 'or Correspvnd~
ence
Ln s tructlo n Ma nu sc r-lp rs revised
ttnd,corrected.
Music arranged.
Frank
S
ut er, 32-46 107 St., Corona, N. Y.
.

VIOLINIS'I'S:
SnlPLIFIED
VIOLIN
COURSE. .Impro ve your violin playing
by asking questions.
$2. Popular, Classical. J. Prager,
289 Empire, Brooklyn 25,
N. Y.

~~BARX. 1'~A:\'O TUNING-Simplified
a~thentJc
Instruction
$4.00-Literature
e.;: 1="'0(, Hoss, 456 Beecher St., Elmil'a,

COI,LEC'I'ION Italian,
French and Germa~ stringed
tnatrumen rs- Bows, histortca.I materials
priced low. R. Nusinov,
2~11l 'V. North Ave., Baltlmore, Md.

4J.

FOR

S~LE.

Rare recordings,
free lists.
bought. E. Hirschmann,
100
Ave., Jersey
City, New Jersey.

Oonecttons
Duncan

S\VIN.G
PIANO - IH' i\IAII~. 30 - selft.ea.ch Ing- lessons. sa. Samples.
Over 50
nubuca uous.
~hll Breton
Pu b lt ...attcns,
P.O. Box ]402, Omaha 8, Nebraska.
LIJi.AR.l\' 1"1,\1\'0 'l'UNI,~G
A'I' H01\IE:.
Cour-se by .Ur. Wm . .L::raid \Vhite, wor-ld's
leading
pia no technician
and teacher
Write Karl Ba.rtenbach,
1001A Wells St.'
Lafayette,
Ind.
'
li'nEE
"I,\.IL-on.D~n
CA'I'AI.OG: Hundreds of .self-i.nstructive
books for musicians,
tram Jazz to symphony.
\Valter
Stuart
Music Inc., 421-B Chestnut
St
Union, N. J.
.,

SAClUFICI:\'G
:::00 ACCOUUIONS-AI,L
KINDS~ Discounts
to 70%. F'r-ee catalog.
Caavtcunee
01' other musical
instrument
secured.
Discount
House,
8932 88 St.,
\Voodhaven
21. New York. Vi 7-0866.
UACK
POPULAR
SH ....:~'r ~IUSIC
'1'0
1_S:00. Bv ery th Ing. Ca ta.Iog- 15c. Fore's
J"'::H51 High. Denver 5. Colorado.
'

;'-URAl\TGE;'IEN'I'S-rich,
full sounding
r'enor Band Arrangements
"Pops"
Standards,
Specials.
Bob Buliard
nis
North Sixth, Maywood, Ill.
'
'I'HE WIl\TSE'l"l' 'l'ItA~SPOSER
takes
the confusion
out of transposing
sheet
music from one key to another.
Saves
tlme .. Plastic
slide rule. $4.95 postpaid.
P. wtneett Co., Key West, Florida.
JnOD1~RN HAR~IOXY, Ccmpostrton
instructton.
New,
individual
"Personal
Letter"
method.
Piano
ar'rangements
made.
Korber
studios,
406 St. Johns
Place, Brooklyn
38, N.Y.

OLD VIOLINS "'NU O·I·H..en 1,'lS'I'nU~I g;\''I'S.
Repairing.
Su pp llea.
Ea k en
~~
E. wastunaton
St., Chambersburg;
P'Ul"I~.-(~J:::TTEHS . ..\n almost
infallibly
effective
method
of fllJl~ining
new pupils. :Sample 50c. lOll for' $5.00. PUPIL
GETT.b:HB. Uox 172. I'~;isthampton,
~Iass.

ORGAN AND CHOIR
QUESTIONS
(Continued from Page 53)
s~e continue piano study, or will the
dtDerencein touch hinder her progress

in both?
H. M.-Wash.
Our recommendation would be the
continuanceof piano studies in addition
10 lessons on the Connsonata,
leading
nentuaily 10 the pipe organ. The legato
touchnormal in organ playing should
actuallyimprove the legato piano work,
and the independence in fin O'er action
requiredfor piano work should in turn
make'for greater clearness
in organ
technic,50 that each would really help
the other. Any standard
pipe organ
method,such as The Organ, by Stainer;
GradedMaterials for Pipe Organ, by
Rogers;
or First Lessons on the Organ
'
by N .
eVln,could be used for the study
f
°d the 'Connsonata, making the few
af at'p atlOns necessary to cover the dif·
trence in stop action and the limited
dalkeyboard, and the~e studjes could
or~ a basis for the later pipe organ

i

studle,.
etUde-december

THE END
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JOHN S. nULl., Violin Maker, 32 years
experience.
Specia.lizing
in fine repair·
Ing. References
furnished.
Fort Hunter
N'ew York.
'
1'11\.'\'O 'I'I~(;II:\IC
SUIPLIIi'I~IJ.
popular
mu~i<; professional
style.
Kazali:,q,
2~4 E. 58th Stl'eet,
New
22, N. Y.

Play
$1.00.
York

'I'YPIA.'\'O. The Touch 'System of Playing the Piano. The Powell Plano Ma:-;k
blocks
the sight
of the keyboard
but
permits
sight of the music. Play like tile
arti:,;ts - by the
exclusi ve senses
of
touch
and
hearing.
Effectively
aids
hand
independence,
ear-training,
sight
reading,
memorizing.
One piano
mask
with manual
of instruction
and oriM'inal
exercises.
Send
$2. Address
John
E_
Gantner,
1001 ChUI'chill
Ave.,
Otica.

PHILIPPE
GAUD maker of fine violins
t:.rom $150. Finest
repairs.
63 W. 94th
St., New York City. Phone: UN-5-8310.
FOR
SAI,E:
75 Band Uniforms
Dark
blue coat and cap, light grey. trousers.
~xcelle.n t condi Uon. Will send one for
]Pus~~I~~lO(?Ol~~~~I~~)S
Music Co., 627 Main,
FOR SALE-: Two new Glentone
Organ
Speakers
in original
box. '"ViII sell at
net cost. Phillips
Music Co 627 Main
Pueblo,
Colorado.
.,
,

N.Y_
GRO'l'RIA_N-S'l'Ii:INWEG
I"IA NOS. Internationally
acclaimed
"Tile
'\lorld's
Jo'inest". import.ed from Germany.
\Vrite
HOLSTAD
MUSIC
HOUSE,
337 Oak
Grove, Minnea.polls, Minn.
FREE-Amazing
new booklet
"Success,
popularity,
Happiness
From
Your Piano." How to find the newest
in modern
piano
playing
secrets.
Ernest
Weidner
System,
423 E. Seventh
St., Boston
27,
Mass.
TEACHERS
from coast to coast are acclaiming
it. An absolutely
NEW
and
happier
way
to achieve
success
for
teacher
and pupil. For information
send
stamped
self-addressed
envelope
to
Nelson
Music Studio,
814 S. Chestnut,
North
Platte,
Nebraska.
VIOLINiUAKERS,
A!IATEURS.
PRO.
-,.'ESSIONA1,S. Fine tone Seasoned European Violinmakers
wood. Complete
Materials,
Tools, Instructions,
Patterns.
Illustrated
Catalogue
10¢. Premier
Violin
Supplies
Division
EVN,
430
South
Bl·oad,,,·n'y, Los Angeles
13, California.

'I'HE IDE_-4.L CHRISTJtlAS GIFT FOR
~UPII:S-benefits
throughout
the Year.
Send ;)O¢ for our Get-Acquainted
Offer
regu~arly
priced
at $1. Nelson Music
~~~~~SI{~~4 S. Chestnut,
North Platte,
., BUILDING
EXERCISES
FOR
PIAN IS ['oS. b~ Weldon Cartel'. Teachers,
concert
PJan~sts, !ldvanced students.
A
bette~ techlllc
WIth 20 minutes
dally
practIce. SE;nd $1.00 for copy to Washlllgton :MUSICalInst!tute,
1730 Sixteenth
Street, N.\V., Washlllgton,
D.C.
HAl\'P

PIANO LESSONS,
skilled
teacher
at
your home. l?ara Pace, telephone, 'MU
~~O~~O. 487 First Ave., New York City,
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FROM

"BASIN

STREET" TO

THE DIAMOND

HORSESHOE

(Continued

OF MUSIC
Dedicated to the Superior Training of American
•

Talent

Intensive professional
study of MUSIC,
balanced
with a liberal arts program
in America's first coeducational
college.
Dormitories .. Concert series by guest and
Oberlin artists. Excellent practice
facilities. Faculty of 55 eminent
musicians.

Member

National

Associafion

Conservatory

catalog

of Schools

of Music

Write for:
_

d.escribing

de-

grees awarded
_

Bulletin

on

ad.mission

and

audition

procedures
_Calendar
of music events
rent year
_

Director

Programs of concerts,
during past season

of Admissions.
Box 5125,

Oberlin,

Oberlin

of

the

recitals

curgiven

College

Ohio

---------------------------------~

MUSIC and

ARTS INSTITUTE

Free' Literature

of

SAN

FRANCISCO

Bachelor of Music: De9ree
2622

Jackson,

AMERICAN

S.F.

15

Ross

McKee.

Director

CONSERVATORY

OF MUSIC-CHICAGO
Send for a free

Offers courses In all branches oJ music
69th year. Faculty or 130 artist teachers
Member of National Association of Schools of Music
catalog-address:
John R. Hattsteedt,
Pres., 584 Kimball

PEABODY

Bldg.,

Chicago

CONSERVATORY

COLLEGE OF MUSIC
l!:eginaldStewart, Director
Completemusical training In all branches. Diploma. M.MllS .• B.MllS., Teacher's Certificate. Al'fllIation with
Johns Bnpkins Unl~onity, Goucher and Lo~'olaColleges. Member ot the National Auociatioll of Schoola or
Music.DOlmltorleB.
Registror, 9 E. Mt. Vernon Place
Boltimore 2, Marylond
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for clowning. Best of all, the show had
the husky six-foot announcer doing deIightfu.lly irreverent take-offs on himself
with such lines as: "Greetings, music
lovers. Tickets
for tonight's concert
have been at a premium. and patrons
who got in here did so by using pulllots of pull. In Iacr, this is the jerkiest
audience we ever had."
Many honors have been bestowed on
Milton J. Cross over the years. He has
received
awards
from Philadelphia's
famous Poor Richard Club and from
the A merican Academy of Arts and
Letters, which gave him the first annual
award ever to be made for good radio
diction.
That diction, which has had pools on
elocution
placing
him in a category
with Franklin
O. Roosevelt, Ethel Barrymore
and Laurence
Olivier, radio
listeners find distinctive. Especially as
he Iavishly treats each syllable of an
opera
singer's
or character's
name,
whether it be the Met's "Sahl-vah-rore'.
eh-Bach-ah-Ione'cee'
or "Higoletto's"
"Spahrah-Ioo-cheeday'V--so
that
no
one wi.l l have any trouble in recognizing
the fact that Sparulucile is being sung
at this performance
by Salvatore Haccalorie. Few will have any trouble.
either. it is safe to say. in recognizing
the voice wbich greets them on December 3rd to the opening Metropolitan
Opera
broadcast
of the year, Offenbach's
"The Tales of Hoffman." as
that of Milton Cross.
With a cast. under Pierre Monteux's
direction. thai stars Lucine Amara. Roberta
Peters.
Rise Stevens. Richard
Tucker
and
Martial
Singher. "The
Tales of Hoffmann"
is only one of December's operatic features. NBC's Television 0 pera Theatre presents Puccini's
"Madam Butterfly" with Elaine Malbin
and Davis Cunningham on Sunday afternoon. Dec. 4. in a virtually full-length
production.
and its annual Christmas
Day performance
of Ctan-Carlo Menettie' "Amah} and the Night Visitors"
with Rosemary
Kuhlmann. Leon Lishnero Andrew McKinley. Willjam Aiken
and little Bin Mc lver in their familiar
roles.
Other special holiday programs include Maurice
Chevalier in a revue
over NBC-TV on Sunday. Dec. 4: the
Sadler's Wells BaUet. starring Margot
Fonteyn and Michael Soames. ill Tchai·
kovsky's "The Sleeping Beauty" over
NBC-TV on Monday evening. Dec. 12;
Victor Herbert's
"Babes jn Toyland."
with Dennis Day. Jeannie Carson, Wally
Cox and the Baird puppets jn a repeat
of last season's performance over NBCetude-december
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TVon Saturday Dec. 24. Christmas Day
itselfwill see the world premiere of a
musicalversion over CBS· TV of Dickens'"Christmas Carol," with a book by
MaxweJlAnderson and score by Ber~ard Herrmann and starring
Fredric
Ilarch, Basil Rathbone and Ray Middleton:while Percy Faith and his orchestrawill give the first performance
of an American work especially commissionedby him in a gala program
on CBS-Radio's "Woolworth
Hour."
With festive programs
in mind,
ABC's"Voice of Firestone"
has lined
up for its Monday evening simulcasts
mezzo-soprano Rise Stevens (Dec. 5),
bassJerome Hines (Dec. 12), soprano
Eleanor Steber (Dec. 19), coloratura
sopranoRoberta Peters (Dec. 26) j and
NBC's"Telephone Hour," for its Mooday evening broadcasts. violinist Isaac
Stern (Dec. 5). soprano
Renata Tebaldi(Dec, 12), mezzo-soprano Mildred
~Iiller (Dec. 19) and pianist
Leon
Fleisher (Dec. 26). Meanwhile,
the
\I.Y. Philharmonic- yrnphony
for its
part,presents in its Sunday afternoon
hrcadcasts over CBS George Szell as
guest conductor and Joseph
Szigeti.
playingMozart's Violin Concerto in C
Major (K. 216) on Dec. 4; Leon
Fleisherin Beethoven's Piano Concerto
No.2 in B·Aat Major on Dec. 11 j
ArthurGrumiaux in the first New York
performanceof Paganini's
Violin' ConcertoNo.4 on Dec. 18: Erica Morini in
Tchaikovsky'g Violin Concerto on De.
cember25.
THE EN!)

Thorough professional training for successful careers. One and two-year Certificate
COurses prepare
for private
st udio teaching. Bachelor and Master
Degrees, four and five years. Piano,
voice: organ, violin, 'cello, wind instruments, composition, pnblic school music. Faculty of renowned European and
American
artists. Many opportunities
for public recital, solo and group per-

Specialized.
well-rounded
prepares you for a ministry
For important
spiritual
I\oI ....I'S Sacred Music course
comprehensive
Bible study
intensive music training on
tory level.
General tuition at Moody
Fees Ior applied music are
sonable.

'"

WOR'
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OF MUSIC

(Continued from
Darius Milhaud's

Iormanoe. Member of the National Association of Schools of Music. Founded
1895. Splendidly
equipped lake-side
building. Spring term begins February
2. For Catalog, write Arthur Wildman,
Musical Director.
SHERWOOD BUILDING
1014 South lUichigan Av.eoue
Chicago 5, Illinois

training
of music.
emphasis.
combines
with the
conservais FREE.
very rea-

Saued Music course offers •••
majors in piano, organ. voice and
composition.
Also instruction in orchestral
instruments,
music theory
and literature - plus a number of unusual church related subjects. Exceltent, experienced faculty.
New. (our-story William Howard
Doane Memoriat music building provides
modern
classrooms
and 38
sound-proof practice rooms. Practice
facilities include 6!5 pianos, 3 pipe
organs and 5 electnc organs.
Unlimited
opportunities
for practical experience with the MBl musical
groups, on our own radio station,
\VMSI,
and in Chicago's
many
churches.
Write today for descriptive CATALOG. Address Office of Admissions,
Dept. ED323.
Spring

Semester

begins

Jonuary

25
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Symphony

No.
SymphonyOrchestra for its 75th season, was
hroadcastover NBC on October 24 for
lhe first time,

COLLEGE~CONSERVATORY of MUSIC of CINCINNATI
A DISTINGUISHED

PROFESSIONAL
SCHOOL
ALLIED ARTS.

6,· commissioned by the Boston

The Louisville Orchestra
has been
awardedan additional 5100_000 to commission new works from composers. It
ISestimated that the Orchestra now has
enoughmoney available to continue the
commissioningproject for at least an?ther three years. The orchestra
will
ISSuea new work once every other
m?nthand there will be fourteen commIssionseach year, plus one opera and
fivestudent awards.

DEGREE' COURSES WITH
INSTRUMENTS,
Affiliated

MAJORS

ORGAN,

with the University

Dept.

IN PIANO,

COMPOSITION,

VOICE,

ORCHESTRAL

MUSIC

EDUCATION

of Cincinnati. Member of the National Association of
Schools of Music

CATALOG

\Vrite

OF MUSIC AND THE

WILL BE SENT ON REQU

~

Ave. &: Onk St., Cincinnati

E, Highland

19, Ohio

Bachelor of Music, Master of Music. Bachelor of Science in Educotion (B.S. in Ed. by
tronder to Kent State University or Western Reserve University)
WARD
DAVENNY,
3411 Euclid Avenue

Director
Cleveland

15, Ohio

.1Ie",ber 01 a,,, ""ulio,,ol Associorio" 01 Scliools 01 MusIc

hThe Florida

West Coast Symof Sarasota, Florida, will open
Its seventh season this month
under
cond
.,
f ~ctor Alexander Bloch. A new,
unbClJonallY.designedsymphony
hall,
to. OusetlIe oreh'estra, IS slated for Im.

? ony,

minenterection in Sarasota.
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Sherwood Music School

........
..:......

COSMOPOLITAN
DAY and
Piano.

SCHOOL OF MUSIC

study

in aU branches

of music including:

Voice, Violin, Cello. Organ, Composition, Instruments of the Orchestra
Bachelor of Music. Master of Music, Bochelor of Music Education.
Opero Workshop
Oratorio Class
Theatre Arts
Member

'

306 South

EVENING

For free
Wabash

Nalimwl

catalog
Avenue

Association

address

oj Schools

Melba

oj Music

Thrasher,

Registrar
Chicago

4.

Illinois
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RUSSIA'S
(Continued

EASTMAN

OF MUSIC

SCHOOL
of

The University nf Rochester

HOWARD HANSON, Director
ALLEN I, McHDSE, Director of the Summer Session
TRAINING YOUNG MUSICIANS FOR
PROFESSIONAL CAREERS
Concert

Opera

Stage

Teaching

College and University
Music Theory

Pvbltc School
Composition
Radio

Administration
Bachelor of Music
_
Master of Music
Moster
Deeter of Musical Arts
Doctor
Attractive

Social

and

Recreational

Assistance

of Arts
of Philosophy
Programs
Dormitories

for

Men

and

Women

APPLICATIONS NOW BEING CONSIDERED FOR 1956
For information

write Edward

H. Easley,

Director of Admissions

EASTMAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC, ROCHESTER 4, NEW YORK
BUTLER UNIVERSITY

JORDAN COLLEGE OF MUSIC
A rich tradition,

a progressive
Baccalaureate
degrees

itation.

philosophy,
an outstanding
faculty,
in Dance,
Drama,
Music,
Music
Wrile for calalague and desired information

JORDAN COLLEGE OF MUSIC (Box E), 1204 Hortit
Indianapolis

NEW

YORK

complete
Education,

Delaware

accr"d.
Radio.
Street

2, Indiana

COLLEGE

OF

Arved Kurtz, Director
College and Pl'ofessional Courses ••.
Instruction •.• Daytime or Evening..

MUSIC

Chartered
Class and Individual
Full or Part Time

1878

Write for Catalog
NEW YORK 28. N. Y.

114 EAST 85th STREET
MILLIKIN
SCHOOL

UNIVERSITY
OF MUSIC

DECATUR,

ETUDE BINDERS

ILLINOiS

OtTers thorough
training
In music.
ClluTalls leading to de~rePB of: Bachelor
of Mude,
BaChelor or
1I1usic Educatlon,
MastOT of Music.
Bnd Master
or :">Iuslc J<,ducatloll.
Member of the :>iational Association
Schools of MusIc
Bulletin sent upon reQue~t
W. ST. CLAIRE MINTURN. Olrector

KNOX

Department of Music
Galesburg,
Illinois
Member N. A. S. M.

COLLEGE
THOMAS

W. WILLIAMS
Chairman

Cotalog ~ent upon request

BALDWIN.WALLACE
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
BEREA, OHIO
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(suburb of Cleveland)

AnJllated wlTh a filat dass Liberal Arts Cullege.
Four and the year oourses leading to degress.

Order

~ra~~~~~~~ti~~t~~t;
Te~chers.Send tor catalogue

ETUDE,

CECil

[rom Page 12)

"He was born in Odessa in 1916 and
began his studies at the age of five. He
studied with professor Tkatch at the
Odessa Conservatory
and completed his
work at the Master class of Moscow
Conservatory
with professor Neuhaus.
For the past ten years he has been professor at the Moscow Conservatory.
"It is remarkable how Gile1s' name is
known in the musician's world. I have
been asked about him by people from
Italy, Switzerland,
England, and even
Australia.
Everyone is eager to know
what has happened to this piano wizard
since his visit to Brussels."

Conducting
Arranging

Musicology

Scholarship

TOP PIANIST

W. MUNK,

Director.

Berea. Ohio

yours today from:
'he music magazine,
Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania

We had the image of some massive.
shadowy giant thrown, as it were, glimmering on the horizon of musical accomplishment;
we had the profile of a
formidable
talent, but precious little
substance. Now, here at last, we were
suddenly confronted by Emil Crlgoryevich Gilds in the flesh, at the age of
thirty-nine ; it was an opportunity that
seemed almost embarrassingly convenient after so many long years of isolation and hear-say.
G llels was seated on a couch in
Eugene Ormandy's dressing-room, back
stage in the Academy of Music in Phil·
adelphia,
stolidly resisting the profusion of reporters.
translators and solicitous Soviet att~ches swirling around
him. Chewing a large wad of gum be·
tween words, he answered a barrage of
unrelated questions with a kind of exasperated
indjfference.
What was his
favorite relaxation?
Well. watching soccer matches on television. as well as
anything else. He muttered the answer
with an unconcerned
flick of his pudgy
hands. Does he concertize throughout
the Soviet Union? But naturally; he
recently completed an extensive tour in
the Ural mountains-here
he rips off a
string of unpronouncable
towns. beginning with Sverdlovsk-and
will invade
the Don basin soon after his return. On
these tours he plays with local philharmonic societies wherever they happen
to be organjzed along the route. Judging
by Ius stocky buHd and bear·like countenance.
however, we suspected him
capable of roughing it quite a bit on
his brawny junkets around the circuit
of far-flung Soviet provinces. The fUggedness and immobility of his features
intimated
suppressed,
almost violent
power, held in check by a disciplined
mind, aloof from the casual curiosity of
his interrogators.
During the past war, among other
things, Gilels played on the Leningrad
front for the soldiers. It is reasonable
to suppose that now, having won the
Stalin Prize of 100,000 :r:ubles (about
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125,000),
an~ being engaged in various
routine projects III Moscow,
Gilels
l~ad5a fairly comfortable,
if not fa·
vored,
existence a good deal of the time
whilenot on tour. On typical days, he
arisesearly in the morning to play for
his own benefit. Later. his daughter
Elyenajoins in, practicing
somewhere
elsein the house. Presently he departs
for the offices of Sovetskaya
Muzyka
(So~ietMusic, Russia's principal mu
sicjournal), where he labors over edironal tasks. Next comes the inevitable
teachingof students, at the Moscow
Conservatory,and after dinner,
more
likelythan not, Gilel winds up playing
chambermusic with friends ...
Eighthours after our interview with
Cilels, we watched him come on stage
attheAcademyof Music to play Tcha i
ko\'sky'sConcerto in B·Aat minor with
Ormandyand the Philadelphia
Orches
tra. Thetransition was remarkable.
The
surly,truculent Russian of the after
noonwas suddenly transformed
into a
masterfulpianist whose sole focus was
atotalabsorption in the sonorous welter
01 themusic. Approaching the concerto
inthespirit of a protagonist, Gilels unleashedtorrents of energy on the soaringmelodiesand rippling counterpoints
of the first movement, now blending
sith, nowstruggling against, the swell
ingorchestral resources. \Ve beheld the
masterof a ferocious, wildly.triumphantover.powering bravura style, the
I~kes of which have rarely been seen
~Illcethe passing of franz Liszt.
Brilliant pyrotechnics.
of course,
werenot the limit of :M. Gilels' abililies.Alongwith dazzling double octaves
of hurricane speed, which belong in
~o1l"er
o{ execution to a few pianists
hkeHorowitzand Simon Barere Gilels
elicitedmelody of a warm, inc'redibly
lenderdelineation, shaping
it, so to
speak.with emotional innigkeit. Rapid
arabesques,their tones the hue and
clarityof limpid pearls, sparkled down
l~ekeyboard, flickering off to pianisSImoat the bottom. In the slow movement.every note in the slight, accompanyingfigures {or piano was a tender
mor.scl.important in its own right
againstthe orchestral cantilena.
The
lastmovement was a balance between
thunder and light. as Gilels romped
towardsthe closing measures.
Here was a magnificent
technique
weddedto great emotional power. Gilels'
per.formancewas, to say the least, sen·
satlOnal.The gruff Russian had over\I:helmedhis audience with sheer muSicality,and they showered him in relurnwith almost delirious ovations The
sl,oriesabout him had come true' over
Dl?ht,and we can only add what was
'1 G'] Is b y Victor Seroff
h'''d of. EmIle
b"k In 1949: "He has to be heard to
e beJieved."
J. B. F.
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wa d 6. second
mouth
preceding
publication
ForE/U6'~u~h copy ~ntl order to: Advertising
M~nager,
e musre magazine.
Bl')'n Mawr, Pa.
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WHERE
RICHARD

I GO TO STUDY?

SHALL
McCLANAHAN

WILLIAM

Teacher of Piano
M?tthay
exponent,
.formerly
his representative.
~r1vo,te lessons .. technic courses; available
as visitIng ecture-recitolist
, or critic-teacher.
Six-Doy Piano Seminars
801 Steinwoy Bldg .. 113 W. 57th St., N.Y_C.

EDWIN HUGHES
PIANISTS PREPARED FOR PUBLIC
PERFORMANCE
AND FOR COLLEGE
UNIVERSITY AND CONSERVATORY
,
TEACHING
POSITIONS
117 East 79th St., New York, N. Y.

HELEN ANDERSON

Mme. Giovanna

Viola Hull

(Desmond)
trained

hocher

of singing-European
"8el Canto"
Voice culture-dictian-coaching
Phone: Trafalgar 7-8230
608 West End Ave.
New York City

LEOPOLD WOLFSOHN
Pianist, Teacher, Composer
Teacher
of Aoran Copland,
Elie Siegmeister
and
many artists and teachers.
BEGINNING
TO ARTISTIC FINISH
Hotel Ansonia,
B'way at 73rd St., New York City

Pionist, Teacher
314 West 75th St., New York, Su-7-377S
Compositions
published by G. Schirmer
and Theodore Presser.

Toledo
2594

14 Ohio
'

HARRY EULER TREIBER:Mus. D.
Voice Building
Pupil of the late Wm. l. Whitney
(Vannucini Method)
Studio 509: 270 Huntington Ave., Boston, Mass.

LUCIUS DUNCAN

..

104 N. Mole St., Philo. 2, Po.

ISABEL HUTCHESON
Refresher Course for Piano Teachers:
Modern Piano Technic: Cooching Concert Pianists:
Group Work: For further information address
Studio 202, 10051/2Elm St., Dallas, Texas

EDNA GUNNAR PETERSON
Concert

Pianist-Artist

Teacher
Calif.

MAE GILBERT REESE

ERNESTO BERUMEN
TEACHER

is accepting
a limited
number
of serious
piano
students
in New York City.
For information
write:
150 Greenway
Terrace,
Forest
Hills
75, L. I., New York

ROSE RAYMOND
Eminent Pianist
Exponent of Motthay principles
Teacher of teachen
Private
Lessons
Available
for Recitals
and Lecture-Recitals
320 West 8bth St., New York City
Tel. EN 2·7586

0'

Blvd.
Phone: Walbridge

17447 Costellammare
Pacific Palisades,
Gladstone 4-1803

FICHANDLER

PIANIST AND

167 Elmhurst Ave. Highland Park 3, Mich.
Phone: Townsend 8-35107

Lo 7-0723

Teacher of Singing
Popular Songs and Classics
TV.-Radio-Stage
Concert
405 East 54th St.
New York 22, N. Y.

CONCERT

Mus.D.

Eminent Vocal Teacher

Violinist

CRYSTAL WATERS

WILLIAM

EVANGELINE LEHMAN:

1455 Harvord

"Teacher
of Successful
Pianists"
Mad.er's
T echnique-T
one-Interpretation
Speelel Courses:
Harmony,
Improvisation
166 W. nnd St., N. Y. C_
Tel. Sc 4-8385

T. POLLAK

A.M., Mus. Dcc., A.A.G.O.
New York College of Music
Piano, qrgan! Ccnductioa, Coaching,
Choir Training, Improvisotion,
Harmony, Counterpoint,
Fugue,
Composition,
Orchestration
Correspondence
Courses
9 Melrose Lane, DouglastOn 63, L.I., N.Y.

Pianist
Specialized
training for
feachers and concert artists
857 S. Rempau Blvd., tos Angeles 5, Cat.
We 4-4272

HAROLD HURLBUT
Has taught
singe-rs of METROPOLITAN
Opera
Chi~ago on.d. Son. Francisco Operas, stage, screen;
rad'o, televJs,on, Illcluding
NADINE CONNER. HOWARD KEEL, Evelyn Herbert, Henry Cordy and many others.
2150 N. Beachwood Dr., Hollywood, Cot.

HENRY O'CONNELL

24

HAZEL GRIGGS
Pianist
Beginners to Young Artists
Teacher's Workshops
522 Stein way Hall
SC 3-6085
113 West S7th Street, New York 19, N. Y.

Teacher
Violin & Clarinet
Coach
Formerly a College Instructor
Advanced Pupils or Earnest Beginners
325 South Pleasant
Royal Oak, Mich.
Appointments
by mail only

BAIN DAYMAN
.Rec,?gnized Vocal Authority and Coach
Tea~hlng In Ho!ly~ood since 1925-Member
of the
Nat'onol ASSOCiation of Teac.hers of Singing
1354 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood. Calif. HO 5-8942

THE END
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June
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CAROLS
NUTCRACKER SUITE

36

T scha ikowsky- Richter

Arr. by Mtlry Bacon Mason

FOR CHRISTMAS
Arr. for voice and piaJlo or organ by Anthony Cande/ori
With HClmmond Organ

37

32
32

The deli~htful Chrislmas
travels of "Nutcracker"
lhe puppet
comealive in music and slOry for second to third grade pla~'ers,
Childrenlove the simplified piano excerpts and delight
in the
cleverilluSlfations which they may color, (Teachers
appreciate
the author's "Suggestions
for Recital Use.")
.... 5,85

..

Jan.

3S

Apr.

3S

"""
"

:\"0".

Feb.
DO.
~lar.

FORTYCHRISTMAS

lila}'
Jul)'
D".
Aug.
June

f

Ocl.
~18f.
}"ab.

Regi5tralion

This lreasury
of 29 traditional
carols is ideal for piano, pipe
organ and Hammond organ. Including
many aids to the three
keyboard
instruments,
it is invaluable
to music teacher, amateur
pianist and church organist. Intermediate
graded for the relaxation of the older player, Edited by George WaIter Anthony, ,$,75

CAROLS An. by No,wood Hh,kle
CHRISTMAS

38
36

.\lar.

Plaj'erswill find this book deli~htful
inside and out. The cover
deSigncreates an ideal atmosphere
for playing
and singing,
Amongthe 40 seleClions over half are less familiar,
Old World
carols not usually found in collections
of lhis sort. All are
adaptedand uanslated for adulc entertainment,
Grade 2, ... $.50

MELODIES

35

"

JulS

3S

Mil'

3S

..
"

1955

TilE CO~EOPRESS. IIlC.

THEODORE
Bryn

Arranged by Ada Ricbter

"Jolly Old Saint Nicholas," "0 Holy Night," "Jingle Bells" and
"0 Christmas
Tree" are some of the favorites fcom this book
of 31 diversified carols for beginners. Children in grade 1V2 will
find it easy to master both words and music.
. , , . $.90

Ask your dealer to show you these popular Christmas collections.

Jan.

Jan.

CAROLS

34 popular
carols arranged for the early graders, Technically
ideal for small children, the arrangements
retain the flavor of
the original carols. Fingering aids are included, Another appealing feature: children love to decorate the book by pasting Christmas cards in the allotted space on each page. ,
, , , ,S.85

Sevt.
June
Aug.
Feb.
JRn.
Feb.
.\lar.
D~.

Feb.

DUET

Children
love 1O enter into the spirit of Christmas Wilh piano
duets, For holiday,concerts,
duets double the fun, In this popular
Ada Richter
collection,
an even dozen traditional
carols are
arranged
for grades 11/2 to 2. As the register is singable, the
book may be used for accompaniment.
' , " ",$,75

CHRISTMAS

Jill.
Jan .
June
Jul}'
.-\ug.
Jul)'
June
June
D".
.'eb,

June

CAROLS for PIANO

A.rranged by Ada Richter

'"~
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A lIdunle (Trlflllpet,
ll"A611 I Alii l.oid III Earlh
( Trrmll,ef)
When I Am l.aid In Eor/h
( Tronlbone)
Beallli/Ifl 8/"e Da"Nbll
(Bb Clorillef)
{ Romanv Caprice
(Hb
Clarinet)
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PRESSER COMPANY
Mawr, Pennsylvania

Looh in, and dream a little

.. .

..
is an exclusive feature found in no other
Dream you are sitting
a t thi15 H am mond'Organ ,-...'-T-l'is
.•

some lonely evening, some tense and wasted
day. And suddenly, its music does a magic
thing ...

organ.
You're aJraid

you can't play it? Actually,

a

Hammond is the easiest of all keyboard inIt lifts you when you're sad, it rests you
struments. The tones are rich and sustained,
when you're tired. It plays even your Simplest
so that even a beginner's fingers can manage
tune with such power and joy, you feel like ...them smoothly. Even if you've never played
singing with it.
'before, you can create music you enjoy, in a
For the Hammond Organ has thousands of -rnonth. Thousands have.
orchestral tones and tone combinations you
Why just dream? Step inside the door, and
can conjure with ... far more than any organ
try the Hammond Organ. It doesn't cost
that even remotely compares with ~t.
much to have a Hammond this Christmas.
Now, too, you can add beautiful9fchestral
percussions like harp, chimes, guitar, and
xylophone by means of Hammorid's new
"Touch-Response Percussion Controls.">
Low as $135 down for

Only $135 down for the Spinet Model, with
often three years to pay. Your -Hammond
dealer can tell you more about it. Or mail the
coupon beiow.

-----at most dealers.

the Spi;;;t

Often 3 years to pay:

On(}! a Hammond
"Touch.Response

MOST

GLORIOUS

Percussion Controls."*

Hormonic Drawbars

for blending thousands of tone colors.

Separote Vibrato Controls for lower and upper manuals.
Reverberation

cathedral-like

Control in the Console Models adapts

tones to the smallest room.

No Tuning Expense. The only organ that's never out of tune.
*The percussion tones are produced: at the option of the player
by pl!lying any selected nngle note or full chord, in a detached
manner, with a fingering pause of fJ8 little as 1/20th of II second.

r--------------------------------1

I

Hammond Organ Company
. .
4210 W. Diversey Avenue, Chicago 39, Illinois
I
\Vithout obligation, send me details about the Hammond I
Organ models checked.
:
Spinet
0 Home
0 Church
0 Concert I
Name
~
..__ .. II

.HAMMOND OJ/GAN
MUSIC'S

gives you all this:
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Address.
City
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